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ABSTRACT
Structure components are designed with a certain service life and damage may
occur, or they may come with manufacture defects. Such damage and defects may lead to
structural failure if not detected in time. To ensure the structural safety and prevent
catastrophic failure, effective inspection is critical for in-time maintenance. Nondestructive
evaluation (NDE) and structural health monitoring (SHM) have been widely applied for
damage inspection and evaluation in various industries due to their noninvasive nature.
Lamb wave based NDE/SHM has become the most popular ultrasonic methods that has
been proved effective in different engineering applications that can be used to detect not
only surface damage but also those internal. Lamb waves are guided waves that propagate
in plate-like structures and they can propagate long distance with low energy loss which
makes large structure inspection possible. They are also sensitive to various
damage/defects across the thickness such as crack in metallic structures and delamination
or debonding in composite structures. Despite the intensive studies and application of
Lamb wave based NDE/SHM, there are still some challenges that need to be addressed
such as damage with complex profiles that is difficult to quantify; alternative excitation
and sensing methods that can be applied remotely without the need to leave the transducers
on the structure surface; and also the feasibility and effectiveness of the Lamb wave
methodologies in real world applications.
This dissertation aims to address the aforementioned challenges. Two parts of
research work have been conducted for this purpose: Part I focuses on the fundamental
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studies of Lamb waves and development of the system as well as the supplementary
damage detection methodologies, while Part II focuses on applying the developed methods
to various NDE/SHM applications from aerospace to nuclear structures. In Part I, the Lamb
wave based wavefield analysis methods are first demonstrated. Based on that, an actuator
network Lamb wave imaging method that can quantify complex damage with great details
is developed. In addition, a fully noncontact/remote NDE system through laser excitation
and sensing strategy is developed and evaluated on both metallic and composite structures
towards more flexible real-world applications. In Part II, the developed Lamb wave based
systems and methodologies are investigated and evaluated on various real-world
applications in order to prove their efficacy and reliability, including inspection on typical
damage/defects such as crack, wrinkle, and delamination in aerospace structures, and stress
corrosion cracking and material degradation in nuclear structures.
This dissertation uniquely addressed the complex damage profile quantification
issue with a high-resolution actuator network imaging method, developed a reliable and
noncontact/remote laser based Lamb system accompanied with effective evaluation
methods which enables more flexible field application, and systematically investigated the
Lamb wave based NDE reliability and effectiveness on various real world applications
which provided guidelines for typical damage and defects inspection in aerospace and
nuclear structures. In the long run, this research work will facilitate the advancement of
actuation and sensing strategies, development of evaluation methodologies, and the
formation of standard guidelines towards more effective, rapid and flexible Lamb wave
based NDE/SHM to ensure the structural safety.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1

BACKGROUND
Across different industries including civil, aerospace, and nuclear industries,

structural components are usually designed with a certain service life, from bridges,
pipelines, to commercial aircrafts, space vehicles, as well as power plants and nuclear
waste structures [1]. Structural failure could occur due to unexpected events such as impact
on the aircraft during flight and/or aging such as corrosion appeared on the waste storage
tanks in nuclear power plants during their extended service life [2]. To ensure the structural
safety and prevent catastrophic failure, effective inspection methods that ensure in-time
maintenance are critical. Nondestructive evaluation (NDE) methods are means that
diagnose the structural health in a noninvasive manner that does not compromise the
structural strength or cause any damage to the structure. In situ NDE, also known as
structural health monitoring (SHM), normally integrated with the structure, performs
online NDE and monitors the target structure in a periodical manner. NDE/SHM have been
widely applied for damage inspection and structural health diagnosis in the aforementioned
industries [3-8] due to their noninvasive nature. Common NDE methods that have been
developed and proved effective includes visual inspection assistance with ultrasonic bulk
wave technique, acoustic emission (AE) [9], electro-mechanical impedance (EMI) method
[10, 11], electromagnetic testing (ET) [12], infrared and thermal testing (IT) [13], and
ultrasonic testing (UT) [14] et al.
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Among virous NDE/SHM methods, Lamb wave based NDE/SHM is one of the UT
methods that has been intensively studied and adopted in different industry applications
[14-18]. Lamb waves are guided waves that propagate in plate-like structures. Lamb waves
can propagate long distance with lower energy loss compared to bulk waves which makes
rapid inspection possible on large structures such as airplane fuselages and wings [4, 19]
and pipelines [5]. They are also sensitive to various defects on the surface or internal to the
structures, such as cracks in metallic structures [15] and delamination or debonding inside
composite structures [20]. Although Lamb wave based NDE/SHM has been proved
promising for plate-like structure inspection in many studies [21-27], there are still
challenges that need to be addressed such as damage with complex profiles that is difficult
to quantify; excitation and/or sensing methods that can be applied remotely without the
need to have the transducers on the structure; and also the evaluation of feasibility and
effectiveness of the Lamb wave methodologies in real world applications. In a nutshell,
developing reliable Lamb wave based NDE/SHM system as well as providing effective
damage detection methodology is of great interest and of high importance in order to
guarantee the structural safety and integrity in their service life or even to extend their life
cycle with appropriate maintenance.
1.2

PROBLEM DEFINITIONS
To address the aforementioned challenges, this dissertation will therefore focus on

three major aspects to advance the Lamb wave based NDE/SHM: (1) to develop effective
quantitative evaluation methods for the evaluation of damage with complex profiles, (2) to
establish a fully non-contact Lamb wave NDE system through non-contact laser excitation
and sensing techniques , and (3) to investigate the performance of the developed systems
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and methods through various real-world applications for damage inspection and evaluation
on aerospace and nuclear structures.
➢

Lamb wave based NDE methodology for complex damage quantification
Traditionally, Lamb wave based NDE/SHM employs a single actuator

accompanied by a sensing system working in pitch-catch or pulse echo modes for damage
detection. To further evaluate the damage and generate more user intuitive imaging results
for damage visualization, multiple actuator and/or senor arrays have been used as a network
with different imaging algorithms, such as phased arrays [28-33], sparse arrays [34-39],
and tomography [40-43] to improve the imaging resolution for damage visualization and
quantification. Damage in structure is indicated with highlighted pixels directly from the
generated images. However, most of the existing imaging methods either still cannot
quantify the complex damage profiles with great details including their size, location and
shapes, or have to demand a large number of transducers to be used to the best knowledge
of the author. In this dissertation, an actuator network Lamb wave imaging method through
employing multiple actuators and point-by-point wavefield scanning is therefore proposed
in order to fully quantify complicated damage profiles including size, shape and location.
➢

Noncontact laser excitation and sensing strategy for Lamb waves
Actuation and sensing are always critical components for effective Lamb wave

NDE/SHM. Various types of transducers have been explored and applied for Lamb wave
based NDE. Based on the installation way on the structure, Lamb wave transducers can be
categorized into contact and non-contact types. The contact type transducers are
traditionally installed on the structure with adhesives or couplant and are reported
immensely in literature. Examples include piezoelectric transducers (PZT) [44] and optical
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fibers [45]. Non-contact transducers can achieve actuation or sensing without adhesives or
couplant, which will significantly improve the inspection flexibility. Existing types include
air-couple transducer (ACT) [46], pulsed laser [47], electromagnetic transducers (EMAT)
[48], and scanning laser Doppler vibrometer (SLDV) [17].
Through using different Lamb wave transducers, various Lamb wave based
NDE/SHM systems are developed and have been proven effective. These existing
inspection systems can be categorized into three types: (1) contact, (2) partial noncontact,
and (3) noncontact. For contact or partial contact systems, using of adhesives or couplant
introduces extra material on the host structure, and the coupling mechanism are often not
well studied. In addition, contact type transducers need installation, periodical
maintenance, and inspection, which is time and labor consuming. Compared to contact or
partial contact systems, non-contact system can overcome those limitations caused by
contact type transducers. In addition, non-contact system can be applied to extreme
inspection conditions such as hot surfaces or in hazardous environment. Thus, development
of a fully non-contact system with effective damage detection and evaluation ability is
another focus of this dissertation.
➢

Evaluations of Lamb wave based NDE methods on real-world applications
Towards real-world applications, the developed systems and methodologies need

to be investigated for their performance and effectiveness. In this dissertation, we have
conducted extensive studies and evaluations of typical damage/defects in aerospace
structure such as fatigue crack in metals or wrinkle and delamination in composites, as well
as stress corrosion cracking and cladding/coating degradation in nuclear structures.
Composite materials are increasingly used in aerospace vehicles due to their light weight
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and flexibility for engineering design [4]. Defects such as porosity, wrinkles, and
delamination may form during manufacturing processes or develop while they are in
service, leading to structural failure and even to catastrophic accidents. Composite material
is anisotropic, making Lamb wave propagation and interaction with defects more
complicated than that in isotropic plates. Lamb wave based inspection on composite plate
are more challenging, but less studied and reported. Thus, systematic case studies need to
be performed in order to generate inspection guideline for adopting Lamb wave NDE in
composite structure for quality control and/or maintenance during their service time.
On the other hand, existing nuclear power plants and waste storage tanks are aging.
As of December 2016, 293 of the existing 450 power reactors has been in service for more
than 30 years. Thus, periodical inspection to assess the stress corrosion cracking (SCC) and
aging condition is critical to ensure the structural safety and reliability. In addition,
extension of these nuclear structures is a current world tendency, thus safety assessment
and review of the structure condition is also important when they reach the end of their
service life. Common NDE methods for nuclear application includes eddy current, acoustic
emission and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) method [49-54]. Although
Lamb wave based NDE has been widely used and proved feasible for crack evaluation and
material property characterization [15, 55], it is not widely implemented for SCC and/or
material property evaluation to the best knowledge of author. Thus, case studies for SCC
evaluation and material property characterization will be investigated using Lamb wave
based NDE methods.
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1.3

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
With the problems defined in last section, the dissertation is organized as two main

parts: (1) Part I: Lamb waves NDE/SHM system and methodology, and (2) Part II:
applications on aerospace and nuclear structures. Part I focuses on the fundamental studies
of Lamb waves propagation, development of the noncontact system, as well as the essential
damage detection methodologies, while Part II focuses on the adoption of the developed
system and methodology on NDE/SHM evaluations of various aerospace and nuclear
structures.
In Part I, the Lamb wave based wavefield analysis methods are first demonstrated.
Based on that, an actuator network Lamb wave imaging method that can quantify complex
damage with great details is developed. In addition, a fully noncontact/remote NDE system
through laser excitation and sensing strategy is developed and evaluated on both metallic
and composite structures towards more flexible real-world applications. In Part II, the
developed Lamb wave based systems and methodologies are investigated and evaluated on
various real-world applications in order to prove their efficacy and reliability, including
inspection on typical damage/defects such as crack, wrinkle, and delamination in aerospace
structures, and stress corrosion cracking and material degradation in nuclear structures.
Specifically, the following work is outlined toward the completion of this dissertation:
➢

Part I Lamb wave NDE system and methodology:
(1)

Lamb wave fundamental study;

(2)

LAMB wave based NDE/SHM methodology;

(3)

Noncontact/remote lased based NDE system development and evaluation.
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➢

Part II NDE applications on aerospace and nuclear structures:
(1)

Application on metallic structures with typical crack damage and simulated
damage with complex profiles;

(2)

Application on composite structure with typical defects such as wrinkles and
delamination;

(3)

Application on nuclear structures for SCC inspection or material evaluation.
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STATE OF THE ART
Lamb wave based NDE/SHM have been widely used and reported in various
industries such as aerospace and nuclear industries in the past couple of decades.
Significant amount of research work has been conducted in various aspects. This chapter
presents and focuses on the state of the art in the areas on the Lamb wave based NDE/SHM
system methodology development on Lamb wave propagation modeling and study,
development of Lamb wave excitation and sensing schemes, and Lamb wave wavefield
based evaluation methodologies and imaging algorithms.
1.1.

LAMB WAVE EXCITATION AND SENSING SCHEMES
Various transducers have been explored and applied for Lamb wave excitation and

sensing, including PZT, ACT, pulsed laser, EMAT and SLDV [8, 18, 33, 48]. PZT
transducers are mostly widely used for both Lamb wave actuation and sensing in various
applications and its effectiveness in SHM/NDE has been well demonstrated [56-62].
Recent years, SLDV has emerged as a powerful tool for Lamb wave wavefield sensing
toward improved defect detection, visualization, and quantification [62-64]. SLDV can
acquire a high spatial resolution wavefield, which contains a wealth of information about
Lamb wave propagation characteristics for visualization and quantification of various types
of defects, such as cracks, delamination, and debonding [65-68]. This part will cover the
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state of the arts relevant to the PZT transducer, pulsed laser and the SLDV which will be
selected for actuation and sensing in this dissertation.
1.1.1.

Piezoelectric transducers
Piezoelectric transducers utilize piezoelectricity (mechanical-electric coupling) for

Lamb wave actuation and sensing. The piezoelectric material generates mechanical
response for Lamb wave actuation when an electric field is applied or generate electric
response for Lamb wave sensing when a stress/strain is applied. Piezoelectric transducers
have been widely employed and studied for Lamb wave actuation and sensing in the past
recent two decades.
Alleyne and Cawley developed a dry-coupled piezoelectric transducer system in
1996 for corrosion detection in pipes [56]. In their research, the effective Lamb wave mode
(axisymmetric L(0,2)) for damage detection was excited through a ring of piezoelectric
elements surrounding the pipe. The dry-coupled transducers were manufactured such that
they can be clamped against the pipe without using any couplant. The presented detachable
dry-coupled system was proved to be effective in pulse echo tests for long pipe inspections.
Monkhouse et al. later developed a cost-efficient and flexible PVDF
(polyvinylidene fluoride) film transducers (Figure 2.1a) for Lamb wave actuation in plates
[57]. The single Lamb wave mode generation was presented through interdigital design on
aluminum, steel, Perspex, and composite plates. The results show that the PVDF
transducers can achieve long range inspection on metal plates using lower antisymmetric
modes with minimum attenuation. Figure 2.1b shows the inspection results using A0 Lamb
wave mode on a 1.2-mm steel plate with 0.4-mm deep notch. Wave package A is incident
A0, B is the reflected A0 from the notch, and C is the reflected A0 from the plated edge.
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While symmetric modes have proved in their research were less attenuation than
antisymmetric modes for composite plates, thus they recommended developing excitation
of symmetric modes with high strength for composite plates.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1
Inspection using PVDF film: (a) schematic of the PVDF films
mounted on the substrate, and (b) initial testing results on a 1.2 mm steel plate
with notch using pulse echo mode [57]
In order to achieve SHM or in situ NDE with smart piezoelectric transducers,
Moulin et al. presented an embedded PZT system in composite plates [58] showing that
Lamb waves were successfully excited in the host structure for NDE/SHM application.
Simulation was first conducted using finite element method (FEM) and a cylindrical PZT
embedded inside a composite plate was modeled. The electrical impedance and frequency
response of the embedded PZT were obtained. The Lamb wave phase velocities at
resonance frequencies were acquired, and they agreed well with the theoretical Lamb wave
dispersion curves. Experiments were then performed on the host composite plate, and the
obtained electrical impedance, frequency response, and phase velocities matched well with
the numerical results of the simulation. They also found the radial mode of the embedded
PZT could be employed to excite S0 mode since the coupling coefficient between PZT and
host structure is relatively high.
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Su et al. also studied piezoelectric transducers for Lamb wave actuation and sensing
on composite plates towards an effective active SHM system [60]. A damage identification
method using distributed piezoelectric transducers was developed for delamination
detection in composite plates in their study. Time-frequency spectrographic analysis was
performed during data processing procedure to extract useful information for diagnosis.
Experiments were performed on a quasi-isotropic composite laminate with delamination
defect, and the results showed that the delamination center was located with acceptable
accuracy.
Tua et al. employed piezo-actuated Lamb waves and developed a comprehensive
linear crack detection method based on time-of-flight analysis in aluminum plates [59].
The actuation frequency, Lamb wave modes and PZT arrangement for detection were first
identified. Three cases were explored on aluminum plates with: through, half-through and
concealed crack (opposite side of half-through case). With a square grid of PZT actuator
and sensor pairs sweeping the testing plate (Figure 2.2a), the crack location was identified
for all three cases (Figure 2.2b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2
Crack localization with piezoelectric transducers: (a)
piezoelectric transducer pairs, and (b) crack localization
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The piezoelectric transducers for Lamb wave generation and sensing were studied
and developed extensively by Giurgiutiu [11, 44]. He explored the capability of embedded
piezoelectric wafer active sensors (PWAS) to excite and sense Lamb waves for SHM
purpose. The Lamb wave tuning mechanism with PWAS was derived, and the maximum
coupling could be achieved when the transducer length was identical to half wavelength of
the desired Lamb wave mode. Theoretical tuning curves of a 7-mm PWAS on a 1.6-mm
aluminum plate was derived as shown in Figure 2.3a. Experiments were performed to
validate the theoretical tuning curves, and a ‘sweet spot’ for S0 was observed at 300 kHz
as shown in Figure 2.3b. Using the tuned S0 Lamb wave mode, both broadside and offside
crack detection was achieved through an embedded ultrasonic structural radar (EUSR)
system formed by a phased array of 9 PWAS as shown in Figure 2.3c and d.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.3 Tuned Lamb wave excitation and sensing with PWAS phased array
on an aluminum plate: (a) theoretical tuning curves, (b) experimental tuning
curves, (c) experimental setup of the PWAS phased array system, and (d) EUSR
interface showing the crack detection
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Based on the previous research about Lamb wave tuning [44], Xu and Giurgiutiu
proposed to apply the Lamb wave tuning technique to baseline-free time-reversal damage
detection procedure [61]. PWAS excited and sensed Lamb waves always involves at least
two modes at certain inspection frequency. Thus, they developed a theoretical time-reversal
model of PWAS-related Lamb wave and studied the relative behavior of single and two
mode Lamb waves. Experiment validation was performed, and the results showed that
single mode Lamb waves could achieve good time reversal behavior, while two-mode
Lamb waves could not.
Recently, piezoelectric transducers have been incorporated with laser vibrometers
for Lamb wave wavefield sensing and analysis. Yu and Tian proposed a hybrid Lamb wave
based PZT-SLDV approach and applied for crack detection on aluminum plates [62]. Lamb
wave was excited through a PZT actuator and measured as a time-space wavefield by a
scanning Doppler laser vibrometer. The wave-crack interaction was observed in the
wavefield clearly in both line and area inspection (Figure 2.4).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4
PZT actuated wavefield in aluminum plates with crack: (a) 2D
time-space wavefield, and (b) one snapshot from the measured 3D time-space
wavefield
The hybrid PZT-SLDV system was also extended to composite plates for
delamination quantification by Tian et al. [65]. They explored the system and methodology
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on two composite plates: one with Teflon insert simulated delamination and another with
impact-induced delamination. The PZT actuated Lamb wave wavefield for the two cases
are shown in Figure 2.5a and b separately. Both the simulated and impact-induced
delamination were observed from the wavefields.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5 PZT actuated wavefield in composite plates with
delamination: (a) delamination simulated with Teflon insert,
and (b) impact induced delamination
1.1.2.

Laser ultrasonics
Ultrasound can be generated by lasers with short pulse of high peak power such as

Q-switched Nd:YAG and gas lasers. The working principle for ultrasound generation are
based on either thermoelastic and/or ablation regimes [69]. For the thermoelastic regime,
the output laser pulse heats the small exciting surface area in a short time to generate a
sudden thermal expansion. When the material surface is heated beyond the boiling point,
small nanometers of the expanding material evaporate and results in ultrasound generation
due to the recoil effect. While for the ablation regime, the plasma formed above the material
surface will generate ultrasound.
Laser based ultrasound was adopted and first reported for surface-breaking crack
detection in 1986 [70]. Copper et al. adopted a Nd:YAG Q-switched laser with 20 mJ of
energy in 30 ns for Rayleigh wave generation in an aluminum block. Later they did further
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research on Rayleigh wave interaction with surface cracks [71, 72]. In 1990, Scruby and
Drain summarized the important features of laser ultrasound generation in their book [73],
where different techniques and applications for laser ultrasound are presented.
Later, Hutchins and his group studied and reported extensively on ultrasonic
generation using pulsed lasers, describing in details the laser ultrasonic generation
mechanisms [74] with the consideration of the effect of ablation and surface modification.
Later he and his group extended his earlier work to the excitation of Lamb waves in thin
materials [75]. In the work in [75], the lower order modes S0 and A0 were excited and
recorded. The dispersion curves were acquired for these modes and the sample metallic
plate thickness were estimated. Hutchins et al. then implemented pulsed laser in a
noncontact inspection system for thin aluminum plate inspection [76]. A Nd:YAG pulsed
laser was used for Lamb wave generation, while an EMAT was employed for Lamb wave
sensing. It was concluded in their study that the laser generated and EMAT recorded Lamb
waves were sufficient for tomographic imaging to show the changes in thin plate-like
structures.
Additionally, Pierce et al. adopted a Q-switched Nd:YAG pulsed laser with energy
300 mJ for Lamb wave generation [77], while they used an optical fiber interferometer for
out-of-plane displacement sensing in their study. Four plates made of different materials
(aluminum, carbon fiber, carbon/glass mixed fiber, and glass fiber) were tested. The
experimental setup is shown in Figure 2.6a, and the acquired laser generated Lamb wave
waveforms on the aluminum plate are illustrated in Figure 2.6b. Through a line scan, the
dispersion curves were acquired for three plates: aluminum, carbon fiber, and carbon/glass
mixed. Six Lamb wave modes were captured for aluminum plate, and the results match
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well with the theoretical Lamb wave dispersion curves. For carbon and carbon/glass fiber
plate, three and four modes were extracted, and they also agree with the theoretical modes.
While for glass fiber plate, the energy absorption was low and only preliminary waveforms
were acquired.

(b)

(a)

Figure 2.6Lamb wave generation using pulsed laser: (a) experimental setup of
Lamb wave actuation and sensing, and (b) acquired Lamb wave waveforms
using unfocused and line-focused line source
The laser generated Lamb waves were also applied for the estimation of thickness
and properties of stainless-steel foils by Hayashi et al. [78]. In this work, S0 and A0 modes
were measured by using a laser interferometer and identified in the recorded waveforms.
The A0 dispersion curves were obtained through wavelet transform, and the results match
well with the theoretical Rayleigh-Lamb wave solutions. A modified method based on the
wave velocity and A0 group velocity dispersion curves was proposed to estimate the foil
thickness and elastic properties, and the estimated results were proved correct.
Based on the previous development and study of laser Lamb wave generation,
Yashiro, Takatsubo and Toyama presented a partial noncontact NDE system for Lamb
wave propagation visualization and damage detection in composite plates [79]. In the NDE
system (Figure 2.7a), pulsed laser scan was adopted for Lamb wave generation on desired
measuring points, while an attached transducer at a fixed position for Lamb wave
measurement. Both impact damage in a CFRP laminate and disbond defect in a CFRP skin-
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stringer structure were detected and the wave-defect interaction were visualized. Figure
2.7b shows the C-scan image of a CFRP cross-ply plate with impact delamination, while
Figure 2.7c shows the wave interaction with delamination in the visualized wavefield.
An, Park, and Sohn later implemented laser Lamb wave generation in a fully noncontact NDE system [80]. The system employs a Q-switched pulsed laser as actuator and
galvanometer controlled laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV) for Lamb wavefield sensing as
shown in Figure 2.8a. The system was applied on crack detection on an aluminum plate,
and reflected waves were observed in the wavefield (Figure 2.8b). In addition, a cumulated
standing wave energy (CSWE) image was obtained to visualize the hidden crack as shown
in Figure 2.8c. They also applied this noncontact system on a composite aircraft wing with
debonding defect and a composite wind turbine with delamination [69]. Both defects were
detected and visualized through CSWE imaging method.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.7
Laser generated Lamb wavefield visualization and damage detection: (a)
experimental setup, (b) C-scan image of a CFRP cross-ply plate with impact delamination,
and (c) wave interaction with delamination in the visualized wavefield
In order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the laser generated Lamb waves,
Hosoya et al. proposed Lamb wave generation based on ablation regime instead of
traditionally used thermoelastic regime [69]. The Lamb waves were generated by a Nd:
YAG pulsed laser, and the waves were sensed by a scanning LDV as shown in Figure 2.9a.
The Lamb wave modes were characterized and confirmed based on the Lamb wave group
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velocity. In addition, a shock wave mode due to laser ablation was generated. Damage
inspection was performed on a 2-mm aluminum plate with a through thickness crack (0.2
mm width and 20 mm length) as shown in Figure 2.9b. Lamb waves were used for the
crack detection, and Figure 2.9c shows the wave interaction with crack.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.8
Non-contact laser based NDE system: (a) experimental setup, (b) wavefield
showing reflected waves from crack, and (c) CTWE image for crack visualization

(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 2.9
Laser ablation based Lamb wavefield visualization and damage detection:
(a) experimental setup, (b) specimen schematic, and (c) wave interaction with crack
1.1.3.

Laser Doppler vibrometer
In recent two decades, lased Doppler vibrometer based Lamb wave sensing

technique for damage detection received escalated attention [62-64, 81]. Laser Doppler
vibrometer (LDV) is an instrument that can measure the target surface motion (velocity or
displacement) in a noncontact manner based on Doppler effect on light waves. Figure 2.10
shows the schematic of the LDV working principles. The laser beam is split by a beam
splitter into a reference beam and a measurement beam. The measurement beam is directed
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to the vibrating target, resulting in the reflection light from the vibrating object with a
frequency shift due to Doppler effect. The LDV then receives the reflection light and
compares its frequency with the reference beam and generates a voltage corresponding to
the frequency shift. Then the surface velocity can be calculated with the generated voltage.

Figure 2.10

A schematic of LDV basic components and principle [82]

Staszewski et al. first explored the possibility of laser vibrometer for Lamb wave
sensing in 2004 [83]. The experimental setup is shown Figure 2.11a. The low frequency
Lamb waves were successfully measured by a laser Doppler vibrometer. The Lamb wave
signals were improved through filtering and data smoothing process. The laser Doppler
vibrometer acquired Lamb waves were validated by both experiments using piezoelectric
transducer sensing and numerical simulations. They presented that the laser vibrometer can
measure instant 2D time-space wavefield (Figure 2.11), which can visualize the Lamb
wave propagation in the plate.
Mallet et al. applied laser vibrometer based Lamb wave sensing for damage
detection in aluminum plates [84]. Figure 2.12a shows the experimental setup, where a
piezoceramic disk was used for Lamb wave generation while a non-contact LDV is used
for sensing. Two aluminum plates (with notches in different severity as damage) were
tested with the defined scanning area shown in Figure 2.12b. An image representing the
maximum amplitude of Lamb wave responses was obtained and the damage was
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highlighted as shown in Figure 2.12c. They also used this system for fatigue cracks
detection in metallic plates and concluded that laser vibrometer Lamb wave sensing is
robust and reliable [25].

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.11 Lamb wave sensing using laser Doppler vibrometer: (a) experimental setup,
and (b) the 2D time-space wavefield from numerical simulations
With sensor development, 3D laser vibrometer was later available and drew
researchers’ attention. Staszewski et al. adopted a 3D multi-position laser vibrometer for
fatigue crack detection in metallic plates [63]. The 3D laser vibrometer can separate inplane and out-of-plane Lamb wave components. With simple and rapid experimental setup
and straight forward interpretation of measured Lamb wave amplitude, the fatigue crack
was detected, and its severity was estimated.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.12 Laser Doppler vibrometer Lamb wave sensing for damage detection: (a)
experimental setup, and (b) specimen schematic, and (c) maximum amplitude of Lamb
wave responses
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Sohn et al. applied LDV Lamb wave sensing for delamination and disbond
inspection of composite plates [21]. Signal and image processing algorithms were
developed based on the measured 3D time-space wavefield. Wavefield images were
generated to visualize the interaction between Lamb waves and the delamination. The
delamination was highlighted in the constructed images by using frequency-wavenumber
filter and Laplacian image filter. In addition, the disbond was highlighted by using the
Laplacian image filter.
More research of laser vibrometer Lamb wave sensing for NDE/SHM has been
conducted. Yu and Tian adopted laser vibrometer Lamb waves for Lamb wave
characterization and damage detection in aluminum plate using frequency-wavenumber
analysis [62]. The PZT actuated and laser vibrometer sensed Lamb waves were
characterized through wavefield analysis. The wavenumber variation in frequency domain
was obtained through Fourier analysis, which provided another perspective to observe the
Lamb wave interaction with defects. The wavenumber variation with distance was obtained
and the defect was localized through space-wavenumber analysis.
In spite of achieving multi-dimensional wavefield measurement, laser vibrometer
has been applied for receiver phased array imaging. Tian et al. employed a pulsed laser for
Lamb wave actuation and scanning laser vibrometer for sensing [33]. Compared to
traditional phased array method, which employs an array of surface bonded sensors for
actuation or receiving, only a grid of points on the target specimen were measured and used
for future image processing. Experiments were performed on a composite plate with
simulated defects and aluminum plates with machine milled cracks. All of the defects were
localized using the proposed method with a 10 by 10 receiver phased array.
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1.2.

LAMB WAVE NDE/SHM METHODOLOGIES
In this section, literature study of Lamb wave NDE/SHM methods is presented.

First Lamb wave fundamental methods including pitch-catch and pulse-echo methods are
reviewed briefly. The wavefield analysis and frequency-wavenumber methods are then
presented, followed with various imaging algorithms that can visualize and quantify the
damage on different applications.
1.2.1.

Lamb wave NDE/SHM fundamental methods
Various Lamb wave based NDE/SHM methods have been developed based on two

fundamental methods: pitch-catch and pulse-echo based Lamb wave approaches. Lamb
wave pitch-catch method involves at least two transducers: one serves as actuator and the
other serves as receiver. Generally, this schematic is applied in the situation that the
damage is located between the two transducers. Changes such as Lamb wave amplitude,
phase, dispersion and time-of-flight (TOF) compared to an undamaged baseline stage
(pristine) can be used as indicators of damage existence. While Lamb wave pulse-echo
method at least involves one transducer which works as both actuator and receiver. Echo
reflects from any damage will be detected and used as indicator for damage detection.
Some examples related to these two fundamental Lamb wave methods are given as below.
Croxford et al. compared the temperature effect of two strategies of guided wave
based NDE/SHM: pitch-catch and pulse-echo [85]. Damage detection was based on the
residual data, which is obtained by subtracting the damage-free reference data. The residual
data was evaluated through signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for both strategies. The SNR for
pitch-catch and pulse-echo methods were identical. The difference between them is that
the SNR based on pitch-catch method was controlled by the forward-scattered signal over
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a range of angles, while for pulse-echo method the SNR was governed by the damage
induced back-scattered signal amplitude. For either of the method, temperature had a
severe effect on the SNR resulting in effect on the damage detection results. Thus, they
proposed temperature compensation method, which proved to be effective and suppressed
the noise down by 40 dB.
Ihn and Chang presented a damage index method by employing pitch-catch based
Lamb waves [86]. and they applied this method on airbus fuselage panels with damage.
Two strips with embedded piezoelectric transducers (18 PZT for each strip) were employed
to act as actuators and sensors for Lamb wave actuation and sensing as shown in Figure
2.13a. They were attached on two identical lap joints with initial edge cracks at the center
rivet under fatigue testing. Figure 2.13b shows example signals under different loading
cycles. The damage index variation with loading cycles was acquired through data
postprocessing, which shows good agreement with other NDT estimates as shown in Figure
2.13c.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.13 Fuselage panel inspection: (a) experimental setup, and (b) example signals
under different loading cycles, and (c) damage index variation with loading cycles
Yu et al. utilized pitch-catch Lamb waves on corrosion detection in aluminum
plates [87]. A network of piezoelectric wafers were installed on one side of the testing plate
for Lamb wave actuation and sensing. The corrosion was simulated with material loss on
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the other side of the plate. The sensing data was evaluated by root-mean-square based
damage index and cross-time-frequency analysis. The results showed that the proposed
cross-time-frequency metric can detect the corrosion progression better compared to the
damage index method.
Rose and Ditri demonstrated pulse-echo Lamb wave method on adhesive bond
inspection [88]. The physical principle of this technique was derived, and experiments were
conducted on adhesively bonded lap joint structures with simulated debond. The optimal
transducer frequency and incident angle were characterized. With the optimal excitation
frequency and incident angle, certain Lamb wave modes were excited. Based on the
selected Lamb wave mode, the amplitude images of transmitted and reflected waves were
acquired, where the debond was detected successfully.
Alleyne and Cawley optimized Lamb wave inspection techniques based on pitchcatch configuration [89]. Lamb waves are dispersive and multimodal, which increases the
difficulty on data processing and damage detection. Thus, they proposed pure Lamb wave
mode excitation for inspection through adjusting the incident angle and excitation
frequency (Figure 2.14a). Experiments were performed on a butt-welded steel plate with
simulated weld defects in different depths. The defects were detected successfully with the
change of the recorded waveform shape as shown in Figure 2.14b.
Cawley and Alleyne demonstrated pure S0 Lamb wave inspection on composite
plate with delamination using pulse-echo method [90]. The transmitter and receiver were
placed on the same end of the testing composite laminate. The recorded waveforms from
the receiver showed that additional wave package associated with the delamination
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(reflected S0 from the delamination) appeared on the delaminated composite laminate
compared to the pristine condition.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.14
Optimization of Lamb wave inspection:
(a) experiment schematic, and (b) sensing waveforms
1.2.2.

Lamb wave frequency-wavenumber analysis
With the development of rapid sensing with high spatial resolution such as SLDV

[21, 22, 25, 33, 83, 84], multi-dimensional time-space wavefield can be easily acquired for
intrinsic wave propagation and interaction characterization. Intrinsic Lamb wave features
including frequencies and wavenumbers can be obtained through multidimensional Fourier
analysis, which can be used further for damage detection and quantification. Intensive
studies based on Lamb wave frequency-wavenumber analysis has been reported [17, 20,
22-24, 55].
Ruzzene et al. showed the capability of SLDV technique for damage detection
through wavefield visualization in thin aluminum plates at low frequencies [22]. Four PZT
transducers were glued on the specimen to excite sinusoidal pulses with varying
frequencies. Two types of defects including holes and slit were studied experimentally and
numerically. The transient wave propagation was recorded by the SLDV, where the wave-
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defect interaction was observed. The defects were visualized by using root-mean-square
based imaging method.
Michaels et al. presented a filtering technique applied in the frequencywavenumber domain in order to remove incident waves and separate wave modes [24]. A
specimen made of two aluminum plates bonded together with multiple artificial defects
was tested. Different modes were filtered and studied including their scattering properties
when interacting with defects, their sensitivity to different damage types and mode
conversion signatures. Figure 2.15a illustrates the filtered S0 mode and the scatter location
due to S0 mode, which indicates the defect location.
Sohn et al. proposed a standing wave filtering imaging method based on an motion
controlled LDV acquired time-space wavefield in a multi-layer composite plate with
delamination [20]. Two phases of inspection and evaluation were performed. The timespace wavefield data was acquired directly from the LDV scanning and wavefield images
were generated to show the wave delamination interactions. Data post-processing based on
a standing wave filtering technique was then performed, resulting a visualized image where
the delamination area is highlighted as shown in Figure 2.15b.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.15 Analysis based on LDV measured wavefield: (a)Filtered S0 mode and the
location of S0 scatters, and (b) accumulated energy corresponding to filtered standing
waves, corresponding to the delamination [20]
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Yu et al. quantified crack dimensions in aluminum plates through two frequencywavenumber based imaging methods: filtering reconstruction imaging and space
wavenumber imaging methods [55]. Simulation was first performed, and experimental
tests were then conducted for validation purpose. Detailed wave interaction with crack
damage with different thickness and length are studied. The crack location, size and
severity were quantified through the developed two imaging methods.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.16 Crack quantification through frequency-wavenumber based analysis: (a)
wavenumber imaging, and (b) filtering reconstructed image [55]
Rogge and Leckey utilized the wavenumber information to identify both the depth
and size of near surface delamination in composite plates [23]. Simulation was first
performed to estimate the depth dependent wavenumber values, and experiments were then
conducted on a quasi-isotropic composite plate with impact delamination. From the
experiment results, wavenumber increase was clearly observed in the measured wavefield
data. Wavenumber information was extracted in order to generate a wavenumber image,
where the delamination region was highlighted with increased wavenumbers.
Tian et.al. demonstrated two wavenumber-based imaging methods for detection
and quantification of impact induced delamination in composites [65]. In their study, new
wavenumbers presented due to the existence of delamination, which were proved to be
corresponding to the trapped waves. A filter reconstruction imaging method was first used
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to show the trapped waves, which can indicate the delamination location and general size.
To further quantify the delamination, spatial wavenumber imaging method was used to
highlight the delamination region with lager wavenumbers.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.17 Impact delamination quantification using
frequency-wavenumber based imaging methods: (a) filtering
reconstruction image, and (b) spatial wavenumber image
Yu et.al. recently presented that the wavefield based imaging methods can detect
and quantify the core-skin debonding damage in honeycomb sandwich structures [17].
Fundamental wave propagation and interaction with debonding damage was studied
through both simulation and experiment at low frequencies. Two imaging methods were
used to quantify the debonding damage. One method is called filter reconstruction imaging
method, which is more time efficient, but requires prior knowledge of the target plate.
Another one is called spatial wavenumber imaging method, which is more time consuming,
however does not need any information of the testing plate. The detected debonding in both
the imaging results agreed with the actual debonding damage well.
1.2.3.

Multi-transducer Lamb wave based imaging algorithms
Inspection scheme of using multiple actuators transducers arranged as a network

and combined with various algorithms has been developed such as phased array [28-33],
sparse arrays [34-39, 91] and tomography [18, 40-43, 92] methods. The advantages of
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using multiple actuators transducers include improved wave energy and signal-to-noise
ratio, robust detection capability [30, 32], and possibility of generating interpretable
imaging of the structure [40].
Phased array imaging method generally employs a few numbers of transducers
arranged in a compact distribution, and it can inspect a large area similar to radar [30].
Intensive researches have been conducted for damage detection using Lamb wave based
phased array imaging methods. In 2003, Wilcox proposed an omni-directional guided wave
transducer phased array method for rapid inspection of large plate-like structures [28]. Two
EMAT arrays were employed as actuator and receivers separately, and the reflector
location (marked as Q) precisely without large side lobes (Figure 2.18a). Davies and
Cawley proposed a synthetic focusing guided wave imaging method for crack-like defect
inspection in pipelines [29]. This system employed an array of piezoelectric transducers
arranged in a ring shape as actuators and receivers. The imaging results from simulation
and experiment (Figure 2.18b) both showed the defect location clearly, and roughly
indicated the size of simulated cracks. Yu and Giurgiutiu presented a Lamb wave based
2D (piezoelectric wafer active sensor) PWAS phased array method for monitoring
aluminum plates with pin-hole and crack defects [30]. Yan and Rose studied beam steering
in composite plates using a linear air-coupled transducer phased array based on a modified
delay-and-sum (DAS) beam forming algorithm [31]. Purekar et al. demonstrated damage
detection and localization using linear piezoelectric sensor phased array on an aluminum
plate [32]. Recently Yu and tian improved the traditional DAS beam forming algorithm
and demonstrated phased array imaging damage detection on composite plates using a fully
noncontact NDE system [33].
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Sparse array imaging method employs transducers arranged in a relatively
distributed manner compared to phased array method. Each transducer in the array works
as actuator and all the others work as receiver simultaneously. Wang et al. first
demonstrated the inspection capability using a sparse array with four piezoelectric
transducers on an large aluminum plate with a bonded mass as defect through time-reversal
imaging method [34]. Michaels and Michaels presented that holes in an aluminum plate
with different diameters can be localized through sparse array imaging fusion with
piezoelectric transducers [35]. Park et al. studied an improved baseline free time-reversal
method to reconstruct the input signal in a quasi-isotropic composite plate [36]. Michaels
demonstrated an in situ sparse array for the localization of multiple simulated defects (hole
with notch, corrosion) through delay-and-sum imaging method [37]. Clarke et al. employed
a nine-transducer sparse array to monitor a corrugated steel panel with incremental induced
holes, and the imaging results localized the damage with 5-mm diameter or above [38].
Hall and Michaels studied multipath guided wave imaging on both aluminum and CFRP
plates with improved image quality using sparser and fewer sensors compared to traditional
sparse array imaging [39]. De Marchi et al. presented a multi-actuator Lamb wave system
and visualized a cross-shaped notch in an aluminum plate using warped cross-correlation
and wavenumber filtering [91].
Lamb wave tomography imaging method generally employ a number of
transducers exciting signals to the target from different directions in order to generate a
quantitative map. Wright and Hutchins conducted Lamb wave tomography on aluminum,
perspex and CFRP plates with air-coupled transducers to detect circle machined off defects
[18]. Leonard et. al. generated Lamb wave tomography images with piezoelectric
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transducers on aluminum plates with thickness loss defects, steel plate with flat bottom
holes, and composite plates with impact damage [40]. Zhao et.al. performed Lamb wave
tomography with different sensor arrays on an aluminum plate with thickness thinning
defects, pipes with fatigue crack, and welded steel plate with artificial notches [42].
Huthwaite and Simonetti demonstrated a high-resolution tomography imaging process and
generated the thickness map of an aluminum plate with corrosion damage [43]. Rao et al.
recently presented a full waveform inversion based Lamb wave tomography imaging
method on an aluminum plate with irregular shape thickness loss defect [41]. Figure 2.19a
shows the actuation and sensing scheme in [41], Figure 2.19b shows the irregularly shaped
defect, and Figure 2.19c shows the thickness map of the plate, where the defect shape and
thickness are quantified.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.18 Phased array imaging: (a) EMAT phased array and the reflector localization
imaging, and (b) crack imaging using finite element method and experimental validation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.19 Tomography imaging example: (a) PZT actuation and LDV sensing
scheme, (b) irregularly shaped thickness loss, and (c) tomography thickness map
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PART I LAMB WAVE NDE/SHM SYSTEM AND METHODOLOGY
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LAMB WAVE FUNDAMENTAL STUDY
The chapter presents the fundamental study and understanding of Lamb waves
behaviors through analytical solution of dispersion curves on isotropic plate structures,
supported with experimental investigations. First the analytical solutions of the classic
Rayleigh-Lamb wave equations are derived on one-layer plate structure, and then extended
on two-layer structures. Through the analytical studies, Lamb waves are found to have two
signatures: (1) dispersive: the wave velocity are frequency-dependent, and (2) multimodal: multiple modes exist at certain frequency. Then, the experimental tuning curve of
PZT transducer on a 1-mm aluminum plate is acquired in order to study the tuning
mechanism of PZT transducer. The understanding of Lamb waves in composite plates is
also attempted here mainly through experimental work.
3.1

ANALYTICAL STUDY OF LAMB WAVES IN ISOTROPIC PLATES
Lamb waves are one certain type of guided ultrasonic waves which specifically

propagating in plate-like structures. In this section, the analytical solution of RayleighLamb wave equations is derived. Assume straight-crest Lamb waves (z-invariant problem)
propagating in a plate with thickness h=2d, as shown in Figure 3.1. In this dissertation, the
analytical solutions will be solved on a 1 mm aluminum 2024-T3 plate for demonstration
purpose. In order to generate Lamb waves, there need to be pressure (P) and shear vertical
(SV) waves existing in this plate [93]. The P + SV waves can be expressed in two scalar
potentials: Φ and Hz, which satisfies the wave equation:
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cP 2  = 
cS2 H z = H z

Figure 3.1

(3.1)

Coordinates of the plate structure

Here, cP and cS are the pressure and shear wave speeds respectively, which are:
cP2 = ( + 2 ) / 
cS2 =  / 

(3.2)

where  and  are the Lame constants and  is the mass density of the plate. Eq. (3.1)
can be expanded as:
 2  2 1
+
= 
x 2 y 2 cP2
2 H z 2 H z 1
+
= 2 Hz
x 2
y 2
cS

(3.3)

The boundary conditions of the plate on the top and bottom surface are stress free
conditions:
 yy | y = d = 0,

 xy | y = d = 0

(3.4)

Assume harmonic waves propagating in the x direction, the wave potentials  and H z can
take the form as:
 = f ( y )ei ( x −t )
H z = ih( y )ei ( x −t )

The derivatives of the wave potentials are:
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(3.5)
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= − 2
2
x
2 H z
= − 2 H z
x 2

(3.6)

Substitute Eq.(3.5) and (3.6) into (3.3) gives:
 2

f ( y ) +  2 −  2  f ( y ) = 0
 cP

2


h( y ) +  2 −  2  h( y ) = 0
 cS


(3.7)

Introduce two intermediate variables, defined as:
 P2 =

2
cP2

− 2,

 S2 =

2
cS2

−2

(3.8)

Substitute Eq. (3.8) into (3.7) gives,
f ( y ) +  P2 f ( y) = 0
h( y ) + S2 h( y ) = 0

(3.9)

Eq. (3.9) are second order ODE and have harmonic solutions that can be expressed as:
f ( y ) = A1 sin P y + A2 cos P y
h( y ) = B1 sin S y + B2 cos S y

(3.10)

The derivatives of Eq. (3.10) is,
f  = A1 P cos P y − A2 P sin P y
f  = − A1 P2 sin P y − A2 P2 cos P y = − P2 f
h = B1S cosS y − B2S sinS y

(3.11)

h = − B1S2 sinS y − B2S2 cosS y = −S2 h

In order to solve Eq. (3.7), the boundary conditions need to be satisfied. The stress
components σxx, σyy, and σxy on the surface of the plate can be expressed using the wave
potentials as,
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y 2
xy

(3.12)

  2  2 H z  2 H z 
−
+

2
y 2 
 xy x

 xy =   2

Substitute Eq. (3.5) and (3.6) into (3.12) gives,
 xx = ( + 2 ) ( i ) f +  f  + 2 ( i ) ih
2

 yy =  ( i ) f + ( + 2 ) f  − 2 ( i ) ih
2

(

 xy =  2 ( i ) f  − ( i ) ih + ih
2

(3.13)

)

Substitute Eq. (3.11) into Eq. (3.13) gives,
 xx = − ( + 2 ) 2 +  P2  f − 2 h
 yy = −  2 + ( + 2 ) P2  f + 2 h

(3.14)

 xy = i  2 f  + ( 2 −  S2 )h 

Through simplification, Eq. (3.14) becomes,
 xx
= − ( 2 + S2 −  P2 ) f − 2 h

 yy
= − ( 2 + S2 ) f + 2 h

 xy
= 2 f  + ( 2 −  S2 )h
i

(3.15)

Substitute Eq. (3.10) and Eq. (3.11) into Eq.(3.15), yields,
 xx
= − ( 2 + S2 −  P2 ) ( A1 sin P y + A2 cos P y ) − 2 ( B1 S cos S y − B2 S sin S y )

 yy
= ( 2 − S2 ) ( A1 sin P y + A2 cos P y ) + 2 ( B1 S cos S y − B2 S sin S y )

 xy
= 2 ( A1 P cos P y − A2 P sin P y ) + ( 2 −  S2 ) ( B1 sin S y + B2 cos S y )
i

(3.16)
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 xx
= − ( 2 + S2 −  P2 ) ( A1 sin P y + A2 cos P y ) − 2 ( B1 S cos S y − B2 S sin S y )

 yy
= ( 2 − S2 ) ( A1 sin P y + A2 cos P y ) + 2 ( B1 S cos S y − B2 S sin S y )

 xy
= 2 ( A1 P cos P y − A2 P sin P y ) + ( 2 −  S2 ) ( B1 sin S y + B2 cos S y )
i

(3.17)
Recall the stress free boundary conditions given in Eq. (3.4). Applying the conditions to
σyy and σxy in Eq. (3.17) on top and bottom surfaces yields,
 yy ( d ) = ( 2 − S2 ) ( A1 sin P d + A2 cos P d ) + 2 ( B1S cosS d − B2S sinS d ) = 0

(3.18)
 yy ( −d ) = ( 2 − S2 ) ( − A1 sin P d + A2 cos P d ) + 2 ( B1S cosS d + B2S sinS d ) = 0

(3.19)
 xy (d ) = 2 ( A1P cosP d − A2P sinP d ) + ( 2 − S2 ) ( B1 sinS d + B2 cosS d ) = 0

(3.20)
 xy (−d ) = 2 ( A1P cosP d + A2P sinP d ) + ( 2 − S2 ) ( − B1 sinS d + B2 cosS d ) = 0

(3.21)
We can see there are four unknown constants A1 , A2 , B1 , and B2 in Eq. (3.18) to
(3.21)that need to be calculated to solve for the Lamb wave problem. Eq. (3.18) to (3.21)
can be simplified into two 2 by 2 algebra systems: one represents symmetric motion while
the other represents antisymmetric motion.
3.1.1 Symmetric solution
By adding Eq. (3.18) and (3.19), and then subtracting Eq. (3.20) and (3.21), we will
have,
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A2 ( 2 − S2 ) cos P d + B1 2S cos S d = 0
− A2 2 P sin P d + B1 ( 2 − S2 )sinS d = 0

(3.22)

Eq. (3.22) can only be solved when the determinant is zero, which is
DS =

(

2

− S2 ) cos P d

−2 P sin P d

2S cosS d
( 2 − S2 )sin S d

=0

(3.23)

Which is rewritten as:
DS = ( 2 − S2 ) cos P d sinS d + 4 2 PS sin P d cosS d = 0
2

(3.24)

Introduce the nondimensional wavenumber  =  d , and nondimensional frequency
 =  d / cS , the following relations are obtained:

=


d

=

,

cS
d

(3.25)

Using the relations in Eq. (3.25), the variables given in Eq. (3.8) can be rewritten as,
 P2 =

2 cS2  2
− ,
cP2 d 2 d 2

S2 =

2  2
−
d2 d2

(3.26)

And denote the nondimensional wavenumbers  P =  P d and S = S d , the following
relations are obtained:
P =

P2 = P2 d 2 =

P

, S =

d

2
− 2,
k2

S
d

S2 = S2 d 2 = 2 −  2

(3.27)

(3.28)

where k = cP / cS , substituting Eq. (3.25) and (3.27) into Eq. (3.24) yields the
nondimensional form of the determinant, which is:
DS = DS d 4 = ( 2 − S2 ) cos P d sinS d + 4 2 PS sin P d cosS d = 0
2
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(3.29)

Eq. (3.29) is a nonlinear equation of two variables  and  , and will have both
real and complex solutions representing propagating and evanescence waves existing in
the structure [93]. In this dissertation, only the real solutions corresponding to the
propagating waves are derived. To find the solutions, root searching needs to be performed,
and such a process is illustrated in the range   [0,5] with  = 0.001 . The resulted  − 
relationship is plotted in Figure 3.2a. With the calculated  -  root pairs, the dimensional
 -  pairs can be obtained using the relations given in Eq. (3.25). The dispersion curves

can also be given in terms of wave velocity c and frequency-half thickness fd in kHz∙mm
by employing the relations c =  /  (aka. wave speed vs. frequency-half thickness), as
presented in Figure 3.2b.
3.1.2 Antisymmetric solution
Similarly, through subtracting Eq. (3.18) and (3.19), adding Eq. (3.20) and (3.21),
gives,
A1 ( 2 −  S2 ) sin P d − B2 2S sinS d = 0
A1 2 P cos P d + B2 ( 2 −  S2 )cos S d = 0

(3.30)

Eq. (3.30) can only be solved when the determinant is zero, which is
DA

(
=

2

−  S2 ) sin P d

2 P cos P d

−2 S sin S d
( 2 −  S2 )cos S d

=0

(3.31)

which can be expanded as:
DA = ( 2 − S2 ) sin P d cosS d + 4 2 PS cos P d sinS d = 0
2

(3.32)

Similar to symmetric mode, the nondimensional form of the determinant is calculated as,
DA = DA d 4 = ( 2 − S2 ) sin P d cosS d + 4 2 PS cos P d sinS d = 0
2
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(3.33)

The root searching process is also illustrated through a 1-mm aluminum 2024-T3 plate in
the range

  [0, 5]

with

 = 0.001 . The resulted  − 

relationship is plotted in Figure 3.3a,

while the dispersion curves are plotted in Figure 3.3b.
Combining the solutions solved for both symmetric and antisymmetric Lamb wave
equations, the frequency-wavenumber dispersion curves can be acquired by Eq. (3.25). The
frequency wavenumber pairs are calculated from the calculated  −  pairs. The obtained
Lamb wave frequency-wavenumber dispersion curves are plotted in Figure 3.4a. The group
−1



velocity can be calculated as cg = c 2  c − fd


c 
 , the calculated group velocity
( fd ) 

dispersion curves are plotted in Figure 3.4b. The curves demonstrate that Lamb waves are
multimodal, aka. multiple modes exist at a certain frequency. They also show that Lamb
waves are dispersive with wave velocities changing w.r.t. frequencies for all modes. The
dispersion curve solutions not only provide solid understanding of Lamb wave natures but
will also provide theoretical values for the evaluation methodologies to be developed in the
subsequent research.

S3

S1

S2

S1

S2

S3

S0

S0
(a)

(b)

𝜉̅

Figure 3.2Solutions of symmetric Lamb wave equations: (a) the Ω-𝜉 ̅ relationship
obtained through root searching in MATLAB, and (b) dispersion curves
acquired through the Ω-𝜉 ̅ root pairs
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A3

A2

A1

A2

A3

A1
A0

A0
𝜉̅

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3 Solutions of antisymmetric Lamb wave equations: (a) the Ω-𝜉 ̅
relationship obtained through root searching in MATLAB, and (b) dispersion
curves acquired through the Ω-𝜉 ̅ root pairs
A1
S1

S0

S2

A0
A0
S0

S1

S2

A1
A2

(a)

A2

(b)

Figure 3.4 Lamb wave dispersion curves: (a) frequency wavenumber dispersion
curves, and (b) frequency group velocity dispersion curves
3.2

EXPERIMENTAL LAMB WAVE TUNING
The dissertation begins with the Lamb wave NDE/SHM using a hybrid PZT-SLDV

system [93]. The tuning mechanism of PZT transducer is important for exciting desired
Lamb wave mode for effective detection. In this section, Lamb wave tuning in the
frequency range 0-800 kHz using PZT transducers on a 1-mm aluminum plate is
experimentally explored. The theoretical dispersion curves for comparison are obtained
using the solutions derived in previous section.
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Two PZTs (American Piezo Ceramics, APC-850) with 90 mm distance apart are
attached on the 1-mm aluminum 2024-T3 plate as shown in Figure 3.5a using M-bond 200
adhesives. The experimental data acquisition setup is illustrated in Figure 3.5b. A 3-count
toneburst is sent to PZT-1 from a function generator (model: Tektronix AFG3022-C) in
order to excite Lamb waves in the plate. The excitation is performed at selected frequencies
(in the range 0-800 kHz) with peak to peak voltage 20 V. A digital oscilloscope (model:
Tetronix DPO5034) with sampling rate 20 MHz is employed to collect signals received by
PZT-2.

PZT-2
PZT-1

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5
Experimental setup of Lamb wave tuning: (a) specimen layout,
and (b) experimental data acquisition setup
The excitation signal and received waveforms by PZT-2 at selected frequency 60,
180 and 330 kHz are plotted in Figure 3.6. Only A0 mode is observed in the received signal
at low frequency 60 kHz. When the excitation frequency increases to 180 kHz, a faster S 0
with weaker out-of-plane motion, and a lower A0 with stronger out-of-plane motion are
observed. At high frequency 330 kHz, only S0 is observed in the received signal. To acquire
the dispersion curves, the time of flight of the targeted wave mode at selected frequencies
are calculated through the time difference between the time related to the peak value of the
excitation (t1) and received wave (t2) package. Then the group velocities are estimated by
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calculating d/(t2- t1). On the other hand, to acquire the tuning curves, peak to peak
amplitude at each frequency for the desired wave mode are used.

t = 21.7 µs

t = 84.6 µs

(a)

t = 10.6 µs

t = 32.15 µs
t = 60.4 µs

(b)
t = 4.1 µs

t = 23.2 µs

(c)

Figure 3.6
Recorded waveforms for Lamb wave tuning: 3-count toneburst excitation
and received signal by PZT-2 at: (a) 60 kHz, and (b) 330 kHz, showing that A0 excited at
low frequency 60 kHz, while S0 excited at high frequency 330 kHz
The acquired dispersion curves of A0 and S0, aka. group velocity variation with
frequency, are plotted in Figure 3.7a. The A0 wave group velocity increases with the
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increase of frequency, while the S0 wave group velocity does not change significantly. The
observed phenomenon matches the theoretical dispersion curves of 1-mm aluminum 2024T3 plate. The obtained tuning curves are plotted in Figure 3.7b. At low frequency (< 90
kHz), only A0 is excited in the plate, and the maximum response is at around 60 kHz. In
the frequency range 90-300 kHz, both A0 and S0 are observed. When the frequency is
higher than 300 kHz, only S0 mode is observed with maximum response at around 330
kHz.
A0
S0

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7
Lamb wave tuning on 1-mm aluminum plate in the
frequency range 0-800 kHz: (a) dispersion curves, and (b) tuning curves
The Lamb wave tuning curve given in Figure 3.8 (b) provides important guidance
for selecting an appropriate excitation frequency for Lamb wave SHM/NDE. For example,
some defects are highly sensitive to A0 Lamb wave mode such as corrosion [ref] and A0
mode is therefore needed for the inspection. Using the tuning curve, we can see that for
this 1-mm aluminum plate, A0 can be monotonically excited around 60 kHz and hence
such a frequency shall be adopted. On the other side, S0 becomes dominant beyond 300
kHz and reaches its peak actuation around 360 kHz. If S0 is needed, then the 360 kHz
excitation frequency shall be selected. Though there could still be certain amount of A0
mode in the waves, the A0 will be significantly weaker while travel at a largely different
velocity.
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3.3

ANALYTICAL STUDY OF LAMB WAVES IN TWO-LAYER PLATE STRUCTURES
In this section, the analytical study obtained from a single layer isotropic plate is

extended to a two-layer plate structures. The material of each layer is isotropic, and the two
layers are assumed perfectly bonded together. The coordinates of the two-layer structure is
shown in Figure 3.15. The thickness of each layer is d1 and d2 respectively.

Figure 3.8 Coordinates of the two-layer structure
The general solutions of Lamb waves in each layer of the two-layer structure are
the same as one-layer isotropic plate, which is:
uxn = ei ( x −t ) (i sin  P yA1n + i cos P yA2n + i S cos S yB1n − i S sin S yB2n )
u yn = ei ( x −t ) ( P cos P yA1n −  P sin  P yA2n +  sin  S yB1n +  cos S yB2n )

 xyn = ei ( x −t )  2i P cosP yA1n − 2i P sin P yA2n + i  ( 2 − S2 )sinS yB1n + i  ( 2 − S2 ) cosS yB2n 

 yyn = ei ( x −t )   ( 2 − S2 ) sin P yA1n +  ( 2 − S2 ) cos P yA2n + 2S cos S yB1n − 2SS sin S yB2n 

(3.34)
where the superscript n in Eq. (3.34) represents the number of layer. In this case, the top
layer is defined as layer 1 and the bottom layer is defined as layer 2. The boundary
conditions on the top surface of layer 1 and bottom surface of layer 2 are stress free, and
the displacement and stress are continuous at the interface between the bottom surface of
layer 1 and top surface of layer 2, which is:
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 1xy | y1 =d1 = 0, 1yy | y1 =d1 = 0
 xy2 | y2 =0 = 0, yy2 | y2 =0 = 0

(3.35)

u1x | y1 =0 = ux2 | y2 =d2 , u1y | y1 =0 = u y2 | y2 =d2

 1xy | y1 =0 =  xy2 | y2 =d2 , 1yy | y1 =0 =  yy2 | y2 =d2
By substituting Eq. (3.34) into Eq. (3.35), the characteristic equations are obtained:
T

B  A11 , A21 , B11 , B21 , A12 , A22 , B12 , B22  = 0

(3.36)

where B is expressed in Eq. (3.38), and the B matrix is simplified first as shown in Eq.
(3.39) before solving the equation. To solve Eq. (3.36), the determinant of the simplified
matrix B should be zero:
B =0

(3.37)

An example dispersion curve solution is calculated in a two-lay structure. The
material properties are illustrated in Table 3.1. The similar root searching process is
conducted as in section 3.1. The calculated f-k dispersion curves and phase velocity
dispersion curves are plotted in Figure 3.9. The first seven modes are calculated. And the
phase velocity dispersion curves have the similar trend compared with the literature as
shown in Figure 3.9c. Five points are selected on the phase velocity dispersion curve for
further comparison, and the resulting difference is 0.15%,0.04%,0.85%, 0.21%, and
0.13%, which is subtle. Thus, the analytical model is believed accurate and can be used for
future research.
Table 3.1

Material properties of the two-layer structure

Layer

Material

Thickness (mm)

Pressure wave
speed 𝒄𝑷 (m/s)

Shear wave
speed 𝒄𝒔 (m/s)

1
2

Steel-T304
Aluminum-2024-T3

1.2
0.4

5900
6350

3190
3130
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0
0

(c)

Figure 3.9
Analytical dispersion curves of two-layer structure: (a) f-k dispersion curves, and (b) phase velocity
dispersion curves, and (c) phase velocity dispersion curves in literature [94]

(3.39)

3.4

EXPERIMENTAL DISPERSION CURVE ACQUISITION
There has been significant work done on the acquisition of Lamb wave dispersion

curves through analytical solutions (as demonstrated in section 3.1) or obtained through
FEM simulations based on the material properties. However, there are times when material
properties are not available for such calculations and hence the dispersion curves cannot
be derived completely. In this subsection, an efficient experimental acquisition method is
developed using wideband chirp excitation combined with multidimensional Fourier
analysis.
3.4.1 Aluminum plate
A 1-mm thick aluminum 2024-T3 plate is selected for the dispersion curve
acquisition. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.10a. A PZT (Steminc 0.2-mm
thick with 7-mm diameter) is bonded on the specimen using M-bond 200 as actuator.
SLDV is employed as sensor and placed normal to the specimen to measure the out-ofplane particle motion. Wipe-off reflective spray is applied on the surface to improve the
light reflection. In order to acquire the dispersion curves through Fourier analysis, a line
scan is performed along x direction with spatial resolution 1 mm as shown in Figure 3.10b.
Cartesian coordinates are used with the excitation point set at the origin.
y

Specimen
Function
generator

Scanning line
Amplifier

PZT

Laser head

(a)

SLDV system

Reflective spray

x

(b)

Figure 3.10 Experimental setup: (a) PZT-SLDV system, (b) actuation
and sensing setup
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A chirp excitation (0-650kHz within 325 µs) with amplified peak to peak voltage
50 V is employed for rapid dispersion curve acquisition. The chirp excitation signal and its
normalized frequency spectrum are plotted in Figure 3.11a. The frequency spectrum shows
that the excitation signal has the bandwidth in the range 0-650 kHz. The acquired timespace wavefield along the scanning line is shown in Figure 3.11b. Through Fourier
analysis, the frequency-wavenumber representation is obtained and plotted in Figure 3.11c,
which shows the trend of dispersion curves (frequency wavenumber relation). Two modes
including strong A0 and weak S0 are observed, which match the theoretical dispersion
curves well (black dot line for A0 and red dot line for S0).

(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 3.11 Rapid experimental dispersion curve acquisition: (a) chirp
excitation (0-650 kHz) and its frequency spectrum, (b) time-space
wavefield acquired along the scanning line, and (c) the frequencywavenumber spectrum. [95]
In order to acquire individual wavenumber curves at selected frequencies, 3D
wavefield data v(t,x) are needed and obtained from the pristine plate through SLDV area
scan (100 mm by 100 mm), indicated in Figure 3.12a [95]. The PZT actuator for this
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purpose is conveniently placed at the center of the scanning area so to obtain the dispersion
curves for all directions. The acquired v(t,x) is then transformed to the frequencywavenumber (f-k) domain by 3D FT. The f-k spectrum V(f,k) at selected frequencies (120,
240, and 360 kHz) are plotted in Figure 3.12b, where different Lamb wave modes are
highlighted with intensity colormap. Those highlighted Lamb wave modes matches well
with the theoretical wavenumber curves based on analytical solutions (black circles for A0
and red circles for S0).
To obtain a wavenumber curve of a desired mode at a certain frequency of interest,
the wavenumbers V(f,k) given in Cartesian kx-ky plane needs to be converted to polar r-𝜃
plane, denoted as V(f,r,θ). The radius r and angle θ are calculated as 𝑟 = √𝑘𝑥2 + 𝑘𝑦2 and
𝜃 = arctan(𝑘𝑦 ⁄𝑘𝑥 ); while wavenumber curve r(f,θ) is obtained by finding the r which
corresponds to the maximum index value V(r,θ) at each angle θ from 0 to 360 degree [95]:

r ( f , ) = arg max V ( f , r , )
r

(3.40)

Then the corresponding wavenumber vector k (kx, ky) is obtained through [95],
k x = r cos , k y = r sin 

(3.41)

As an example, 120 kHz is selected as the frequency of interest. Figure 3.12c
illustrates the wavenumber spectrum and the experimental extracted A0 wavenumber
curves at 120 kHz. For comparison purpose, the experimental curve is plotted again in
Figure 3.12d with the theoretical one, showing that they agree well with each other. Thus,
this experimentally acquired wavenumber curves can be used as references to the
theoretical curves for damage detection in the following research if needed. Note when
multiple modes exist at the frequency of interest, a filtering process for obtaining a single
mode can be applied before applying this wavenumber acquisition algorithm [95].
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S0 A0
S0 A0
A0

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

Figure 3.12 Experimental wavenumber curve acquisition: (a) 3D timespace wavefield at 50, 100 and 150 µs, (b) f-k spectrum as well as the
theoretical Lamb waves modes at selected frequency, 120, 240 and 360
kHz, (c) wavenumber spectrum at 120 kHz as well as the extracted A0
wavenumber curve, and (d) comparison of the experimental A0 and
theoretical A0 wavenumber curve at 120 kHz [95]
3.4.2 Composite plate
In this subsection, the experimental dispersion curve acquisition is performed on a
carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) plate. The plate is 8-ply with layup as [0,45,90,45]S. Same experimental setup and chirp excitation is used in the test. The acquired timespace wavefield and calculated f-k spectrum are plotted in Figure 3.13. The acquired
frequency-wavenumber relation brings out Lamb wave modes which matches the
theoretical dispersion curves (black dot line) in Figure 3.13b. However, under low
frequency such as 100 kHz and high frequency such as 600 kHz, the detailed Lamb wave
mode information are missing. This is due to the resonance of PZT actuator and its tuning
mechanism for Lamb waves [44]. In order to capture more details of the Lamb wave modes
in the desired frequency range, an improved experimental method is adopted in this study
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using a sweeping technique where the targeted frequency range is divided into multiple
subsections featuring (a) with smaller frequency bands and (b) with overlapping at the band
boundaries. For the presented study, six chirp signals in the frequency range 10-150, 100250, 200-350, 300-450, 400-550 and 500-650 kHz are used, with 50 kHz overlapping inbetween [95]. The chirp excitation details are illustrated in Table 3.2.

S0
A0

(a)

(b)

A1
SH0

SH1

(c)

Figure 3.13
Rapid experimental dispersion curve acquisition: (a) timespace wavefield acquired along the scanning line, and (c) the frequencywavenumber spectrum.
Table 3.2

Chirp excitation signal segments
Rapid

Chirp frequency
0-650
range (kHz)
Period (µs)

325

Refined
0-150 100-250 200-350 300-450 400-550 500-650
300

150

100

70

60

50

Six line scans are performed, resulting in six normalized f-k representation (Figure
3.14) for each chirp excitation. With each chirp excitation, the Lamb wave modes in that
frequency range are highlighted. Through summation of the six acquired f-k spectra, a
refined dispersion curve representation is obtained and plotted in Figure 3.15. The Lamb
wave modes are highlighted through the range 0-650 kHz. More localized details under
low frequency (e.g. 100 kHz) and high frequency (e.g. 600 kHz) are brought out compared
to the rapid acquired dispersion curves in Figure 3.13b.
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure 3.14 Experimental dispersion curve refine process with frequencywavenumber spectra at (a) 0-150 kHz, (b) 100-250 kHz, (c) 200-350 kHz, (d) 300-450
kHz, (e) 400-550 kHz, (f) 500-650 kHz, showing that detailed Lamb wave modes are
highlighted under each excitation frequency range

S0

A0

A1
SH0
SH1

Figure 3.15

Refined dispersion curve representation.

Similar to the wavenumber curve acquisition in for aluminum plate, 3D wavefield
data v(t,x) are obtained from the plate through SLDV area scan (100 mm by 100 mm),
which is shown in Figure 3.16a. The f-k spectrum at selected frequencies (120, 180, and
240 kHz) are plotted in Figure 3.16b, where the highlighted Lamb wave modes matches
well with the theoretical wavenumber curves based on analytical solutions (black circles
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for A0 and red circles for S0). The wavenumber curves can be obtained using the same
method presented in Section 3.4.1. Figure 3.16c illustrates the wavenumber spectrum and
the experimental extracted A0 wavenumber curves at 120 kHz as an example. For
comparison purpose, the experimental curve is plotted again in Figure 3.16d with the
theoretical one, showing that they agree well with each other. Thus, this experimentally
acquired wavenumber curves can be used as references to the theoretical curves for damage
detection in the following research if needed. Note when multiple modes exist at the
frequency of interest, a filtering process for obtaining a single mode can be applied before
applying this wavenumber acquisition algorithm.

S0 A0
A0
A0

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 3.16 Experimental wavenumber curve acquisition for a
composite plate: (a) 3D time-space wavefield at selected time: 50, 100
and 150 µs, (b) f-k spectrum as well as the theoretical Lamb waves
modes at selected frequency, 120, 180 and 240 kHz, (c) wavenumber
spectrum at 120 kHz as well as the extracted A0 wavenumber curve,
and (d) comparison of the experimental A0 and theoretical A0
wavenumber curve at 120 kHz
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LAMB WAVE BASED NDE/SHM METHODOLOGY
This chapter focuses on the derivation and development of the Lamb wave based
NDE/SHM methodology using a partial non-contact piezoelectric transducer (PZT)scanning laser Doppler vibrometer (SLDV) NDE/SHM system. The methodology explored
include the wavefield analysis in the time-space domain, and frequency-wavenumber
analysis, short space-wavenumber analysis, and local wavenumber analysis the frequencywavenumber domain methods. Based on the wavefield and/or wavenumber analysis,
several imaging methods are developed, particularly an actuator network imaging method
that can quantify complex structural damage profile with great details.
4.1

OVERVIEW OF THE PARTIAL NON-CONTACT PZT-SLDV NDE SYSTEM
The partial non-contact PZT-SLDV system employs contact type PZT as actuator

to excite and non-contact SLDV as sensor to acquire Lamb waves and have been applied
for Lamb waves NDE/SHM [15, 93]. The PZT is permanently bonded on the surface of
specimen using adhesive, and generates guided waves by coupling its in-plane motion with
the structure through the adhesive layer through piezoelectric effect [93]. To obtain the
time-space guided wavefield, noncontact, rapid and high-spatial-resolution SLDV (model:
Polytec PSV-400-M2) is employed. The surface particle motion (displacement or velocity)
of the propagating Lamb wave along the laser beam is measured through the Doppler
effect. SLDV is capable of scanning a predefined area by directing the laser beam to
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multiple points through two mirrors inside the laser head driven by galvanometric
actuators. The schematic design of the PZT-SLDV system is shown in Figure 4.1. The
excitation signal, e.g. Hanning window modulated N-count sine waves, is generated by an
arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) and amplified through a voltage amplifier (optional).
The SLDV is synchronized with the AWG and record the waveform of guided waves
(velocity/displacement with respect to recorded time) at a scanning point. The scanning
area is user predefined so that various configurations can be achieved, such as line
distribution for 1D scanning and rectangular grid distribution for 2D scanning.

Figure 4.1

Schematic design of the PZT-SLDV system

The overall laboratory experimental setup of the PZT-SLDV system is shown in
Figure 4.2. A 0.2-mm thick Steminc PZT with 7 mm diameter is employed as the actuator.
A Tektronix AFG3022C AWG is used to excite a 3-count toneburst at selected frequencies
to the actuator PZT. Through in-plane piezoelectric coupling, guided waves are excited in
the testing plates, a.k.a. Lamb waves. To improve the signal strength and quality, an
amplifier (nF HAS 4014) is added between the AWG and PZT to magnify the excitation
strength. For the sensing, SLDV laser head is placed normal to the specimen to so that only
the out-of-plane surface particle velocity in the predefined scanning line or area will be
measured. The velocity component along the SLDV laser beam is measured based on the
Doppler frequency-shift effect on light waves.
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Experimental setup of PZT-SLDV system

LAMB WAVE WAVEFIELD ACQUISITION AND CHARACTERIZATION
Using the PZT-SLDV system, Lamb wave wavefields v(t , x) in terms of time (t)

and space (x) can be acquired, where v(t , x) is the surface particle velocity, t is time, and x
is represents the distance x for 1D wave propagation and the space vector (x, y) for 2D
wave propagation. The acquired wavefields can then be used to visualize the Lamb wave
propagation and interaction with structure discontinuities directly in time and space
domain. Moreover, similar to the processing of time-dependent waveform, Fourier analysis
can be applied to the wavefield data leading to the characterization of Lamb wave modes
in terms of both frequency and wavenumber components.
4.2.1 Lamb wave wavefield acquisition
A 1-mm aluminum 2024-T3 plate with simulated damage is tested using the PZTSLDV system for proof of concept study. The damage is simulated by using a surface
bonded quartz rod with 10-mm diameter as shown in Figure 4.3a. A 3-count toneburst at
120 kHz is used as excitation and the SLDV sensing spatial resolution is 1 mm. The
excitation point is set as the origin (0,0) of the coordinates as shown in Figure 4.3a and c.
The damage is located at (0,50), 50 mm away from the excitation.
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Figure 4.3
Damage detection using partial non-contact PZT-SLDV NDE
system: (a) and (b) are the scanning configuration and corresponding recorded
time-space wavefield of 1D line scanning; (c) and (d) are the scanning
configuration and corresponding time-space wavefield of 2D area scanning
1D line scan from 10-80 mm is performed and the measured time-space wavefield
v(t , x) is plotted in Figure 4.3b with discernible wave interactions. The strong incident

waves propagate in the plate from the beginning of the time, and then some waves reflect
after traveling about 30 µs while some waves transmit after encountering the discontinuity
on the surface (quartz tip at y=45 mm). 2D area scanning v(t , x) within 60 × 70 mm grid is
also performed to illustrate the other way of wavefield acquisition. The measured timespace wavefield v(t , x) is shown in Figure 4.3d at selected time 35, 50 and 65 µs. Similar
interactions in both x and y directions are observed. Strong incident waves are observed at
35 µs, and then the waves scatter after encountering the quartz tip at around 50 µs. Most
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of the waves bypass the damage and thus weak waves with little energy transmit after
encountering the damage.
4.2.2 Lamb wave characterization by Fourier analysis
From last section, the Lamb wave propagation and interaction with damage with
respect to time and space are readily observed in the wavefield data measured by SLDV.
However, intrinsic information regarding the wave propagation such as the Lamb wave
modes in it, their frequency components and wavenumber information are not immediately
available. In order to obtain those information, Fourier analysis is performed through 2D
fast Fourier transform of the 1D time-space wavefields v(t , x) and 3D fast Fourier transform
of the 2D time-space wavefield v(t , x) . The 3D Fourier transform process is expressed as:
V ( f , k ) = F v ( t , x ) =

 

  v (t, x ) e

− i (2 ft − k  x )

dtdx

(4.1)

− −

Where the t is time and f is the corresponding frequency; x is the space vector at each
scanning point (x, y), and k is the corresponding wavenumber vector (kx, ky); v(t , x) is the
measured time-space wavefield in terms of time t and space x. V(f.k) is the resulted
frequency-wavenumber (f-k) representation in frequency and wavenumber domain.
Figure 4.4a shows the calculated f-k representations obtained from the 1D timespace wavefield (Figure 4.3b). The red dash line is the theoretical A0 dispersion curve
acquired by solving the Rayleigh-Lamb wave equations (see Chapter 3). A strong incident
A0 wave mode with positive wavenumber is indicated by the high intensity distribution in
the spectrum, while a weak reflected A0 wave mode with negative wavenumber at the
excitation frequency 120 kHz is indicated by the relatively low intensity part, matching
well with the theoretical dispersion curves around the excitation frequency. Figure 4.4b
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shows the wavenumber spectrum of the 2D time-space wavefield (Figure 4.3d) at the
excitation frequency 120 kHz. The red dash line is the theoretical A0 wavenumber curve at
120 kHz (around 0.72 rad/mm). Strong incident A0 wave mode and weak scattered A0 wave
mode are observed, which agrees well with the theoretical A0 wavenumber curve. In
addition, new wavenumbers (smaller than the A0 wavenumbers) are observed, which is
believed to be the damage induced wavenumbers.

Incident A0
Incident A0

New wavenumber

New wavenumber
Scattered A0

Reflected A0

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4
Frequency-wavenumber spectrum: (a) for 1D time-space wavefield
(Figure 4.3b), and (b) for 2D time-space wavefield (Figure 4.3d). Note the red dash line
in (a) is the theoretical A0 dispersion curve, and in (b) is the theoretical A0 wavenumber
at 120 kHz
Through Fourier analysis, the intrinsic Lamb wave signature including wave
modes, frequency, and wavenumber are acquired, which are used to validate the wave
propagation and interaction phenomenon observed in time-space domain. Moreover, it
provides the essential information underneath the time-space wavefield for further analysis
such as wave mode decomposition, filtering energy-based imaging, and wavenumber
imaging, etc.
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4.2.3 Lamb wave decomposition
If modes in the frequency and/or wavenumber domains can be discernibly apart,
filtering technique can enable the separation of the wave modes and observe more detailed
wave features. The filtering process is expressed as [95]:

VF ( f , k ) = V ( f , k ) F ( f , k)

(4.2)

Where VF ( f , k ) is the filtered f-k spectrum in frequency and wavenumber domain. F ( f , k )
is a user designed filter function. In order to separate the incident and reflected wave
modes, F ( f , k ) is designed as a band pass filter for desired frequency and wavenumber of
relative wave mode as [95]:

F ( f , k ) = w f ( f )wk ( f , k )

(4.3)

where, w fc ( f ) is expressed as [95]:

1

 f − fc − D f
1 
W fc ( f ) =  1+cos  
WH

 2 

0


Here the half bandwidth is

Df

+ W , with
H

Df

f − fc  D f

  D f  f − f c  D f + WH
 
otherwise

(4.4)

corresponding to the passband with unit

magnitude and WH being the half width of the Hanning window for transition between
passband and stopband to avoid abrupt changes [96]. For the wavenumber filter Wkc ( f , k )
, it will be designed based on the retention or rejection of the wavenumber kc of the excited
Lamb wave mode as well as the new wavenumbers. For example, if Wkc ( f , k ) is intended
to remove only the wavenumbers about kc , which shall be a bandstop filter as [95]:
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0

 1 
 k − kc ( f ) − Dk
Wk ( f , k ) =  1 − cos  

WH
 2 


1


Here k is equal to

k − kc ( f )  Dk

  Dk  k − kc ( f )  Dk + WH


otherwise

(4.5)

k x2 + k y2 , and Dk + WH is the half bandwidth of the filter with Dk

corresponding to the stopband with zero magnitude and W being the half width of the
H

Hanning window for transition between passband and stopband to avoid abrupt changes.
Through inverse 2D or 3D Fourier transform of VF ( f , k ) , the relative time-space wavefield
vF (t , x) of the relative filtered f-k spectrum is obtained as [95]:
vF (t , x) = F −1 VF ( f , k ) =



1
2

2

 



− −

VF ( f , k )e j ( 2 ft −k x ) dfdk

(4.6)

Figure 4.5 illustrates the filtering and extraction of the positive A0 (including
incident and transmitted A0) mode of the 2D time-space wavefield data shown in Figure
4.3b. The designed positive A0 bandpass filter is shown in Figure 4.5a. After the filtering
process, the positive A0 wave mode is retained as shown in Figure 4.5b. Through inverse
Fourier transform, the wavefield corresponding to the filtered positive A0 mode is obtained
as plotted in Figure 4.5c. Comparing to the original wavefield in Figure 4.3b, only incident
and transmitted A0 wave mode is observed. In addition, the incident waves are strong
before x = 50 mm, and they become significantly weak at around x = 50 mm, which is the
damage location. The waves transmitted after the damage are also weak since most of the
energy reflected. Comparing the waveform at x = 15 mm of the original and filtered
wavefields (Figure 4.5d), the incident A0 wave package matches. Moreover, there is no
reflected waves in the filtered waveform, while exist in the original waveform.
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Figure 4.5 Positive A0 mode decomposition: (a) Bandpass filter of positive A0
mode, (b) filtered positive A0 frequency-wavenumber spectrum, (c) time-space
wavefield inversed from relative filtered f-k spectrum, and (d) waveform
comparison of the original and filtered time-space wavefield at x=15 mm
The decomposition process for the reflected waves is the similar except with a
negative A0 bandpass filter as shown in Figure 4.6a. The negative A0 wave mode (related
to reflected waves) is retained after the filtering process as shown in Figure 4.6b. Through
inverse Fourier transform, the wavefield corresponding to the filtered negative A0 mode is
obtained as plotted in Figure 4.6c. In the wavefield, only reflected A0 wave mode is
observed comparing to the original wavefield (Figure 4.3b). One can also see that the
reflected waves appear at around x = 50 mm, which is the damage location. Comparing the
waveform at x = 15 mm of the original and filtered wavefields (Figure 4.5d), the reflected
A0 wave package matches. Moreover, there is no incident waves in the filtered waveform,
while exist in the original waveform. For the wave mode decomposition of 3D time-space
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wavefield (Figure 4.3d), the same process is applied except the space vector is two
dimensions instead of one dimension and the inverse process is 3D inverse Fourier
transform instead of 2D inverse Fourier transform.

Negative

Filtered

(a)

(b)
Reflected
Incident A0

Reflected A0

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.6Negative A0 mode decomposition: (a) Bandpass filter of negative A0
mode, (b) filtered negative A0 frequency-wavenumber spectrum, (c) timespace wavefield inversed from relative filtered f-k spectrum, and (d) waveform
comparison of the original and filtered time-space wavefield at x=15 mm
4.2.4 Windowed Fourier analysis
Through Fourier analysis, the time-space wavefields can be analyzed in the
frequency and wavenumber domains. Moreover, the relative time/space information can
be retained through short time/space Fourier analysis. Through short time windowing
technique, the time-space wavefield is divided into small segments along time dimension
t. Each segment is analyzed through Fourier analysis and the obtained f-k spectrum will be
assembled to generate a time-frequency-wavenumber representation. The short time
Fourier analysis process is expressed as:
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St ( t , f , k ) = 







− −

v(t , x)Wt (t − t , x)e−i (2 ft −kx) dtdx

(4.7)

where t is the retained time information of each segment, Wt (t , x) is the sliding window
along time dimension, which is given as:
 

t 
0.5 1 + cos  2

Wt (t , x) =  
 Dt  

0


t  Dt / 2

(4.8)

otherwise

where Dt is the window length in time domain, and t is the distance from each time
location to center time location.
Figure 4.7 shows the short time-frequency-wavenumber analysis process of a 2D
time-space wavefield data for 1D wave propagation. Figure 4.7a shows one example of
windowed time-space wavefield along time dimension, and Figure 4.7b is the f-k spectrum
of the relative windowed segment obtained through Fourier analysis. Only incident A0 is
observed in this f-k spectrum, which matches the windowed wavefield where the waves
have not reflected. With the window sliding along time dimension, a series of f-k spectra
representing each specific time are obtained. In order to observe the wavenumber variation
with time, certain frequency needs to be selected to generate a single time-wavenumber
spectrum. Under excitation frequency, the wavenumber intensity is the strongest. Thus, a
time-wavenumber at excitation frequency (120 kHz) is extracted as shown in Figure 4.7d.
One can see that positive A0 (wavenumber around 0.72 rad/mm) appears at 20 µs and
propagates until 80 µs, which matches the wave phenomenon observed in Figure 4.7c.
Negative A0 appears at around 42 µs and propagates until 80 µs, which also matches Figure
4.7c that reflected A0 waves existing time.
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Figure 4.7
Time-frequency-wavenumber analysis: (a) windowed
wavefield for one example segment, (b) frequency-wavenumber spectrum of the
windowed wavefield, (c) original time-space wavefield, and (c) timewavenumber spectrum at excitation frequency 120 kHz
Similarly, through short space windowing Fourier analysis, a space-frequencywavenumber representation can be obtained. The short space Fourier analysis process is
expressed as,
S x ( x, f , k ) = 







− −

v(t , x)Wt (t , x − x)e−i (2 ft −k x) dtdx

(4.9)

where x is the retained space information of each segment, Wt (t , x) is the sliding window
along space dimension, which is given as,
 

x 
0.5 1 + cos  2

Wt (t , x) =  
 Dx  

0
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x  Dx / 2
otherwise

(4.10)

where Dx is the window length in space domain, and x is the distance from each space
point to center space location.
The short space-frequency-wavenumber analysis process is similar to short time
analysis except with respect to space, which is illustrated in Figure 4.8. Figure 4.8a shows
one windowed space segment, and Figure 4.8b is the relative f-k spectrum. Strong incident
A0 and weak reflected A0 are observed in the f-k spectrum, which matches the windowed
wavefield where both incident and reflected waves exist. With the window sliding along
space dimension, a series of f-k spectra representing each specific space location are
obtained. Similar to short time analysis, a space-wavenumber spectrum at excitation
frequency (120 kHz) is extracted to observe the wavenumber change along space
dimension as shown in Figure 4.8d. One can see that positive A0 exist from 10 – 80 mm,
which matches the incident waves propagating range observed in Figure 4.8c. In addition,
the incident A0 is much stronger than the transmitted and reflected A0 as shown in Figure
4.8d, which matches the wave phenomenon in Figure 4.8c. Negative A0 appears at around
45 mm and propagates back until 10 mm, which also matches Figure 4.7c that reflected A0
waves propagating range.
Through short time/space-frequency-wavenumber analysis, the phenomenon of
wave propagation and interaction with damage is confirmed. In addition, the short time
analysis retains the time information and indicate when does the waves interact with the
damage and their propagating time, while the short space analysis retains the space
information of wave propagation and indicates where the waves interact with damage and
their propagating spatial range.
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Figure 4.8
Space-frequency-wavenumber analysis: (a) windowed
wavefield for one example segment, (b) frequency-wavenumber spectrum of
the windowed wavefield, (c) original time-space wavefield, and (c) spacewavenumber spectrum at excitation frequency 120 kHz
4.3

LAMB WAVE WAVEFIELD IMAGING METHODOLOGY

4.3.1 Energy-based wavefield imaging
Wavefield imaging based on the energy distribution can be obtained directly from
the measured 3D time-space wavefield v(t , x) . The energy can be represented by quantities
such as the peak amplitude or the root-mean-square value of the waveform acquired at the
position. In our study, the peak amplitude is selected to represent the energy strength at
each point in the plate and assigned as the pixel value, given as,
vmag (x) = max v ( t , x )

(4.11)

Figure 4.9 shows the generated energy-based wavefield image from the 3D timespace wavefield in Figure 4.3d. The quartz damage is indicated as a red circle in the image.
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It is obvious that the wave energy dropped significantly after interacting with the damage
along y direction and split after bypassing the damage. In addition, standing waves appear
right before the damage due to the existence of both incident and reflected waves. The
damage location is clearly indicated in this wavefield image with the circular edge where
energy drop happens.
Quartz

Figure 4.9

Energy-based wavefield imaging

4.3.2 Wavenumber imaging
In last section, the wavefield image is generated directly from the time-space
wavefield. In this section, the imaging process will be performed in the frequency and
wavenumber domain through space windowed Fourier analysis, aka. short spacefrequency-wavenumber analysis as derived in Chapter 3. Using Eq. (4.9) and (4.10), a
space-frequency-wavenumber representation S x ( x, f , k ) is obtained. For each spatial
location x, a wavenumber vector, effective wavenumber, k * (x, f ) can be determined by
corresponding to the largest value of S x (x, f , k ) as:
k * (x, f ) = arg max S x (x, f , k )
k
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(4.12)

In addition, the effective wavenumber k * ( x, f ) at each scanning point x can be determined
through a weighted sum of wavenumber components k by considering all the Lamb wave
modes as:

 S ( x, f , k ) k
k ( x, f ) =
 S ( x, f , k )
*

k

(4.13)

k

The obtained function k * ( x, f ) presents the wavenumber distribution within the testing
plate plane defined by x at a frequency f. To improve the image resolution, the averaged
wavenumber image k * (x) over multiple frequencies within a selected frequency band at
the excitation frequency is often used:
k * ( x) =

1 N *
 k ( x, f i )
N i =1

(4.14)

where fi ( i = 1,2,3...N ) is the selected frequency band centered at the desired excitation
frequency f 0 .
The generated wavenumber image with selected frequency band (centered at 120
kHz) is plotted in Figure 4.10. With the window sliding through the whole wavefield
(Figure 4.10a), the wavenumber spectrum of each segment is acquired (Figure 4.10b). By
using Eq. (4.12) and (4.13), the maximum intensity and weighted sum wavenumber images
are generated and presented in Figure 4.10c and Figure 4.10d respectively. One can see
that low wavenumbers appear when the waves interact with the damage (quartz) and high
wavenumbers appear right after. The damage location is clearly highlighted by the new
appearing wavenumbers. The front shape of the low wavenumber in the image is close to
a circular front which matches the damage shape.
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Figure 4.10 Wavenumber imaging process: (a) wavefield segment
10 mm by 10 mm, (b) wavenumber spectrum of the wavefield
segment at 120 kHz, and (c) max intensity wavenumber imaging
result, and (b) weighted sum wavenumber imaging result
4.3.3 Filtering reconstruction wavefield imaging
The filtering reconstruction wavefield imaging process is similar to Lamb wave
decomposition derived in section 3.2.2.3 (referring to Eq. (4.2), (4.3) and (4.6)) except that
the wavenumber filter is redesigned to retain new wavenumbers. A low-pass wavenumber
filter is designed to filter as shown in Figure 4.11a to extract the new wavenumber
components, since new wavenumber components in the f-k spectrum for quartz plate are
lower than the A0 wavenumber (0.72 rad/mm) as observed in Figure 4.11b, The filtered fk spectrum is shown in Figure 4.11c where the information related to wavenumbers lower
than A0 wavenumber is retained. The filtering energy-based wavefield imaging is
generated through 3D fast Fourier transform (Eq. (4.6)) and plotted in Figure 4.12. The
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image clearly indicates the quartz tip (at x = 45 mm) where the strongest wave interaction
with damage happens.

(a)

New
wavenumber

(b)

A0

(c)

Figure 4.11
Filtering imaging process: (a) low pass filter,
(b) original wavenumber spectrum at 120 kHz, and (c) filtered
wavenumber spectrum at 120 kHz. Note the red dash line is the
theoretical A0 wavenumber curve at 120 kHz

Quartz

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.12 Filtering reconstruction results: (a) filtered wavefield at
40 µs, and (b) filtering reconstructed image
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4.4

ACTUATOR NETWORK LAMB WAVE IMAGING METHODS
The previous algorithms are developed with the use of a single actuator for the

inspection. The limit with one actuator is that, the wave propagates to the inspection area
with the wavefront vector in between the source and the target and thus only “illuminates”
the side the wavefront arrives at (Figure 4.13a) [95]. In this section, we came up with the
concept of using a network of actuators to send in incident waves from all directions to
enclose the inspection area and generate a “complete” evaluation of the entire damage from
all directions [97]. Figure 4.13b illustrates the configuration of the proposed PZT network
and SLDV (PZT-n-SLDV) system to actuate and sense Lamb waves. To actuate Lamb
waves, a total of N PZTs are employed while a SLDV is adopted for Lamb wave wavefield
sensing over a targeted inspection area as shown in the configuration. The PZTs are
arranged such that the inspection area of interest that may have damage is enclosed inside
the PZT network [95]. Cartesian coordinates are defined with the origin set at the center of
the inspection area for computational convenience.
Test specimen
#N-1

#N

y
Damage

x

#1

Inspection area

#i

#2
- Actuator

Figure 4.13 Actuator network system
configuration, showing the schematic of
actuation and sensing layout [95]
The network of actuators will take turn to excite Lamb waves toward the inspection
area, and each time the resulted wavefield will be recorded by the SLDV as vn(t,x) (n: the
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nth actuation by the nth actuator). The wavefield dataset {vn (t , x)} will then be processed with
desired post-processing algorithms laid out in section 4.3, resulting a total of N images
{ pn (t , x)} from each wavefield [95]. The image pn (t , x) can be represented by Lamb wave

wavefield energy intensity vmag (x) , filtered energy intensity vF (t , x) and wavenumber
k * ( x) . Using an imaging fusion algorithm similar to logic operation, a synthetic image of

the inspection area can be generated by adding up the normalized individual image  pn (x)
normalized by the maximum of them [95]:
P ( x) =

1

N

pn ( x )

 max ( p (x) )
N
n =1

(4.15)

n

The network methodology is applied to the previously tested 1-mm 2024-T3 aluminum
plate with surface boned quartz as damage. The damage is set at the origin (0,0) of the
coordinate system for convenience in proof of concept study as shown in Figure 4.13 .
Eight PZTs are employed as actuators in Round-Robin in the schematic design. The first
PZT is attached at (50, 0), and every 45 degree clockwise another PZT is attached. Each
PZT is 70 mm away from the origin, and they are arranged in a circle enclosing the damage.
Eight area scans are performed on the aluminum plate in the same scanning area as shown
in Figure 4.13, resulting in total eight wavefield data were. The scanning grid is 60 × 60
(unit: mm) with 1 mm spatial resolution.
As we have mentioned, the network inspection can be combined with any imaging
algorithm. Take filtering reconstruction imaging method as an example and generate the
total eight images as shown in Figure 4.14. It can be observed from the results that with
single actuator, only part of the profile of the damage is quantified. For example, the image
generated with actuator 6 only highlights the damage edge along 45 degree. By fusing 8
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wavefield images obtained by 8 actuators, the synthetic image is generated and presented
in Figure 4.15a. We can see that the full profile of the damage is quantified, and the
quantified damage shape and size agree well with the actual damage.
#1
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#4

#5

#6

#7

#8

Figure 4.14

Filtering reconstruction imaging results from each actuator

In addition, using the energy-based wavefield imaging and wavenumber imaging
methods presented in last section, the relative synthetic images are obtained and plotted in
Figure 4.15. Compared to the synthetic image generated through filtering energy-based
imaging method (Figure 4.15), the profile of the circle damage is not fully quantified.
Through energy-based wavefield imaging method, the overall profile of the damage is
detected while it is not quite close the real shape (circle). One possible reason is that the
full wavefield information are considered during the synthetization process, while filterbased method only considered the damage induced wavefield thus resulting better imaging
results. With wavenumber imaging method, the identified damage profile is closer to the
real shape compared to the energy-based wavefield imaging method, while the resolution
is not as high as filter-based method. This might due to that the wavenumber imaging
method employs windows to retain the spatial information, and the window size directly
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affect the final image resolution. 10 mm window is used in the windowing process
considering the inspection wave wavelength (8.7 mm), thus the resulted image resolution
is not high enough to capture a 10 mm diameter damage.

Energy

(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 4.15 Synthetic imaging results through: (a) filtered energy imaging, (b) energybased wavefield imaging, and (c) wavenumber imaging
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FULLY NONCONTACT/REMOTE PL-SLDV LASER SYSTEM
The partial non-contact PZT-SLDV system adopted in Chapter 4 employs
traditional contact type PZT as actuator and non-contact SLDV system as sensor. In
NDE/SHM application, more than one actuator is often needed for large structure
inspection. The attachment of these actuators are time and labor consuming and extra
weight will be added on the host structure, which might modify the structure performance
or increase the structure complexity. Non-contact type pulsed laser (PL) has caught
researchers’ attention since it can generate ultrasonic waves in both noncontact and remote
manner [20, 33, 94]. This chapter focuses on the development and optimization of a fully
non-contact NDE system, which employs PL and SLDV system for both noncontact and
remote actuation and sensing. In addition, laser generated ultrasonic wave are analytically
studied to better understand the laser working mechanism and thus improve the noncontact
system performance.
5.1

PL-SLDV LAMB WAVE NDE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
The PL-SLDV Lamb wave excitation and sensing capability is first confirmed. To

achieve high signal quality, the PL excitation energy vs. signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
relationship is studied. Meanwhile, the averaging effect for sensing quality is also
calibrated. With the acceptable excitation, Lamb wave modes are characterized both in
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time-space and frequency-wavenumber domains. In addition, different surface
enhancement has been tested to protect the specimen surface.
5.1.1 Lamb wave testing setup
The schematic design of the PL-SLDV system is illustrated in Figure 5.1 showing
that PL is used for noncontact actuation instead of PZT transducer compared to Figure 4.1
[47]. The fully non-contact PL-SLDV laboratory setup is illustrated in Figure 5.2. A
Quantel CFR400 Q-switch pulsed laser is adopted as the Lamb wave actuator. The
excitation energy can be adjusted with a built-in attenuator from 0% ~ 100% of the full
excitation energy (332 mJ). The wavelength of the pulsed laser is 1064 nm, which is in the
invisible range. The pulse width is 7 ns and the near field beam diameter is 5.5 mm. The
repetition rate of the pulsed laser is 20 Hz. Polytec PSV-400 SLDV is used as the
multidimensional wavefield sensor. In order to improve the SLDV signal quality, reflective
tapes are attached on the inspection area on the specimen surface. The PL and SLDV heads
are placed on the opposite side of the testing plate and both laser heads are set normal to
the specimen in this study. Q-switch box is used to send pulse trains to PL control box at
certain frequency to enable the PL actuation and trigger the SLDV measurement
simultaneously. The enclosure is designed to fully cover the laser beam for safe laser
operation [47].

Figure 5.1

Non-contact PL-SLDV inspection system schematic design [47]
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Safety enclosure

SLDV head

PL head

Specimen
Sample

Figure 5.2

Non-contact PL-SLDV inspection system [98]

A 1-mm thick aluminum 2024-T3 plate (size: 610 mm × 610 mm × 1mm) is tested
with clay added on the edge to minimize boundary reflections. Reflective tape is attached
to improve the light reflection of the specimen surface to achieve high SNR. In this
preliminary test, the initial excitation energy is set as 33 mJ (10% of the full energy). The
sampling rate of SLDV is set 10.24 MHz and velocity decoder VD-09 is adopted which
can measure up to frequency 1 MHz. The sensing point is set 60 mm away from the
excitation. The measured waveform as well as its frequency spectrum are presented in
Figure 5.3, which proves that Lamb waves have been successfully excited and recorded
based on the proposed experimental setup.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3
Waveform analysis: (a) waveform
measured at 60 mm with excitation energy 33 mJ; (b)
normalized frequency spectrum
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5.1.2 PL Lamb wave excitation energy calibration
The Lamb wave excited in plate is known to be correlated with the input laser
energy. Therefore, we first experimentally investigated the excitation energy for PL Lamb
wave actuation [47]. The waveforms at 60 mm away from the excitation point are recorded
with different excitation energy set at 3% to 100% of the full power (330 mJ per pulse).
Selected waveforms and corresponding frequency spectrum (10%, 50% and 100%) are
plotted in Figure 5.4. Under low excitation energy, e.g. 33 mJ, the waveforms are noisy
and Lamb wave modes are difficult to observe. At high excitation energy, e.g. 166 mJ,
Lamb wave modes become recognizable where a faster wave package with lower strength
(black circle) and a slower one with higher strength (red circle) are observed. The
waveform quality improves with the increase of the energy, while the bandwidth of each
waveform does not change significantly as shown in Figure 5.4 [47].

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.4
Waveforms at 60 mm and corresponding frequency spectrum at selected
excitation energy: (a) 10%, (b) 50%, and (d) 100%, showing the SNR improves with
excitation energy increase, while bandwidth does not change significantly [47]
The signal quality and full width at half maximum (FWHM) bandwidth of the
measured signals at different energy levels are evaluated. Two parameters are considered
for the signal quality evaluated including SNR and root mean square deviation (RMSD).
The SNR is calculated as:
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SNR =

Psignal

(5.1)

Pnoise

where Psignal is the power of the whole signal, Pnoise is the power of the floor noise. The
RMSD is used for the signal noise evaluation, which is calculated as:
RMSD =

1
2
 ( vi − vmean )
N i

(5.2)

where vi is the velocity and the vmean is the mean value of the noise signal. Note that the
first 10 µs of the signal before any Lamb wave propagate to the selected distance 60 mm
is used for the noise signal. The calculated signal evaluation results are presented in Table
5.1. The bandwidth is about 70 kHz for all signals, which does not change significantly
when the energy increases. The SNR increases with the increase of energy, and the SNR is
10.27 dB at excitation energy 100 mJ, which is acceptable for future Lamb wave mode
evaluation and damage detection. The RMSD stays around 0.2 mm/s when the energy level
is below 50%, while it stays around 0.1 mm/s when the energy level is above 50%.
Table 5.1
EL
(%)
3%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
80%
90%
100%

PL Lamb wave signal evaluation results
Energy
(mJ)
10
33
66
100
133
166
199
232
266
299
332

𝒇𝑳
(kHz)

𝒇𝑯
(kHz)

BW
(kHz)

SNR
(dB)

RMSD
of Noise
(mm/s)

11.25
11.25
11.88
11.25
11.88
11.88
11.88
11.25
9.38
10.00
7.50

90.63
76.88
77.50
78.13
77.50
75.63
76.88
76.25
77.50
76.88
76.25

79.38
65.63
65.63
66.88
65.63
63.75
65.00
65.00
68.13
66.88
68.75

0.59
4.77
8.11
10.27
12.94
14.19
17.55
18.37
19.86
22.04
22.70

0.20
0.17
0.21
0.26
0.27
0.24
0.10
0.12
0.11
0.09
0.09
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5.1.3 PL Lamb wave sensing average calibration
To acquire signals with good quality for effective inspection, the sensing average
is calibrated by waveform analysis. The same experimental setup and specimen are used
with excitation energy 33 mJ (10% of full energy). The waveform is recorded at 80 mm
away from the excitation point, which is the furthest point in potential scanning set.
Averaging with 1-8 times are conducted for the waveform measurement. Selected
waveforms with averaging 1, 4 and 8 times are shown in Figure 5.5. The signal evaluation
including SNR and RMSD value is shown in Table 5.2. As shown in the waveforms, the
signal quality improves with the averaging times, which is indicated by the SNR increase
and RMSD decrease. With averaging 4 times, the SNR reaches 10.29 dB, which is
acceptable for signal quality. More averaging times can be adjusted according to the
inspection requirement in the future research.
Average 1

Average 4

Average 8

Figure 5.5 Waveforms recorded at 80 mm with
different averaging times
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In summary, the relationships of bandwidth change with respect to (w.r.t.)
excitation energy, SNR change w.r.t. excitation energy, and SNR change w.r.t. average
times are presented in Figure 5.6. Conclusions can be drawn that the excitation energy
change does not affect the signal bandwidth significantly, while the increase of excitation
energy can improve the signal SNR. In addition, the signal SNR will improve if more
averages are used for measurement.
Table 5.2

Signal evaluation with different averaging

Average

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

SNR (dB)

5.47

6.95

9.34

10.29

10.39

10.76

12.06

13.56

RMSD of noise
(mm/s)

(a)

0.1699 0.1410 0.1045 0.0941 0.0938 0.0895 0.0754 0.0641

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.6
Signal evaluation through: (a) bandwidth change w.r.t. excitation energy,
(b) SNR change w.r.t. excitation energy, and (c) SNR change w.r.t. average times [47]
5.1.4 PL Lamb wave modes characterization
With the calibrated parameters for the PL-SLDV system, Lamb wave modes are
further characterized for future inspection with SLDV line scans. The scanning lines are
from 20 mm to 80 mm away from the PL excitation. Different excitation energy: 10, 20,
40, 70 and 100 mJ, are selected for Lamb wave actuation in order fully understand the
system performance. Based on last subsection, 5 averages are used for the SLDV sensing
to obtain effective inspection signals. The selected time-space wavefields with excitation
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energy 20, 40, and 100 mJ are plotted in Figure 5.7. With low excitation energy, faster S0
mode is weak and difficult to observe while slower A0 mode is strong and readily observed.
With higher excitation energy 40 and 100 mJ, the S0 mode becomes stronger and more
visible, followed by a stronger still A0 mode. With increase of the excitation energy, the
Lamb wave mode becomes stronger and clearer to distinguish.

S0

S0

S0

A0

(a)

A0

A0

(c)

(b)

Figure 5.7
(c) 100 mJ

Time-space wavefields, measured with excitation energy: (a) 20, (b) 40, and

The frequency-wavenumber (f-k) analysis is also performed to further confirm the
excited wave modes. The f-k results as well as the theoretical dispersion curves are
presented in Figure 5.8, where consistent wave modes are observed compared to timespace wavefield results. With lower excitation energy, only A0 mode can be observed and
it matches the theoretical A0 well. With higher excitation energy, both weaker S0 and
stronger A0 can be observed and they agree well with the theoretical dispersion curves.

A0

A0

A0

S0

S0

(a)

Figure 5.8
(c) 100 mJ

(b)

(c)

Frequency-wavenumber spectra with excitation energy: (a) 20, (b) 40, and
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5.1.5 PL Lamb wave excitation surface enhancement
During the preliminary tests, surface burn damage is observed at high energy
excitation such as 40, 70 and 100 mJ. The surface burn is showing as whitish dust shown
in Figure 5.9a. To avoid the surface damage caused by burning, two types of surface
protection are tested on the same aluminum plate. The two surface protections are
aluminum foil (surface condition-1, SC-1) and copper foil (surface condition-2, SC-2) with
0.7 mm thickness and around 8 mm diameter. The surface protections are bonded on the
target excitation point with M-bond 200 adhesive to guarantee strong coupling between the
protections and specimen. The raw surface condition (SC-0) is set as the reference for
comparison and evaluation. Three line-scans are performed by SLDV under the three
surface conditions: SC-0, SC-1 and SC-2 with 100 mJ PL excitation. The line scan setup
is shown in Figure 5.9b. After the experiments, the surface condition is observed and
recorded first as shown in Figure 5.9c. After the experiment (about 600 shoots by PL on
the excitation point), whitish dust is observed for SC-0 and SC-1, while no significant
change is observed for SC-2. After removal of the surface protections, no surface burn
appears on the specimen for both SC-1 and SC-2, which means the specimen is protected
well by both two protections.
To achieve equivalent Lamb wave actuation and signal quality as with raw surface
condition (SC-0), waveform and wavefield analysis are performed to further evaluate the
two surface protections. The waveforms at x = 60 mm and the corresponding frequency
spectrum for the three surface conditions are shown in Figure 5.10. From the waveform
analysis results, the signal strength for SC-1 is still good compared to SC-0, and the SNR
for SC-1 is the highest which indicates that the SNR improves after attaching the aluminum
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surface protection. The RMSD for SC-1 is lower than that for SC-0, thus, the signal for
SC-2 is less noisy than SC-1. For SC-2 (copper surface protection), the signal strength and
SNR are much lower than SC-0. The frequency spectrum does not change significantly for
the three conditions. In conclusion from the waveform analysis, the aluminum foil is
qualified for surface protection of PL excitation for aluminum plates, while the copper is
not a good candidate.
After test After removal

Aluminum foil
SC-1

SL-1
20

60

SC-0

SL-0
Raw surface
Copper foil

(a)
(b)

SL-2

SC-2

(c)

Figure 5.9
Surface enhancement setup: (a) example burn with 100 mJ excitation (zoom
in), (b) Line scan setup for surface protections, and (c) Surface conditions after the
experiments, and after protection removal
In addition, the Lamb wave characterization is also performed for the three surface
conditions to guarantee PL Lamb wave successfully excited in the testing specimen. As
shown in the wavefield v(t,x) in Figure 5.11, weaker and faster S0 mode and stronger and
slower A0 mode are both excited in SC-0 and SC-1, while only A0 is excited for SC-2. In
the f-k spectrum, the same phenomenon is observed. Note that the red and black line are
the theoretical A0 and S0 dispersion curves in a 1-mm aluminum 2024-T3 plate. Stronger
A0 and weaker S0 are observed in SC-0 and SC-1, while only A0 is observed for SC-2.
From the wavefield and f-k spectrum results, SC-1 with aluminum surface protection shows
that the comparable Lamb wave modes are excited as SC-0 with raw surface condition,
while only weak A0 is excited in SC-2. Combing the conclusion obtained from surface
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condition visual inspection, waveform and wavefield analysis results, the SC-2 with
aluminum surface protection is the best candidate for future PL Lamb wave excitation on
aluminum plates.

SNR: 12.61 dB
Peak-to-peak: 4.78
RMSD: 0.21

SNR: 17.17 dB
Peak-to-peak: 3.79
RMSD: 0.09

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

SNR: 3.58 dB
Peak-to-peak: 0.61
RMSD: 0.07

Figure 5.10 Waveforms at 60 mm away from the PL excitation: (a) SC-0, (b) SC-1, and
(c) SC-2; the relative frequency spectra: (d) SC-0, (e) SC-1, and (f) SC-2

S0

S0
A0

A0

(a)

(c)

(b)

A0

A0

A0
S0

S0

(d)

A0

(e)

(f)

Figure 5.11 Wavefield and f-k spectrum results of three surface conditions: wavefield of
(a) SC-0, (b) SC-1, and (c) SC-2; the relative frequency spectra of: (d) SC-0, (e) SC-1, and
(f) SC-2
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5.2

DAMAGE INSPECTION ON AN ALUMINUM PLATE
With the demonstrated capability of PL Lamb wave actuation and optimal setup, this

chapter focuses on application of the non-contact PL-SLDV system to inspect metallic
plates with simulated damage (surfaced-bonded quartz rod and machine milled crack).
Both 1D and 2D inspection are performed and wavefield analysis is conducted. Lamb wave
based imaging is also performed for further damage evaluation through three imaging
methods: wavefield imaging, filtering reconstruction imaging and wavenumber imaging.
5.2.1 Experimental setup
Three 1-mm aluminum 2024-T3 plates are tested in the following experiments: one
pristine plate, one damaged plate with surface bonded quartz rod shown in Figure 5.12a
(10-mm thickness and 10-mm diameter), and one damaged plate with computer numerical
control (CNC) machine milled crack shown in Figure 5.12b (0.5-mm width and 10-mm
length). The specimen schematic is shown in Figure 5.12c for 1D line inspection and Figure
5.12d for 2D area inspection with spatial resolution of 1 mm. Cartesian coordinates are
used with excitation point set as origin and damage located at y=70 mm. The PL excitation
energy is set as 100 mJ, and surface protection (0.7-mm thick aluminum foil) is attached
at the origin. 10 averages are used in order to get a higher SNR for better inspection results.
5.2.2 1D inspection results
The acquired time-space wavefields along the scanning line are plotted in Figure
5.13a, b and c. Through 2D Fourier transform of the wavefield data, f-k spectra are obtained
as shown in Figure 5.13d, e and f. For pristine plate, S0 and A0 Lamb wave modes are
observed. The relative f-k spectrum (Figure 5.13d) is consistent with the wavefield result.
The wavefield for quartz plate also shows that two incident wave modes S0 and A0.
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However, reflected waves appear at x=65 mm where the quartz edge is, and weak
transmitted waves are observed after waves interacted with the quartz. In the corresponding
f-k spectrum (Figure 5.13e), negative A0 is observed. The wavefield for crack plate also
shows similar wave phenomenon as quartz plate. The difference is that the reflected waves
are clearer, and the transmitted waves are stronger. In the corresponding f-k spectrum in
Figure 5.13f, negative A0 is also observed as expected [47].
60

70
PL
(c) Unit: mm

y
Scanning area
PL
(d) Unit: mm

10

x

(b)

10

y

90

(a)

90

Scanning line

defect

x

Figure 5.12 Schematic of specimen set up: (a) surface bonded quartz
rod, (b) machine milled crack, (c) 1D line inspection set up, and (d) 2D
area inspection setup [47]
With 1D Lamb wave inspection, the quartz and crack are both detected and
localized using wavefield analysis. However, the location of damage is not indicated in the
f-k representations. Thus, short space-wavenumber (x-k) analysis is performed to further
localize the damage and capture the wavenumber variation along the scanning line. 90 kHz
is selected as the interested frequency since A0 is stronger at lower frequency [47]. The
calculated x-k spectrum at 90 kHz for the three plates are plotted in Figure 5.13g, h and i
respectively. In the x-k spectrum of pristine plate (Figure 5.13g), only positive A0 is
observed. Compared to pristine plate, negative A0 appears before x=70 mm for quartz plate
(Figure 5.13h). This indicates that incident waves propagate and reflect after interacting
with the quartz. After 70 mm, only weak positive A0 is observed, which is consistent with
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the relative wavefield where transmitted waves are relatively weak. In addition, new
wavenumbers lower than A0 wavenumber (0.62 rad/mm) are observed. For crack plate,
strong negative A0 is observed at the crack location (x=70 mm), while considerable waves
transmitted after the crack as shown in Figure 5.13i. Moreover, new wavenumbers higher
than A0 wavenumber are observed [47].
5.2.3 2D inspection results
In this section, 2D inspection and wavefield analysis are performed. The space
wavefield at 17, 26 and 40 µs are captured and plotted in Figure 5.14 for each plate to show
Lamb wave interaction with the selected damage. In Figure 5.14a, d and g, the 2D Lamb
wave propagation in the pristine plate is illustrated, where the wave front is circular, and
waves propagate smoothly along time. The 2D Lamb wave propagation in the quartz plate
is shown in Figure 5.14b, e and h. At 17 µs, mode conversion from S0 to A0 is observed at
y=70 mm (Figure 5.14b), and waves scattered since the quartz works as a new scatter
source. After waves bypass the quartz, they split from around y=65 mm as shown in the
wavefield at 40 µs (Figure 5.14h), resulting in that very little waves transmitted. For crack
plate, weak reflective waves from S0 are observed at 17 µs (Figure 5.14c), while strong
reflected waves from A0 are observed at 26 µs at y=70 mm. After that, waves bypass the
crack and transmitted waves are observed in the wavefield at 40 µs (Figure 5.14i). With
the acquired time-space wavefields, the damage is localized at around 70 mm for both
quartz and crack plates [47].
In order to observe the 2D inspection results in another perspective, the f-k analysis
is performed through 3D Fourier transform. The obtained wavenumber spectrum at 90 kHz
for pristine, quartz and crack plate are plotted in Figure 5.15a, b and c respectively. Since
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A0 is dominate at this interested frequency, only wavenumber changes related to A0 are
discussed [47]. In the wavenumber spectrum for pristine plate (Figure 5.15a), strong
incident A0 is observed, which matches well with the theoretical A0 wavenumber curve
(0.62 rad/mm). Compared to pristine condition, reflected A0 appears in the wavenumber
spectrum for quartz and crack plate. In addition, new wavenumber components are
observed: lower wavenumber components (<0.62 rad/mm) for quartz plate while high
wavenumber components (> 0.62 rad/mm) for crack plate [47].
Transmitted
waves

S0
A0

Transmitted
waves

Reflected waves

Reflected waves

(a)

(c)

(b)

A0+

A0+
A0+
S0+
A0-

(d)

A0-

(f)

(e)

New wavenumber
New wavenumber

A0+

A0-

(g)

A0+

(h)

A0-

A0+

(i)

Figure 5.13 Time-space wavefields of: (a) pristine plate, (b) quartz plate, and (c) crack
plate, showing Lamb wave interaction with different damage in each plate; frequencywavenumber spectra of: (d) pristine plate, (e) quartz plate, and (f) crack plate, showing
Lamb wave modes in frequency-wavenumber domain; short space-wavenumber spectra at
90 kHz of: (g) pristine plate, (h) quartz plate, and (i) crack plate, showing different
wavenumber variation along the scanning line for each plate [47]
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Pristine plate

Crack plate

Quartz plate

Weak reflected waves

Mode conversion
S0

A0

(a)

(b)

(c)
Wave scattering

(f)

(e)

(d)

Strong reflected waves

Wave
splitting

(g)

(h)

(i)

Figure 5.14 Wavefield snapshots at different times, wavefields at 17 µs for: (a)
pristine plate, (b) quartz plate, and (c) crack plate; wavefields at 26 µs for: (d) pristine
plate, (e) quartz plate, and (f) crack plate; wavefields at 40 µs for: (g) pristine plate,
(h) quartz plate, and (i) crack plate, showing Lamb wave interaction with different
damage differently [47]
Incident A0

Incident A0

Incident A0

new wavenumber
new wavenumber

(a)

(b)

Scattered A0
Reflected A0

(c)

Figure 5.15 Wavenumber spectrum at 90 kHz for (a) pristine plate, (b) quartz plate, and
(c) crack plate. Note: the red dash line is the theoretical A0 wavenumber curve at 90 kHz,
and the black line is the theoretical S0 wavenumber curve at 90 kHz [47]
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In order to further evaluate the damage, Lamb wave imaging process is applied to
the 2D wavefield data using different imaging methods presented in Chapter 4, including
wavefield imaging, filtering reconstruction imaging and wavenumber imaging methods.
➢ Wavefield imaging results
Wavefield imaging is the most direct way to diagnose the testing specimen. The
wavefield images are generated by calculating the maximum absolute amplitude for each
scanning point, and the results are presented in Figure 5.16. For pristine plate, the energy
is the largest in the energy source (excitation at origin), and it drops gradually along the
propagation distance. Obvious energy drop is observed in the wavefield imaging of quartz
plate when the waves interact with the quartz edge where x=65 mm. After pass the quartz,
the wave energy split by the quartz. This phenomenon is consistent with the wave
phenomenon observed in the time-space wavefield shown in Figure 5.14h. For crack plate,
energy increases at crack location, and standing waves formed before the crack due to the
interference between the incident and reflected waves.
energy caused
by crack

energy source

(a)

energy drop

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.16 Wavefield imaging results for: (a) pristine plate, (b) quartz plate, and
(c) crack plate
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➢ Filtering reconstruction imaging results
In the f-k analysis, new wavenumber components are observed: low wavenumber
components for quartz plate and high wavenumber components for damage plate compared
to A0 wavenumber. In this part, the filtering technique will be used to extract the new
wavenumber components caused by damage, and then the extracted information will be
inversed to reconstruct an energy image.
Since new wavenumber components in the f-k spectrum for quartz plate are lower
than the A0 wavenumber and higher than S0 wavenumber as shown in Figure 5.17a, a band
pass filter as shown in Figure 5.17b is used to extract the new wavenumber components
(Figure 5.17c) between S0 (0.1 rad/mm) and A0 (0.62 rad/mm). The filtering reconstruction
imaging is generated by calculating the energy map of the inversed filtered f-k spectrum.
The same filtering process is repeated for pristine plate for comparison purpose. The
normalized filtering reconstruction images for pristine and quartz plate are shown in Figure
5.18. In the generated image for pristine plate, the energy induced by damage is almost
zero in the scanning area. For quartz plate, a high energy area appears near the quartz edge
at about x=65 mm, while no obvious energy change for the pristine plate.

A0

A0
S0

S0

S0

A0

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.17 Filtering process using band pass filter for quartz plate: (a) original f-k
spectrum, (b) band pass filter, and (c) filtered f-k spectrum
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quartz edge

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.18
Filtering reconstruction images for:(a) pristine
plate, and (b) quartz plate
Compared to the pristine plate, new wavenumber components in the f-k spectrum
for crack plate are higher than the A0 wavenumber as shown in Figure 5.19a. Thus, a high
pass filter (Figure 5.19b) is used to extract the new wavenumber components. The
normalized filtering reconstruction images for pristine and crack plate are plotted in Figure
5.20. In the image for pristine plate, the energy induced by damage is almost zero in the
scanning area. For crack plate, a high energy area appears at the crack location, where x=70
mm. With the filtering reconstruction imaging method, the crack location is highlighted
compared to the pristine plate.

(a)

A0

A0

A0

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.19 Filtering process using high pass filter for crack plate: (a) original f-k
spectrum, (b) high pass filter, and (c) filtered f-k spectrum
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crack location

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.20
Filtering reconstruction images for:(a) pristine
plate, and (b) crack plate
➢ Wavenumber imaging results
With the frequency-wavenumber analysis, the wavenumber information k(f) at
interested frequency 90 kHz is obtained. However, the corresponding space information x
relates to the wavenumber is lost during the Fourier transform. With short space Fourier
transform, the space information related to each location can be retained in the
wavenumber spectrum, resulting in a wavenumber distribution function in the scanning
area as k(x, f). The derivation of the wavenumber imaging can be found in Chapter 4.
The wavenumber imaging for the three tested plates are generated and presented in
Figure 5.21a. The overall wavenumber value is around 0.6 rad/mm for the pristine plate in
the scanned area. Compared to pristine plate, low wavenumber around 0.2 rad/mm appear
at the edge of quartz for the quartz plate as shown in Figure 5.21b. This low wavenumber
phenomenon is consistent with low wavenumber observed in the wavenumber spectrum in
Figure 5.17a. For the crack plate, high wavenumber values with red color appear at the
crack location as shown in Figure 5.21c, which is consistent with the new high
wavenumber components observed in the wavenumber spectrum in Figure 5.19a. With the
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short space wavenumber algorithm, the quartz and crack locations are detected and
visualized with distinguish different wavenumber values in the wavenumber image.

crack

quartz edge

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.21
Wavenumber imaging results for:(a) pristine plate, (b)quartz
plate, and (c) crack plate
5.3

DAMAGE INSPECTION ON AN COMPOSITE PLATE
With the presented PL-SLDV Lamb wave inspection system, a composite plate

with simulated damage is inspected and evaluated compared to a pristine plate. The
simulated damage is a 10 mm diameter circular quartz rod bonded on the specimen surface.
The composite plate is a 8-ply quasi-isotropic plate with layup [0/45/90/-45]s. The
dimension of the plate is 610 × 610 × 2.54 (unit: mm). 1D inspection is performed first for
a quick Lamb wave characterization as well as to capture the wave damage interaction
characteristics. 2D inspection is then further conducted in order to capture more details and
quantify the damage [98].
5.3.1 Experimental setup
The inspection actuation and sensing setup is illustrated in Figure 5.22 with Figure
5.22a for 1D inspection and Figure 5.22b for 2D inspection respectively [98]. Cartesian
coordinates are used in this study with the origin set at the excitation location. A 0.13 mm
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thick and 8 mm diameter aluminum foil is attached on the excitation point to protect the
surface from burning. The quartz is located at y=70 mm. The scanning line is along y
direction (90º fiber direction) from 10 mm to 100 mm for 1D inspection, while the scanning
area is about 60 mm by 90 mm for 2D inspection. The SLDV spatial resolution is set as 1
mm for both 1D and 2D inspection. The pulsed laser excitation energy is set as 100 mJ for
proof of concept study. Other remaining settings are the same as previous section.

60

(a)

70

90

90

10

10

Quartz

70

90 fiber direction

Quartz

(0,0)

(b)

(0,0)

Figure 5.22
Actuation and sensing schematic: (a) 1D inspection, and
(b) 2D inspection [98]
5.3.2 1D inspection results
The acquired time-space wavefield of the pristine and damage plate is presented in
Figure 5.23a and Figure 5.23b respectively. In the pristine plate wavefield, only two
incident Lamb wave mode are observed: fast, weak, and nondispersive S0 while slow,
strong, and dispersive A0. In the damage plate wavefield, S0 to A0 mode conversion
appeared except the incident waves when waves interacted with the bonded quartz
(approximately at y = 65 mm, where the quartz edge is). In addition, A0 reflections are
observed clearly at the quartz edge [98].
In order to further capture the wave-damage interaction characteristics, 2D Fourier
transform [62] is conducted to transfer the time-space wavefield data into frequency and
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wavenumber domain. The obtained frequency-wavenumber (f-k) spectra are plotted in
Figure 5.23c and Figure 5.23d respectively, as well as theoretical dispersion curves for
comparison purpose [98]. In the f-k spectrum of pristine plate, two positive wave modes
are observed which matches theoretical S0 and A0 dispersion curves, which confirmed the
wave modes characterization in the wavefield. The S0 mode is weaker and the A0 mode is
significantly stronger, which agrees with the wave phenomena observed in the time-space
wavefield. In addition, the A0 components concentrated on mostly at the low frequency
range (lower than 200 kHz). Different from pristine plate, reflected A0 is observed in
addition to the incident S0 and A0 modes, indicating that damage may exist in the structure.
5.3.3 2D inspection results
The SLDV acquired time-space wavefields at 60 µs of the pristine plate and damage
plate is shown in Figure 5.24a and Figure 5.24d respectively to visualize the wave-damage
interaction. Compared to the pristine plate, where only incident waves exist, scattered
waves are observed when the waves interact with the quartz damage. In addition, the waves
are blocked along y direction due to the existence of the quartz damage. The Lamb wavedamage interaction characteristics in the frequency-wavenumber domain is also explored
through 3D Fourier transform [98]. The obtained wavenumber spectra at selected
frequencies (90 and 150 kHz) are presented in Figure 5.24. In the wavenumber spectrum
of pristine plate at both 90 kHz and 150 kHz, incident A0 is observed and agrees with the
theoretical wavenumber curve well (red dash line). In the wavenumber spectrum of damage
plate, scattered A0 is observed in addition to the incident A0, and some new wavenumbers
(lower than A0 wavenumber) are observed for both frequencies. However, the scattered A0
and new wavenumber components are more obvious and stronger at 90 kHz than that at
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150 kHz. Thus, 90 kHz is more preferential for further imaging processing such as filtering
based imaging or wavenumber imaging [98].

S0 to A0

S0+

S0+

A0+

(a)

A0−
A0+

(b)

S0+

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.23 1D inspection results: time-space wavefield of (a) pristine
plate, and (b) damage plate; frequency-wavenumber spectrum of (c) pristine
plate, and (d) damage plate [98]
In order to further evaluate the damage, Lamb wave imaging process is applied to
the acquired 2D wavefield data. First, wavefield images are generated and presented in
Figure 5.25a and Figure 5.25d for the pristine and damage plate respectively. The energy
field image of pristine plate shows that the wave energy attenuates with wave propagation.
Note that the red line at about y=75 mm is not a damage and it is caused by overlapping of
the attached reflective tape, which can be avoided by using wipe-off reflective sprays. For
the damage plate, a sharp energy drop is observed at y=65 (the quartz edge location) and
the wave energy keep decreasing after the quartz, indicating that most of the wave energy
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is scattered due to the quartz. The bottom part of the quartz profile is indicated as a circular
shape which agrees well with the quartz dimension (the white dash circle) [98].
Incident A0
Incident A0

Incident waves

(a)

(b)

(c)
Incident A0
Incident A0

New wavenumber
Scattered
waves

(d)

Scattered A0

Scattered A0

(e)

(f)

Figure 5.24 2D wavefield analysis results: time-space wavefield of (a) pristine plate,
and (e) damage plate; wavenumber spectrum at 90 kHz of (b) pristine plate, and (e)
damage plate; and wavenumber spectrum at 150 kHz of (c) pristine plate, and (f)
damage plate [98]
Secondly, filtering reconstruction imaging process is applied by using a low pass
filter (|k| < 0.38 rad/mm) to filter out the new lower wavenumbers. The resulting images
are presented in Figure 5.25b and Figure 5.25e for the pristine and damage plate
respectively. The defect location is highlighted at round y = 65 mm, which is the quartz
edge location. Lastly, space-wavenumber images are obtained for both the pristine and
defect plate through windowing 3D Fourier transform. The space-wavenumber images are
plotted in Figure 5.25c and Figure 5.25f respectively. The wavenumber value for pristine
plate is around 0.55 rad/mm, while for the damage plate, much lower wavenumbers
appeared at the quartz location, which is highlighted with green and blue color.
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Figure 5.25
2D imaging results: energy field images of (a) pristine plate,
and (d) damage plate; filtering reconstruction images of (b) pristine plate,
and (e) damage plate; wavenumber images of (c) pristine plate, and (f)
damage plate
5.4

ANALYTICAL STUDY OF LASER GENERATED ULTRASONIC WAVES
In previous sections, we have shown our preliminary exploration of PL excitation

of Lamb waves through extensive experimental study. In this section, analytical study of
laser generated ultrasonic waves are conducted in order to better understand the laser
ultrasonic mechanism. The surface temperature and displacement fields are obtained
numerically. Parametric study of laser beam radius and excitation energy effect on the laser
generated waves is performed using the analytical solution. To validate the results,
experimental studies are conducted on an aluminum plate.
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5.4.1 Analytical modeling of laser generated ultrasonic waves
➢

Formulation of the thermo-elastic model
In this section, the governing equations of the thermo-elastic problem is presented

with an appropriate heat conduction representation. The geometry of the problem is shown
in Figure 5.26. The laser pulse is incident on the free plane surface z=0 of a semi-infinite
half space. The half space is assumed to be of high optical density, and the laser pulse is
modeled as a surface heat flux q(r, z, t). Cylindrical coordinates (r,  , z) are used since the
incident laser beam is axial symmetric, where r is the radius direction,  is the angle, and
z is the depth direction. The displacement at each point is expressed as u(r,z,t).
q(r,z,t)
Epicentral axis

Cylindrically
Symmetric half space

Laser input

r

O
θ

z

u(r,z,t)

Figure 5.26
Geometry of the model: a semiinfinite half space. Due to axial symmetry,
cylindrical coordinates, r,  , z are used.
The elastic and thermal properties of the materials are given as follows: Lame
constants:  and  ; density:  ; thermal conductivity: k ; thermal diffusivity:  = k  cV ,
specific heat capacity: cV ; and thermal expansion coefficient:  . When the laser pulse
illuminates the material surface with low power intensity, the state in the solid material will
not change since the temperature increase is fairly small [99]. In this case, the elastic
stresses are caused by bulk thermal expansion, while the heat produced by mechanical
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deformation is neglected in this thermoelastic model. The temperature field T ( r , z, t ) at any
point in the material is given based on the thermal diffusion equation [99]:
k 2T =  cV RT +  cV T − q

(5.3)

Define cH =   R , which is the heat wave speed, and  R is the thermal relaxation constant,
Eq. (5.3) becomes,
 2T −

1 T 1  2T
q

− 2  2 =−
 t cH t
k

(5.4)

The Eq. (5.4) can be solved as follow. Recall that Laplace transform in cylindrical
coordinates and apply it to the temperature field T:
 2T =

There

1   T  1  2T  2T
+
r
+
r r  r  r 2  2 z 2

(5.5)

 2T
= 0 due to the axis symmetry of the model. Eq. (5.4) can be written out using
 2

Eq. (5.5) as:
 2T 1 T  2T 1 T 1  2T
q
+
+ 2 − 
− 2  2 =−
2
r
r r z
 t cH t
k

(5.6)

Assuming that the subject half space is homogenous and isotropic and the z axis is
the axis of symmetry, the displacement u = ( ur , u , uz ) at any point in the half space can be
expressed in terms of a scalar potential  and a vector potential ψ as:
u =  +   ψ,

ψ = 0

(5.7)

where  is the dilatational potential and ψ is the rotational potential. Also we have
 

ψ =   (0,0, ) =  0, −
,0  as given in [100], Hence Eq. (5.7) can be rewritten as
r 
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  2

 
+
=  +

r rz r 
z 
   2 1  
uz =
−
+

z  r 2 r r 

ur =

(5.8)

The displacement u satisfies Navier-Lamé equations which is given as:
2u + (  +  )  (   u ) = u + (3 + 2 )T

(5.9)

Substitute the displacement equations in Eq. (5.7) into Eq. (5.9) gives:
2 (  +   ψ ) + (  +  )  (   (  +   ψ ) ) =  (  +   ψ ) + (3 + 2 )T (5.10)

It can be simplified as:

(

)

 (  + 2 )  2 −  − (3 + 2 ) T −   (  2 ψ −  ψ ) = 0

(5.11)

For Eq. (5.11) to be true, the dilatational potential  and rotation potential ψ must satisfy:

(  + 2 ) 2 −  − (3 + 2 )T = 0
2 ψ −  ψ = 0

Using the relation ψ =   (0,0, ) =  0, −


(5.12)

 
,0  , Eq. (5.12) becomes:
r 

(  + 2 ) 2 −  − (3 + 2 )T = 0
2 −  = 0

(5.13)

Recall the wave speed expression in terms of Lamé constants:
cL =

 + 2

; cS =



 2 −

1
3 + 2
=
T
2
cL
 + 2

(5.14)

And apply to Eq. (5.13):

 2 −

1
 =0
cS2

Define the thermoelastic coupling constant, which is:
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(5.15)

0 =

3 + 2

 + 2

 2 −

1
 =  0T
cL2

(5.16)

Then Eq. (5.15) becomes:

1
  − 2 = 0
cS

(5.17)

2

or are written out as:
 2 1     1  2
+
=  0T
r  −
z 2 r r  r  cL2 t 2
 2 1 
+
z 2 r r

 
r
 r

2
 1 
−
 2 2 =0
 cS t

(5.18)

where cL and cS are the longitudinal and shear wave speed respectively. Eq. (5.17) or Eq.
(5.18) are the equations of wave propagation. Combing with the temperature field Eq. (5.4),
now the governing equations for the temperature and displacement field of a laser heated
location are now very clear, which are three coupled partial differential equations (PDE):
 2T −

1 T 1  2T
q

− 2  2 =−
 t cH t
k
 2 −

1
 = 0T
cL2

 2 −

(5.19)

1
 =0
cS2

The boundary conditions at the surface z=0 includes thermal and mechanical
boundary conditions. For the thermal condition, the heat generated by the laser is only
deposited inside the half space at the surface, and the heat does not flow into or out of the
half-space. For the mechanical conditions, the tractions are zero (stress free surface
condition) at the surface. Therefore, the boundary conditions on the surface are:
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T
z

 zz

z =0

 zr

=0
z =0

     2 1 
−
+

z  z  r 2 r r

= −  0 (  + 2 ) T +  2 + 2

z =0

  
        2 1 
= i     +
−
+
 + 
z   r  z  r 2 r r
 z  r 


  = 0
  z =0

(5.20)

 
   = 0
   z =0

The initial conditions are that the half-space is initially at rest:
T

➢

t =0

=

t =0

=

t =0

T
t

= 0;

=
t =0


t

=
t =0


t

=0

(5.21)

t =0

Solution of the thermoelastic problem

In order to solve the governing equations Eqs. (5.19)-(5.21), Hankel transform is applied
to spatial domain along r and Laplace transform is applied to time domain along t. By doing
that, the original PDE will become ordinary differential equations (ODE), which is
analytically solvable. Hankel and Laplace transform are defined as:


F ( p ) = H  f ( r )  =  rf ( r ) J 0 ( pr ) dr
0


G ( s ) = L  g ( t )  =  e − st g ( t ) dt
0

(5.22)
(5.23)

And their inverse transforms are,


f ( r ) = H −1  F ( p )  =  pF ( p ) J 0 ( pr ) dp
0

g ( t ) = L−1 G ( s ) =

1  p + st
e G ( s ) dt
2 i  p −

First applying Laplace transform in the time domain along t to Eq. (5.19),
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(5.24)

(5.25)

 2T 1 T  2T s
s2
q
+
+
−
T
−
T =−
2
2
2
r
r r z

cH
k
 2 1   2 s 2
+
+
−  =  0T
r 2 r r z 2 cL2

(5.26)

 2 1   2 s 2
+
+
−  =0
r 2 r r z 2 cS2

Note that the Hankel transform can be used to transform and solve Laplace's equation
expressed in cylindrical coordinates. By applying Hankel transform along r to Eq. (5.26),
let cH = cL , a = 1/ cL , and b = 1 / cS as illustrated in [100], Eq. (5.26) becomes:
s
 2T q
 2
2 2
p
+
a
s
+
T
−
=

 
z 2 k

 2
= − 0T
z 2
2
( p 2 + b2 s 2 ) − z2 = 0

(p

2

+ a 2 s 2 ) −

(5.27)

The transformed boundary conditions are:
T
z

 zz

z =0

=0
z =0

= −  0 (  + 2 ) T + (  + 2 )

 zr

z =0

 2

−  p 2 + 2 p 2
2
z
z

=0

(5.28)

z =0

   2

=  ip  2
+ 2 + p 2  = 0
 z z


 z =0

Which can be written as [100]:
T
z

 zz

z =0

b  


  

=   2  2 − p 2  + 2 p 2   +
T
 −
a

z

z

+
2



 
2

z =0

=0

 zr

2

z =0

    2
 
=  ip  2
+  2 + p 2   = 0
 z  z
  z =0
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=0
z =0

(5.29)

To move forward, some intermediate variables are defined as:

 2 = p 2 + a 2 s 2 ,  2 = p 2 + b2 s 2 ,  2 = p 2 + a 2 s 2 +

s



(5.30)

Upon rearrangement, the governing equations in Eq. (5.27) and boundary condition
equations in Eq. (5.29) become:
 2T q
=
z 2 k

(5.31)

 2
= −  0T
z 2

(5.32)

 2T −

 −

 zz

z =0

 2 −

 2
=0
z 2

(5.33)

T
z

=0

(5.34)

 b2   2


  
= −  (  + 2 ) T +   2  2 − p 2  + 2 p 2   +
 = 0
z  


 a  z
z =0

(5.35)

    2
 
=  ip  2
+  2 + p 2  
=0
 z  z
  z =0

(5.36)

 zr

z =0

z =0

To solve Eqs (5.31) to (5.36), a suitable expression for the heat flux q deposition in the
solid given out in [101] is selected to use:
q ( r , t , z ) = Ei (1 − Ri )  e− z f ( r ) g ( t )

(5.37)

with f ( r ) is the spatial profile using Gaussian distribution, and g ( t ) is temporal profile
using the pulse shape of a Q-switched pulsed laser recorded by Ready [102]. The shapes
are numerically given as:
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2r2

1 2 − rG2
f (r ) =
e
2 rG
g (t ) =

t

2

e

−

(5.38)

t



Where Ei is the laser input energy, Ri is the surface reflectivity index,  is the extinction
coefficient,  is the laser pulse rise time (FWHM is used), rG is the laser Gaussian beam
radius. Figure 5.27 illustrates the spatial and temporal profile used in this study.
Temporal profile g(t)

Spatial profile f(r)

(a)

Figure 5.27

(b)

Spatial and temporal profile for the laser input

The first step is to solve the transformed temperature filed T using Eq. (5.31) and
Eq. (5.34), the general solution of the homogeneous linear equation differential equation
of Eq. (5.31) is:
T0 = C1e− z

(5.39)

The particular solution of Eq. (5.31) takes the form:
T * = Ae− z

(5.40)

By substitute Eq. (5.40) into (5.31), B is solved as:
A=

where Q = QoQpQs , Qo =

Q
 − 2
2

(5.41)

Ei
1 − p2 rG2 /8
1
e
, Qs = L( g (t )) =
.
(1 − Ri ) , Qp = H ( f (r )) =
2
k
2
( s + 1)
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Thus, the solution T will be the summation of the general solution Eq. (5.39) and the
particular solution of Eq. (5.40), which is:
T = C1e − z +

Q
e − z
2
 −

(5.42)

2

Substitute Eq. (5.42) into the boundary condition (5.34):
T
z

= C1 ( − ) e− z +
z =0

Q
( − ) e− z
 − 2

=0

2

(5.43)

z =0

Then C1 is solved as:
C1 = −

Q 2
 ( 2 −  2 )

(5.44)

Substitute Eq. (5.44) into Eq. (5.42) gives the solution of the transformed temperature field:
T=

Q 2  1 − z 1 − z 
e − e 
 2 −  2  



(5.45)

Using T as the source term for Eq. (5.32) in order to solve Eq. (5.32) and Eq. (5.33),
substitute Eq. (5.45) into Eq. (5.32), gives:
−

 2
 Q 2  1 − z 1 − z 
= 2
e − e 
2
z
 −  2  



(5.46)

The solutions of Eq. (5.46) should satisfy the following equation:
−

 2
 Q 2 1 − z
=
e
z 2  2 −  2 

 2
 Q 2 1
 − 2 = − 2 2 e − z
z
 − 

(5.47)

Similar to solving Eq. (5.31), the general solutions of the homogeneous liner equation of
Eq. (5.46)takes the form 0 = C2 e− z and the particular solutions of Eq. (5.47) take the form
1* = B1e− z and 2* = B2 e− z , the general solution of Eq. (5.46) is expressed as:
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 = C2 e− z + B1e− z + B2 e− z

(5.48)

where B1 and B2 are solved by substitute as:
 Q 2
 ( 2 −  2 )( 2 −  2 )

B1 =

(5.49)

 Q 2
B2 = −
 ( 2 −  2 )( 2 −  2 )

Which can be written as:
 Q 2  1
 2 −2 s 
 Q 2
1
1
B2 = 2
2
2
2
 −  ( −  ) 
B1 =

(5.50)

Similarly for Eq. (5.33), the general solution is calculated as:
 = C3e− z

(5.51)

Substitute Eq. (5.48) and Eq. (5.51) into the boundary conditions Eq. (5.35) and Eq. (5.36)
gives:
 zz

z =0

= −  0 (  + 2 )

b
1  1  



 e − e  +  (C  e + B  e + B  e
 − 

a

Q

2

2

− z

2

− z

2

2

2

2

− z

2

1

b





−
− 2   p ( C e + B e + B e ) + 2  p ( C ( − ) e
a


2

− z

2

2

 zr

z =0

2

− z

1

− z

− z

2

2

3

− z

2

2

− z

)
=0

)

= 2 ( C2 ( − ) e− z + B1 ( − ) e− z + B2 ( − ) e− z ) + C3 2e− z + p 2C3e− z

(5.52)

z =0

z =0

= 0 (5.53)

which are:
−  0 (  + 2 )

 b2
 2
Q 2  1 1 
b2
2
2
2
2
−
+

C

+
B

+
B

−
2
1
2
 2 − 2   p ( C2 + B1 + B2 ) − 2 p C3 = 0

2
2 
2
 −   
a
a



(

)

(5.54)

−2 ( C2 + B1 + B2 ) + C3 2 + p 2C3 = 0

After rearrangement, Eqs. (5.54) and (5.55) becomes:
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(5.55)

 Q  1 1 
b
b

b

  a −  p  a − 2  C − 2  p C −  −    −   +  a ( B  + B 





2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

0

3

2

2

1

2

2

2

b

 a − 2(B + B ) = 0


2

)

− p

2

1

2

2

(5.56)
−2 C2 + ( 2 + p 2 ) C3 − 2 ( B1 + B2 ) = 0

(5.57)

By Solving the two linear equations, gives:

(


 0 Q 
2

C2 =


 −   ( + p

2

2

2

2

2

)

)


1
1 1
 ( + p )  −  +
    ( − 
− 4 p  s

+p
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

)

(

2

+p

2

)  

1



−


1 
1 
 −  +

    s  −  

1 

2

2

(5.58)
C3 =

 0Q 2
2
 2 −  2 ( 2 + p 2 )2 − 4 p 2

  2
1
1
1 

2  1
2
2  1
 ( + p )  −  + 2 2 ( + p )  −   (5.59)
s





 ( −  )

 


The unknown constants solved are summarized in the following equation:
B1 =

 0 Q 2  1
 0 Q 2
1
1
Q 2
;
B
=
;
C
=
−
;
2
1
 2 −2 s 
 2 −  2 ( 2 −  2 ) 
 ( 2 −  2 )

2

( 2 + p 2 )
1  1 1  1  
1 
  1 1 

−
+
−
−
+
 2
     2 −  2        s  2 −  2   ; (5.60)
2 2
2  s




 
 ( + p ) − 4 p  
2 ( 2 + p 2 )
 Q 2
1  1 1 
  1 1 
C3 = 20 2
 − +
 − 
 −  ( 2 + p 2 )2 − 4 p 2  s      2 −  2     

 Q 2
C2 = 20 2
 −

Then substitute Eq. (5.60) into Eq. (5.48) and Eq. (5.51), gives the transformed potentials:
 =

 Q

2

0

 −
2

2



 (

(
2

+ p

2

+ p

2

)

2

2

)

2

− 4 p

2

  1
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−

1

+
 

1
2

−

2

1



−
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 e


− z

+

1e

s 



− z

−

1



e

− z

+

 

1
2

−

2

1e



− z

−

1



e

− z

 

 

(5.61)
2 ( 2 + p 2 )
  1 1 
 0Q 2
1  1 1   − z
= 2
− e
  − + 2
2
2
2
2
2
 −  ( + p ) − 4 p  s      −  2     

Here we define three intermediate variables A1 , A2 , and A3 as:
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(5.62)

 2 + p2 )
(
 0Q 2
A1 = 2
 −  2 ( 2 + p 2 )2 − 4 p 2
2

A2 =

 0Q 2
 2 −2
A3 =

  1 1 
1  1 1 
− 
  − + 2
2 
 s      −     

   1 − z 1 − z 
1  1 −  z 1 − z  
e − e 
  e − e + 2
2 


  − 

 s 

(5.63)

 0Q 2   − z − z

1
e −e )+ 2
e − z − e −  z ) 
(
2
2 
2 (
 −  s
 −


The transformed displacements of Eq. (5.8) are:

 
ur = − p   +

z 


uz =
+ p 2
z

(5.64)

Where represents ur a first order Hankel transformed function, and uz represents a zero
order Hankel transformed function. Substitute Eq. (5.61) and (5.62) into Eq. (5.64) gives,


2
ur = −ip  A1e− z − 2
A e− z + A2 
2 1
 +p


2
2 p
u z = − A1e− z + 2
A e− z + A3
2 1
 +p

(5.65)

Recall the transformed temperature field:
T=

Q 2  1 − z 1 − z 
e − e 
 2 −  2  



(5.66)

The solved solutions of the temperature and displacement field are
T=

Q 2  1 − z 1 − z 
e − e 
 2 −  2  





2
ur = −ip  A1e− z − 2
A e− z + A2 
2 1
 +p


2
2 p
u z = − A1e− z + 2
A e− z + A3
 + p2 1

(5.67)

Here, we are only interested in T and 𝑢̄̃ 𝑧 at the surface, thus a simplified expression of the
solution can be obtained as:
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T
uz

z =0

z =0

=

Q 2  1 1 
−
 2 −  2    

2
2
2 2
 0Q 2 ( + p ) b s
= 2
 −  2 ( 2 + p 2 )2 − 4 p 2



1
−1
−1
 s ( − 1) +  2 −  2 ( − 1) 



(5.68)

In metallic plate, no optical penetration (  →  ) is assumed [101], the out-of-plane uz at
the surface in Eq. (5.68) can be simplified as:
uz

z =0

=

0Q b 2 s ( 2 + p 2 )( −1 − 1)

(5.69)

( 2 + p2 ) − 4 p2
2

5.4.2 Numerical study of laser generated ultrasonic waves on aluminum 2024-T3
With the analytically solved temperature field T ( p, s )

z =0

and displacement

u z ( p, s ) z =0 in the transformed domain, the solution of the surface temperature T ( r , t ) z =0 and

displacement u z ( r , t ) z =0 in the time and space domain can be obtained through inverse
Laplace and Hankel transform using numerical methods in Matlab. An unified framework
method [103] is adopted for inverse Laplace transform, while the quasi discrete method
[104] is used for inverse Hankel transform.
The numerical study of laser generated ultrasonic waves on aluminum 2024-T3
material is conducted using the thermoelastic model derived in section 5.4.1. The plate
material properties are shown in Table 5.3. The laser excitation energy is Ei = 1 mJ, pulse
rise time  = 7 ns, and laser beam radius rG = 1 mm. Recall the laser input defined in last
section in Eq. (5.37), the normalized laser input heat flux at the surface (z=0) in terms of
radius r and time t are illustrated in Figure 5.28. It can be seen that the heat flux is maximum
at the laser beam center and follows Gaussian distribution along the radius. In addition, the
heat flux reaches maximum in a short time and then exponentially decay with time.
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Table 5.3

Parameter values

Parameters
Young’s modulus
Poisson ratio
Density
Surface reflectivity
Thermal expansion coefficient
Specific heat capacity
Thermal conductivity
Thermal diffusivity
Absorption coefficient

Figure 5.28
➢

Notation
E
𝜈
𝜌

Ri
𝛼
𝑐𝑉
k
𝜅
𝛾

Values
73.1
0.33
2780
90%

Unit
GPa
kg/m3
-

2.32  10−5

K -1
J/kg  K

875
121

W/m  K

5  10−5
1.21  108

m 2 /s
m −1

Laser input q at the surface

Temperature and out-of-plane displacement fields
The numerically calculated temperature field at the surface (z=0) is presented in

Figure 5.29a. It can be seen that the temperature abruptly increases after the laser
illumination, and then decays with time and distance. The temperature change with time at
the epicenter is plotted in Figure 5.29b, showing a sharp rise of temperature in ns range
and then rapidly (exponentially) decay. The calculated displacement field at the surface is
presented in Figure 5.30a, and the epicenter displacement is plotted in Figure 5.30b. At the
starting time t=0, the laser input causes a sharp thermal expansion at the epicenter, resulting
in a sudden increase of the epicenter displacement. Then another peak arrives at about 0.4
µs since the near field surface waves comes later.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.29 Numerical calculated temperature results: (a) temperature field at the
surface, (b) epicenter temperature variation with time

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.30 Numerical calculated displacement results: (a) displacement field at the
surface, (b) epicenter displacement variation with time
To better understand the waves, waveform analysis is performed on selected
waveforms at r=0, 5, and 10 mm. The waveforms as well as their frequency spectrum are
presented in Figure 5.31. We can see the discrepancy between the waveforms at the
epicenter and at certain propagating distances. At the epicenter (near field), the short pulse
laser heats the specimen surface and causes a quick local thermal expansion at the center
of the heat source. The near field surface waves from lateral extent of the laser beam come
right after. After certain propagation distance, surface acoustic waves formed in the far
field. We can also see that the frequency spectrum at the epicenter differs those after
propagating certain distance. In the far field, the frequency components are consistent, and
they are mostly under 4 MHz.
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r=0

r = 5 mm

0 – 4 MHz

r = 10 mm

0 – 4 MHz

(a)

Figure 5.31
➢

(b)

Waveform analysis results: (a) waveform, (b) frequency spectrum

Laser beam size effect
The laser beam size effect on the generated ultrasonic waves is studied. The laser

beam radius rG varies from 1.5 mm to 3 mm (1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3 mm), while the laser energy
is set at 3.9 mJ. The epicenter displacement fields are plotted in Figure 5.32. It can be
observed that the displacement field decreases with the increase of the laser beam radius.
The epicenter displacements excited at different rG are plotted in Figure 5.33, showing that
the excited epicenter displacement decreases with the rG increase. In addition, the peak
amplitude arrival time delays with the rG increase. Two features of the epicenter
displacement including the peak amplitude and its corresponding arrival time are extracted
and illustarted in Table 5.4. The peak amplitude and its arrival time variation trends with

rG are illustrated in the cart plot in Figure 5.34. The trend that peak amplitue decrease and
the arrival time delays with the increase of rG .
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.32
Displacement field at the surface at different laser beam radius:
(a) 1.5 mm, (b) 2 mm, (c) 2.5 mm, and (d) 3 mm

Figure 5.33
Epicenter displacement excited
at different laser beam radius
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Table 5.4

Evaluation of rG effect on the numerical calculated epicenter displacement

Laser beam radius 𝒓𝑮 (mm)

Peak amplitude

Peak arrival time

1.5
(mm)
2

9.23
(nm)

0.56
(µs)

5.21

0.75

2.5

3.34

0.92

3

2.32

1.13

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.34 Epicenter displacement change with laser beam radius rG : (a) peak
amplitue variation with rG , and (b) peak arrival time variation with rG
➢

Excitation energy effect
In this subsection, the laser excitation energy effect on the generated ultrasonic

waves is studied. The laser excitation Ei varies from 1.3 mJ to 5.2 mJ (1.3, 2.6, 3.9, and
5.2 mJ). The laser beam radius selected is 2 mm to ensure the laser excitation working in
the thermoelastic regime. The calculated displacement field at the surface (z=0) is
presented in Figure 5.35, showing that the displacement field increases with the increase
of excitation energy Ei . The same trend is observed in the epicenter displacement plot
shown in Figure 5.36. The peak amplitude and its corresponding arrival time with different
Ei are illustrated in Table 5.5. The peak amplitude and its arrrival time varation with

different Ei are illustrated in the column plot shown in Figure 5.37. It can be observed that
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the laser excitation energy increase will increase the peak amplitude of the epicenter
displacement, while it does not affect the peak arrival time. This indicates that the
excitation energy will only modify the magnitude of the excited laser ultrasonic waves and
not change its characteristics.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.35
Displacement field at the surface at different excitation
energy: (a) 1.3 mJ, (b) 2.6 mJ, (c) 3.9 mJ, and (d) 5.2 mJ

Figure 5.36
Epicenter displacement variation
with different excitation energy
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Table 5.5

Evaluation of Ei effect on the numerical calculated epicenter displacement
Energy 𝑬𝒊 (mJ)

Peak amplitude (nm)

Peak arrival time

1.3
((mm)
2.6

1.74

0.75
(µs)

3.47

0.75

3.9

5.21

0.75

5.2

6.94

0.75

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.37 Epicenter displacement change with excitation energy Ei : (a) peak amplitue
variation with Ei , and (b) peak arrival time variation with Ei
5.4.3 Experimental validation of the numerical study
The developed PL-SLDV system in Chapter 5 is used to confirm the parametric
study performed in last section. With the current setup PL and SLDV are placed on the
opposite side of the specimen, Rayleigh surface waves at the same side of the excitation
location are difficult to measure. Hence here we use Lamb waves generated in the 1-mm
aluminum plate to experimentally explore the parameters influences on the waves. Though
it may not provide quantitatively evaluations, but we believe will still project some lights
on the understanding of the correlation with fundamental wave characters. The laser beam
radius is controlled through using a point focusing lens that can focus the laser beam at
different values. The excitation energy is adjusted to desired values through the built-in
attenuator for the laser excitation energy effect study.
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➢

Laser beam size effect
The laser beam radius of the selected pulsed laser is about 7 mm at the distance 770

mm to the source. Through using a point focusing lens with focal length 200 mm, the laser
beam diameters can be focused to different values by adjusting the distance between the
focal lens and the specimen. In this subsection, the laser beam is focused by setting the
distance between the focal lens and the specimen as 243, 257, 271, and 285 mm such that
the laser beam radius reaches 1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3 mm as those studied in the analytical work.
The epicenter displacements at different rG are measured using the SLDV by selecting the
displacement decoder are plotted in Figure 5.33. We can see that the epicenter displacment
decreases and the peak arrival delays with the laser beam size increase.

Figure 5.38
Experimental epicenter displacement at
different laser beam radius
The peak amplitude and its arrival time of the measured epicenter displacements
are illustrated in Table 5.6. The peak amplitude and its arrival time variation trend are
plotted in Figure 5.39. It can be observed that the similar trend is observed for the measured
epicenter displacement compared to the numerical results in Section 8.2.1, where the peak
amplitude decreases and the peak arrival time delays with the rG increase.
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Table 5.6

Evaluation of rG effect on the experimental epicenter displacement

Laser beam radius 𝒓𝑮

Peak amplitude

Peak arrival time

1.5
(mm)
2

33.28
(nm)

1.67
(µs)

20.73

1.98

2.5

14.57

2.30

3

9.90

2.80

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.39 Experimental epicenter displacement change with laser beam radius rG : (a)
peak amplitue variation with rG , and (b) peak arrival time variation with rG
➢

Excitation energy effect
Through the built-in attenuator inside the PL head, the laser excitation energy is

adjusted to 1.3, 2.6, 3.9, and 5.2 mJ. The laser beam radius is focused to 2 mm. The
measured epicenter displacements at different Ei are plotted in Figure 5.40. The peak
amplitude and its arrival time of the measured epicenter displacements are illustrated in
Table 5.7. The peak amplitude and its arrival time variation trend are plotted in Figure 5.41.
Compared to the numerical results in Section 8.2.2, similar trend is observed for the
measured epicenter displacement with different Ei : (1) the peak amplitude increases with
the Ei increase, and (2) the peak arrival time is not affected by the excitation energy.
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Figure 5.40 Experimental epicenter displacement with
different excitation energy
Table 5.7

Evaluation of Ei effect on the experimental epicenter displacement
Energy 𝑬𝒊 (mJ)

Peak amplitude

Peak arrival time

1.3
((mm)
2.6

13.77
(nm)

1.94
(µs)

19.19

1.94

3.9

23.68

1.94

5.2

27.56

1.94

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.41 Epicenter displacement change with excitation energy Ei : (a) peak amplitue
variation with Ei , and (b) peak arrival time variation with Ei
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PART II APPLICATIONS ON AEROSPACE AND NUCLEAR STRUCTURES
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NDE/SHM APPLICATIONS ON METALLIC STRUCTURES
In this chapter, various damage in metallic plate structures are inspected and
evaluated using either the partial noncontact PZT-SLDV NDE system or the fully
noncontact PL-SLDV NDE system. Particularly crack-like damage including machine
milled notch and fatigue crack are evaluated using filtering reconstruction imaging method
based on the noncontact laser system. In addition. simulated complex defects including
triangular shape and letter clusters are evaluated with the actuator network Lamb wave
imaging method using the PZT-n-SLDV system
6.1

CRACK-LIKE DAMAGE EVALUATION
In this section, two types of crack-like damage are inspected and evaluated using

the developed noncontact PL-SLDV system: Case 1 a simulated crack (CNC machine
milled notch) in an aluminum plate, and Case 2 fatigue crack in an aluminum plate.
6.1.1 Simulated crack (machine milled notch)
The simulated crack is created through CNC machining in an aluminum 2024-T3
plate and the crack has 0.5-mm width and 10-mm length. This case has been explored in
Section 5.2 during the development of the fully noncontact PL-SLDV laser NDE system.
However, the imaging resolution of the inspection results at selected inspection frequency
120 kHz (Figure 5.20) is not high enough to quantify the crack shape and length. In this
section, the wavefield data acquired earlier using the PL-SLDV system is further processed
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using filtering imaging method (presented in Section 4.3.3) by taking advantage of the
wideband frequency signature of the PL excited waves.
Figure 5.14 presented the PL excited and SLDV acquired wavefield snapshots at
different time, showing that waves reflected when they encounter the crack. Through 3D
Fourier transform, the wavenumber spectrum at all frequencies are obtained. Since most of
the frequency components of the excited signal are in the low frequency range, selected
representative wavenumber spectrum at 120, 210 and 300 kHz are presented in Figure 6.2.
New wavenumbers higher than the A0 wavenumber value are observed in all the
wavenumber spectra, thus that a highpass filter is used for the filtering imaging process.
An example of the filtering process at 120 kHz is illustrated in Figure 6.3. By applying the
filter (Figure 6.3a), only the new wavenumbers are retained as shown in Figure 6.3b.
Through inverse Fourier transform, the crack induced wavefield is obtained as shown in
Figure 6.4a, showing that only the scatter waves caused by the crack present. An energy
map is then generated based on the reconstructed wavefield and presented in Figure 6.4b.
We can see that the crack is highlighted while the dimension does not match exactly with
the actual damage dimension.
Strong reflected waves

(a)

Figure 6.1

(b)

(c)

Wavefields snapshot at (a) 17 µs, (b) 26 µs and (c) 40 µs
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New wavenumber

New wavenumber

S0

(a)

A0

S0

New wavenumber

A0

S0

(b)

Figure 6.2

A0

(c)

f-k spectra at: (a) 120 kHz, (b) 210 kHz, and (c) 300 kHz

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.3
Damage induced wavenumber extraction process: (a) highpass filter, (b)
extracted damage induced wavenumbers
By repeating the process at other two frequencies 210 kHz and 300 kHz, the
corresponding reconstructed wavefields and energy map are presented in Figure 6.5 and
Figure 6.6 respectively. It can be observed that the energy map generated at 210 kHz
highlights the crack shape and dimension more accurately with the crack length ~10 mm,
which agrees well with the actual crack length. However, the energy map obtained at 300
kHz only capture the crack tip information. By comparing the energy map results at 120,
210 and 300 kHz, it can be concluded that the 210 kHz results in the best quantification
results. Compared with other two frequencies, the excited waves at 210 kHz has a
wavelength 5.9 mm, which is smaller than that at 120 kHz, resulting in higher sensitivity
to the crack, and meanwhile the wave energy at 210 kHz is stronger than that at 300 kHz,
resulting in a better signal quality. Thus, the inspection frequency is critical for damage
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detection for PL laser excited waves, since it will change the inspection wavelength as well
as the signal strength.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.4
Damage induced wavefield results at 120
kHz, (a) wavefield at 25 µs, (b) energy map

~10 mm

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.5
Damage induced wavefield results at 210
kHz, (a) wavefield at 25 µs, (b) energy map

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.6
Damage induced wavefield results at 300
kHz, (a) wavefield at 25 µs, (b) energy map
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6.1.2 Fatigue crack
In this subsection, a fatigue crack with ~30 mm length generated through cyclic
loading in an aluminum plate (Figure 6.7) is inspected using the fully noncontact laser
system presented in Chapter 5 (Figure 5.2). The actuation and sensing schematic are shown
in Figure 6.7 and the spatial resolution is set as 0.5 mm. Two sets of inspection are
performed: normal inspection where the wave propagation direction is normal to the crack
(PL excitation at PL-1), and parallel inspection where the wave propagation direction is
parallel to the crack (PL excitation at PL-2). The PL excitation energy is set as 100 mJ, and
a surface protection (0.7-mm thick aluminum foil) is attached at the excitation surface. 10
averages are used in order to get a higher SNR for better inspection results.

Scanning area

PL-2
~30 mm
PL-1

Figure 6.7 1 mm aluminum plate with
fatigue crack (about 30 mm long)
Since the image at 210 kHz results in the best quantification results for the machin
milled notch in last section, 210 kHz is selected as the inspection frequency. The acquired
wavefields and wavenumber spectrum at 210 kHz are presented in Figure 6.8. Figure 6.8a
presents the wavefield obtained by normal inspection. It can be observed that waves are
blocked by the crack and reflected. In the wavenumber spectrum at 210 kHz (Figure 6.8b),
new wavenumbers (larger than the A0 wavenumber value indicated by the red dash line) is
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observed in addition to A0 mode compared to the pristine state (Figure 3.12c). While for
the parallel inspection, trapped waves are observed in the wavefield (Figure 6.8c) when the
waves encounter the crack. In the wavenumber spectrum at 210 kHz for the parallel
inspection (Figure 6.8d), new wavenumbers larger than the A0 mode wavenumber are also
observed.
New wavenumber

A0
Reflections
(a)

(b)
New wavenumber
Trapped waves

A0
(c)

(d)

Figure 6.8
Wavefield snapshot at 20 µs: (a) normal
inspection, and (c) parallel inspection; frequency-wavenumber
spectrum at 210 kHz for: (b) normal inspection, and (d) parallel
inspection
As seen in the wavenumber spectra, higher wavenumber components other than the
A0 mode at 210 kHz are seen. Hence filtering reconstruction imaging process using a
highpass filter is adopted here for further evaluation of the crack for both inspections.
Figure 6.9 illustrates the filtering reconstruction imaging process for the normal inspection
as an example. Figure 6.9a demonstrates the highpass filter employed to extract the new
wavenumbers. By applying the filter in the frequency-wavenumber domain, the new
wavenumbers are retained as shown in Figure 6.9b. Through inverse Fourier transform, the
wavefield corresponding to the new wavenumbers are reconstructed as shown in Figure
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6.9c, showing that only reflected waves caused by the crack is retained. With that, the
energy map can be generated as shown in Figure 6.10a. The crack line is highlighted with
length about 31 mm with 3% error compared to the measured crack length about 30 mm.
In addition, the initial hole is highlighted as well clearly. The reconstructed energy map for
parallel inspection is obtained using the same filtering process and presented in Figure
6.10b. The crack length is about 28 mm with 6% error compared to the measured crack
length (~30 mm) and the initial hole is also highlighted in the energy map. It can be
observed that the left tip of the crack line is not captured. The reason might be that the
pulsed laser source is fairly close to the crack tip due to the limitation of the specimen size.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.9
Damage induced waves extraction process: (a) highpass
filter, (b) extracted damage induced wavenumbers, and (c) damage induced
wavefield at 20 µs
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~28 mm

~31 mm

Initial hole

Initial hole
(a)

(b)

Figure 6.10
Filtering reconstruction imaging results for (a)
normal inspection, and (b) parallel inspection
6.2

COMPLEX DAMAGE EVALUATION
Evaluation of complex defects have long been a challenge for Lamb wave based

method. We demonstrate the enhanced resolution of imaging through the adoption of the
network PZT-n-SLDV system presented in Chapter 4. Two types of simulated damage with
complex profiles are inspected and evaluated in an aluminum plate: Case 1 a triangular
shape mass loss via machining and Case 2 a cluster of 3D printed letters of ‘USC’ bonded
onto the surface of the plate [95].
6.2.1 Experimental setup
The PZT-n-SLDV system (Figure 4.13) and the filtering based imaging
methodology presented in Section 4.3.3 is applied on an aluminum 2024-T3 plate
(dimension: 610×610×1, unit: mm). Two simulated damage with complex profiles are
inspected in this study: (Case 1) a triangular shape mass loss via machining and (Case 2) a
cluster of 3D printed letters of ‘USC’ bonded onto the surface of the plate, as shown in
Figure 6.11 [95]. The detailed actuator network setup keeps the same as presented in
Section 4.4. The damage is arranged at the coordinate origin and the distance of each PZT
to the origin is 70 mm.
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Unit: mm

y

20

x

(a)

5

5

10 mm

18

17

19

(b)

Figure 6.11 Simulated defects: (a) triangular shape mass loss via
machining (b) 3D printed letter cluster bonded on the specimen [95]
6.2.2 Mass loss with triangular shape
The simulated damage is created by milling off an equilateral triangle area up to
half of the plate thickness at the center of the target plate using a computer numerical
control (CNC) machine with a 0.5 mm milling tip. The side length of the damage is 10
mm, and the depth is 0.5 mm (Figure 6.11 a). A 3-count toneburst at 120 kHz is used where
we can achieve dominant A0 mode that has strong out-of-plane motion for SLDV sensing
[33]. The wavelength is about 8.7 mm, which is appropriate for the intended damage
detection conducted in this study [3, 105]. Using the 8-PZT actuator network and SLDV
sensing system, a total of eight time-space wavefield data (40 mm by 40 mm) are acquired
for the plate at both pristine and damaged conditions. Wavefields excited by PZT-1 for
pristine and damage conditions at selected time instants (30, 45 and 60 µs) are plotted in
Figure 6.12a and Figure 6.12d as examples. Wave interactions and scatterings are observed
in the damage plate around the location (0,0) where the damage is. Further examination of
the waveforms at (0,0) for both cases (Figure 6.12b and Figure 6.12e) shows the difference
in wave amplitude between them [95]. Though such analysis may lead to the conclusion of
presence of damage, the precise location as well as the exact dimension or shape of the
damage cannot be derived.
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A0
A0
A0

(b)
(a)

(c)

New wavenumbers

Wave scattering
A0

A0

(e)

A0

(f)

(d)

A0
(0.72)

|k|>0.92

(g)
Scattered waves
due to defect

New wavenumbers
A0
A0
A0

(h)

(i)

Figure 6.12 Filtering reconstruction imaging process illustrated with PZT-1 as
actuator for triangular shape damage: PZT-1 actuated wavefield at 30, 45, and 60 µs for
(a) pristine plate, and (d) damage plate; waveform at (0,0) for (b) pristine plate, and (e)
damage plate; (b) f-k spectrum of PZT-1 actuated wavefield at 100, 120 and 140 kHz
for (c) pristine plate, and (f) damage plate, (g) high pass wavenumber filter (|k|>kA +0.2),
(h) filtered f-k spectrum with new wavenumbers retained in the desired frequency band
(100-140 kHz), (i) reconstructed damage induced wavefield [95]
0

After the wavefield data is obtained, filtering reconstruction is implemented to
extract damage induced wavenumbers and further to generate the damage quantification
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images using the algorithms developed in Section 4.3. Wavenumber spectra for the
aforementioned PZT-1 excited wavefields from pristine and damage conditions at selected
frequencies (100 kHz, 120 kHz, and 140 kHz) are given in Figure 6.12c and Figure 6.12f,
as well as the experimentally acquired A0 wavenumber reference curves in Section 3.4.1.
By comparing to the reference curves, we can confirm those wavenumbers as A0 mode.
Moreover, new wavenumbers other than the original A0 wavenumbers in the pristine
conditions (Figure 6.12c) are observed in the damaged cases (Figure 6.12f) around those
A0 wavenumbers, which are believed being induced by the sudden thickness change at the
damage [95].
To have a better understanding of the new wavenumber, we extract them with the
filtering method. A f-k filter designed about 120 kHz (from 100 to 140 kHz) and within
the wavenumber range (highpass filter |k|>kA +0.2) is applied (Figure 6.12g). The resulted
0

filtered f-k spectra are illustrated in Figure 6.12h with only the damage induced new
wavenumbers being retained. Using the inverse 3D FT, the filtered spectra are then
inversed back to the time-space domain. Figure 6.12i plots the reconstructed wavefield,
presenting only the scatted waves induced by the damage at the location (0,0). With that,
the accumulated energy image is generated and plotted in Figure 6.13a. Part of the damage
profile such as the left and right side can be roughly identified as expected considering the
PZT-1 location and the inspection direction it covers. Using such methods, eight filtering
reconstructed energy images are obtained and plotted in Figure 6.13. As we can see in all
figures, the triangular damage is detected, located, and partially presented its profile along
the inspection directions [95].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 6.13 Energy images by employing each PZT: (a) PZT-1, (b) PZT-2, (c) PZT-3,
(d) PZT-4, (e) PZT-5, (f) PZT-6, (g) PZT-7, and (h) PZT-8, showing that imaging results
present damage profile along each certain PZT inspection direction [95]
With the images generated by individual actuators, the synthetic imaging method
given in Section 3.2 is ready for implementation. We investigated the influence on image
quality by the number of actuators being used as well as different combinations of
actuators. Inspections using two (PZT 1 and 2), four (PZT 1, 2, 3, and 4), and eight (all
PZTs) actuators are conducted, with the imaging results given in Figure 6.14. Figure 6.14a
shows that by using two actuators some improvements with more details on the side and
vertex of the triangle are achieved, compared to those with only one used (PZT 1 in Figure
6.13a or PZT 2 in Figure 6.13b ). However, the left and bottom sides, and top and right
vertices of the damage are still missing. By increasing the actuator numbers to four, the
result in Figure 6.14b now presents both the missed sides and vertices, and the overall
triangular shape starts to form. If the number of actuators is further increased to eight, the
overall image intensity as plotted in Figure 6.14c is greatly enhanced with significantly
improved indication of the triangular shape (clearer side quantification and enhanced image
intensity). Hence, the size of the highlighted area matches better with the actual size (side
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length 10 mm) compared to the condition when less actuators employed (2 or 4). It can be
concluded that, by using more actuators covering more inspection directions, the damage
profile including shape and size can be quantified more accurately and completely [95].
For comparison purpose, the imaging process has also been applied to the pristine plate.
The resulted image is given in Figure 6.14d which presents no intensified energy and
indicates no presence of damage. The detailed results and conclusions have been published
in [95].

~9 mm

(a)

(b)

(d)

~10 mm

(c)

(e)

Figure 6.14 Synthetic images for the triangular damage quantification by employing (a)
2 PZTs (1, 2), (b) 4 PZTs (1, 3, 5 ,7), and (c) 8 PZTs (all); (d) synthetic images for pristine
plate by employing 8 PZTs (for comparison purpose only), (e) synthetic images obtained
at 240 kHz for the damage plate by employing 8 PZTs [95]
We also explored the influence of excitation frequency on the imaging quality.
Higher frequency with shorter wavelength is believed to provide better imaging resolution
[65]. Here A0 at 240 kHz with smaller wavelength (5.9 mm) is explored and the resulted
image is presented in Figure 6.14d. Compared to the image obtained at 120 kHz (with A0
wavelength 8.7 mm), we see improvements on image quality with (a) more details on the
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vertex of the triangular shape, and (b) higher overall intensity in the damage area. Thus,
Lamb wave modes at higher frequency with shorter wavelength can be used to improve the
detection imaging result by capturing more details to some extent.
6.2.3 Letter cluster damage
A damage with very complex shape and profile is simulated by adhesively bonding
a cluster of 3D printed letters ‘USC’ made of acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) plastic
filament on the surface of the testing plate using a thin layer of M-bond 200 [106, 107]
similar to PZT installation. As the layer is maintained being thin, the influence from the
bonding is considered to be negligible [44, 108]. Each letter is around 20 mm high, 18 mm
wide and 10 mm thick (Figure 6.11b). The linewidth of each letter is about 4 mm and the
spacing between them is set at 5 mm [95]. The same toneburst at 120 kHz as that in case 1
is used as excitation. Total of eight time-space wavefield data (70 mm by 70 mm) are
acquired through the multi-actuator configuration.
The same imaging algorithms developed in Section 2 is used except that a lowpass
filter is employed instead in order to extract the damage induced new wavenumbers which
in this case found to be smaller than the incident A0 wavenumber. Figure 6.15 presents the
PZT 1 excited wavefield (Figure 6.15a), and filtering process (Figure 6.15c-g), as well as
the final synthetic image (Figure 6.15h) by the eight PZT actuators. It can be seen again
that the damage can not be localized or quantified through either the wavefield data (Figure
6.15a) or the waveform signals (Figure 6.15b) though they showed slight wave-damage
interactions or amplitue drop [95].
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New wavenumbers

Wave scattering

A0
A0
A0

(b)
(a)

(c)

A0
(0.72)

|k|<0.52

(d)

Scattered waves
due to defect

New wavenumbers
A0
A0
A0

(e)

(g)

(f)
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Figure 6.15 Evaluation of the letter cluster ‘USC’ damage: (a) PZT-1 actuated wavefield
at 30, 45, and 60 µs, (b) waveform at (0,0), (c) f-k spectrum of PZT-1 actuated wavefield
at 100, 120 and 140 kHz, (d) low pass wavenumber filter (|k|<kA ‒0.2), (e) filtered f-k
spectrum with new wavenumbers retained in the desired frequency band (100-140 kHz),
(f) reconstructed damage induced wavefield, (g) energy image using PZT-1, and (g)
synthetic image using 8 PZTs; (i) synthetic image using 8 PZTs for the pristine plate (for
comparison purpose only) [95]
0

With 3D FT, the wavenumber representations show the presence of new
wavenumbers (Figure 6.15c) that are smaller than that of the A0 mode induced by the letter
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clusters on the surface compared to that on pristine plate (Figure 6.12c) [95]. To extract
the incuded new wavenumbers and further generate damage quantification image, a low
pass filter (|k|<kA ‒0.2, Figure 6.15d) are designed and applied to retain only the new
0

wavenumbers (Figure 6.15e). The extracted new wavenumbers are then used to reconstruct
the time-space wavefield (Figure 6.15f), presenting only the damage induced waves which
are then used to further generate the energy image in Figure 6.15g. This image presents the
left side of letter ‘U’ in the cluster while all the other letters are not highlighted, since only
PZT 1 is used in this inspection. By applying the process to all eight PZT actuators and
synthesizing the results, the final image is given in Figure 6.15h, highlighting the whole
cluster ‘USC’ clearly and giving out their shapes, sizes, and spaces. Hence, the use of a
network of actuators indeed result in significantly enhanced imaging resolution for the
evaluation of damage with very complex shape and profile. For comparison purpose, the
image of the pristine condition has also been obtained and given in Figure 6.15i, showing
no presence of damage [95]. The detailed results and conclusions has been published [95].
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NDE/SHM APPLICATIONS ON COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
Composite materials are widely used in aerospace and aeronautical industries, and
the interest of using more advanced composites is growing high [109] because of their
advantages for light weight, high strength, and flexibility for engineering design. The large
use of composites necessitates the development of appropriate nondestructive evaluation
(NDE) methods to detect and quantify defects and damage in composites [110]. Various
defects such as fiber waviness or undesirable material may appear in composite structures
during the manufacturing process [111]. Wrinkles or waviness are common when adding
new layers [112] or during curing with temperature gradients [110]. Wrinkles/waviness
can be in-plane or out-of-plane: in-plane wrinkles occur in thin composite more often since
the out-of-plane motion of the fibers is restricted, while out-of-plane wrinkles occur in
thick composite plate more easily due to the possibility of large temperature gradients
[113]. Wrinkles/waviness will cause significant degradation of the composite strength and
can weaken the composite structure performance. Debonding occurs when an adhesive
stops adhering to an adherend or if physical or mechanical forces that hold the bond
together are broken while delamination is a failure in a laminate which leads to separation
of the layers or plies. All these undesirable defects affect the mechanical properties and
structural overall performance [111], and may further jeopardize the safety of space
structures during operation. Thus nondestructive evaluation methods that are suitable for a
wide range of defects are highly needed [109, 114] for ensuring safety and reliability of
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aeronautic vehicles [115, 116]. In this chapter, different damage and/or defects in
composite plate structures will be inspected and evaluated using a nonintrusive
experimental setup of the PZT-SLDV Lamb wave inspection system. In addition, an
automatic PL-SLDV system is developed and evaluated on a composite plate with
simulated defects towards rapid NDE.
7.1

NON-INTRUSIVE PZT-SLDV SYSTEM SET UP
This section presents the non-intrusive experimental setup of the PZT-SLDV Lamb

wave inspection system. The overall experimental setup of the PZT-SLDV system is given
in Figure 7.1. A Steminc SM412 PZT1 (0.5 mm thick and 7 mm diameter) is used for Lamb
wave actuation, while the Polytech PSV-400-M2 SLDV system is employed for wavefield
sensing. Traditionally, the PZT transducer is bonded on the surface with permanent
adhesive as couplant, while reflective tapes are attached on the specimen surface for SLDV
signal enhancement [62]. Removing the PZT transducer or the reflective tape are time
consuming and may more or less adversely modify the material surface conditions. In order
to implement truly nondestructive evaluation on the composite structures, non-intrusive
setup is explored and implemented in this study [117], with selected honey (Simply
Balanced from market2) as couplant for PZT actuation and wipe-off reflective spray
(Albedo 100 reflective spray3) for SLDV measurement enhancement [118].
The selected honey and wipe-off spray are shown in Figure 7.2a and Figure 7.2b
respectively. To attach the PZT transducer, a syringe is used to apply a tiny drop of honey

1

https://www.steminc.com/PZT/en/
https://www.target.com/p/organic-honey-16oz-simply-balanced-8482/-/A-53385493
3
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00WRNPI50/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_search_asin_
title?ie=UTF8&psc=1
2
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at the target surface and the PZT is then placed on top of the honey drop. Gentle thumb
pressure is applied on the PZT transducer for two minutes so that the honey will distribute
evenly between PZT and the specimen [118]. The attached PZT is left for 24 hours before
inspection so that the honey will be harden and cure. Figure 7.2c illustrates the PZT
transducer attached on the surface with honey. Removable transparent tape is used to hold
the wire in place on the plate (as shown in Figure 7.2c) to help the PZT stay on without
sliding down if the specimen is placed vertically. On the other hand, the wipe-off reflective
spray is applied with the spray nozzle being held 12 inches away and normal to the
specimen surface as shown in Figure 7.2d. About 20 layers of spray is applied to the surface
in order to achieve full signal level from the SLDV.

Figure 7.1 Experimental setup of the non-intrusive
PZT-SLDV system [118]
For Lamb wave inspection, 3-count Hanning window smoothed sinusoidal is used
as excitation. It is generated by a function generator (Tektronix AFG3022C) at a selected
frequency, magnified by an amplifier (NF HSA 4014), and then sent to the PZT actuator.
Through in-plane piezoelectric coupling [93], Lamb waves are excited and propagate in
the plates. Meanwhile through synchronization, the SLDV will simultaneously measure
the multidimensional time-space Lamb wavefield over the desired scanning line or area. In
principle, SLDV measures velocity along its laser beam based on the Doppler frequency-
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shift effect on light waves. To obtain the out-of-plane Lamb wave velocity, therefore the
SLDV head is placed normal to the specimen [118].
12 inches

tape
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.2
Non-intrusive PZT-SLDV system setup: (a) Honey couplant by Simply
Balanced, (b) wipe off reflective spray by Albedo 100, (c) PZT attached using honey as
couplant. Transparent tape is used to hold the wire in place on the plate. and (d) spray
applying illustration and related signal strength [118]
7.2

WRINKLE DETECTION IN FLAT COMPOSITE PLATES
In this section, a flat laminated plate with wrinkle defects is inspected with a

nonintrusive PZT-SLDV system. Multidimensional time-space wavefield data is acquired,
and wave wrinkle interactions are observed. An adaptive wavefield imaging method is
developed based on the time of flight of the first wave package of the acquired signal and
applied to visualize and evaluate the wrinkle defect in the plate [118].
7.2.1 Evaluation method: adaptive wavefield imaging
Very often, directly acquired wavefield does immediately show the wave-defect
interactions, indicating the existence of structural discontinuity [16, 17, 20, 55]. However,
such detection requires experiences of wavefield analysis and immediate visualization of
discontinuity in the structure is highly desired. Studies have shown that evaluating the wave
energy along the wave propagating distance provides a rapid yet effective way to generate
an inspection image of the plate [22, 25]. The wave energy can be represented by quantities
such as the peak amplitude or the root-mean-square value of the waveform at the position.
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However, it has shown that the resolution of such images are limited and the revealed defect
features are not clear enough for quantification purpose [119].
Due to the multimodal property of Lamb wave [44] there are always at least two
modes existing in the propagation. They usually travel at largely different velocities,
resulting in a faster wave packet arriving first than other slower ones. The first arrival will
yield clearer interaction features since it is less likely complicated by the slower modes or
boundary reflections [119]. In this research, an adaptive wavefield imaging method has
been developed that employs the first arrival for the evaluation of wrinkle defects in the
flat composite panel. Assume the group velocity cg of such a first arrival is known, its time
of flight at a point (x,y) of interest in the plate can be determined as [118]:

( x − x0 ) + ( y − y0 )
2

ttof (x) =

2

cg

(7.1)

where (x0,y0) is the location of excitation source. Using the calculated ttof (x) , the first arrival
of the acquired wave can be retained through a windowing technique. The window Wt (t )
tof

is defined with its center at ttof (x) and having a width of double length of the excitation
signal. The window is then applied to the wavefield as [118]:
v1st (t , x) = v(t , x)Wtof (t )

(7.2)

In this study, a Tukey window [120] is used since it offers a "flat top" to offer unit
gain within the interested time frame of first arrival signals. Using the windowed first
arrival, an intensity image based on the amplitude information is then generated to indicate
the presence of the defect as well as its locationas [118]:
mag
v1st
(t , x) = max v1st (t , x)
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(7.3)

7.2.2 Actuation and sensing setup
The flat composite plate is manufactured with total 20 plies and 3.83 mm thickness.
The overall dimension of the plate is measured at 306 × 260 (unit: mm). Significant
wrinkles can be observed on both top and bottom surfaces, as illustrated in Figure 7.3a
(indicated by the arrows), and also can be seen from the side along the thickness direction
as in Figure 7.3b. No other information of this wrinkle plate is available such as the material
properties as well as the detailed layup. To assist the inspection, Cartesian coordinates are
employed with the origin set at the left bottom corner of the plate. We have chosen to study
the area with more visible wrinkles and referred it as “wrinkle region”, in contrast to the
area with less visible wrinkles as “reference region”, as shown in Figure 7.3c [118]. A PZT
actuator is placed at location (160, 110) on the specimen (Figure 7.3c) to excite the waves.
Area scans (95 mm by 60 mm) are performed on both the top and bottom surfaces in the
wrinkle region, using the area scan setup given in Figure 7.3c. Line scan within the
reference area has also been performed for dispersion curve acquisition and inspection
parameter setup. The SLDV scanning spatial resolution is 1 mm and the sampling rate is
10.24 MHz.
Before inspection, Lamb wave dispersion curves along x axis on both sides are
acquired experimentally through line scan (10 to 100 mm from the PZT) in the reference
region for better understanding of the excited Lamb wave modes in the target plate [118].
The detailed process can be found in Section 3.4. The results are plotted in Figure 7.4. One
can see that there is no significant difference between the dispersion curve results obtained
on the top and bottom surface. In addition, only two modes exist in the frequency range
below 400 kHz, and more modes are observed in the higher frequency range.
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Top surface

(a)

(c)
Top surface
Bottom surface

(b)

Reference region

Wrinkle region
PZT
60-260 mm along x direction

Figure 7.3Inspection of composite plate with wrinkle defect: (a) top surface,
(b) side view, and (c) actuation and sensing schematic (Courtesy of NASA
Langley Research Center and Boeing) [118]

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.4
Experimental frequency-wavenumber dispersion curve
acquired on: (a) top surface, and (b) bottom surface
For Lamb waves NDE, as frequencies go higher, more wave modes are likely to be
excited and cause complexity in subsequent damage evaluation. Therefore, low frequency
is often employed [33]. Two quick wave acquisition through line scans (Figure 7.3c) to
identify a proper excitation frequency are first performed in the reference region. The scans
are along x axis from 10 to 100 mm away from the PZT actuator at 120 kHz and 210 kHz.
The acquired time-space wavefield as well as a waveform at a certain propagating distance
are presented in Figure 7.5 for both frequencies. From Figure 7.5a, we can see that there
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are two wave packets in the 120 kHz Lamb waves but the first arrival at about 30 µs has
very weak strength. On the other side, the first arrival of the waves at 210 kHz in Figure
7.5b exhibits much stronger strength and will be ideal for the wrinkle inspection since we
are set to use the first arrival as stated in section 3.1. Thus, 210 kHz will be used as the
excitation frequency for the inspection in the wrinkle plates [118].
2nd packet
1st packet

(a)

1st packet

2nd packet

(b)

Figure 7.5 Line inspection results: (a) time-space wavefield at 120 kHz, and
representative waveform at 50 mm, and (b) time-space wavefield at 210 kHz, and
representative waveform at 85 mm [118]
To implement the imaging algorithm, the group velocity of the first arrival in the
acquired waves at 210 kHz needs to be determined by finding out its time of flight (TOF)
at a given propagation distance [118]. To estimate the group velocity more accurately,
eleven signals from 70 to 90 mm at a 2 mm increment along the scanning line are used.
Three example waveforms at propagating distance 70, 80, and 90 mm are plotted in a.
Hilbert transform is applied to extract the envelops of these waveforms and the TOFs of
the first arrivals are extracted indicated by the peak arrival time (e.g. TOF is 47.5 µs at 90
mm in Figure 7.6a). All of the acquired TOF and corresponding propagating distance are
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plotted in Figure 7.6b (blue stars). The plot shows a linear relationship which can be curved
fitted through linear regression (red line, derived with linear curve fitting as

y = 5.249 x −158.23 ). The group velocity of the first arrival is therefore obtained, which
is about 5.249 mm/µs.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.6
Group velocity estimation of the first arrival: (a) waterfall plots of
representative waveforms (70-90 µs) used for the group velocity estimation, and (b)
linear regression result showing cg is about 5.249 mm/µs (the slope) [118]
7.2.3 Evaluation results
Inspection using the subject PZT-SLDV system is performed on the wrinkle region
on both top and bottom surfaces of the test plate using the setup given in Figure 7.3c. The
resulted time-space wavefields are presented in Figure 7.7. Circular wavefront can be
observed in the incident waves leaving the PZT actuator for both results. The circular
wavefronts then changed to straight crest ones when they arrived at and passed through the
wrinkles. Comparing the waves measured on the top (Figure 7.7a) and bottom (Figure
7.7a), the wave interaction with defects are occurring in similar range (90 to 130 mm along
x direction). It matches with the visually observed wrinkle range in the plate. The detection
of wrinkles from both top and bottom indicates the wrinkles might be manufactured
through the thickness and can be inspected from either side [118].
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Straight
crest waves

Straight
crest waves

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.7
Wavefield results at 29 µs of the wrinkle region measured on: (a) top
surface, and (b) bottom surface, both showing incident circular crest waves change to
straight crest waves [118]
The wavefield data have been further processed with the adaptive wavefield
imaging method outlined in section 3.1 and the results are given in Figure 7.8a and Figure
7.8c for top and bottom surface respectively. It can be observed that the wave energy has
two distinguish distributions in the range 80 to 130 mm and 130 to 160 mm in both images.
In the range 130 to 160 mm, the strong energy from the incident waves are observed with
a circular shape. While in the range 80 to 130 mm, strip shaped wave energy distribution
is observed.
The zoom in images of the wrinkle range are presented in Figure 7.8b and Figure
7.8d for top and bottom surface respectively. Clear wrinkle patterns are visualized now
with peak and valleys represented by the blue and red color in both images. The wrinkle
patterns are discernibly visualized in both images within the range 80-130 mm along x
direction, and the identified wrinkle ranges agree well with that observed through visual
examination given in Figure 7.3b [118].
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(b)

~50 mm

(a)

(b)
(d)

~50 mm

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.8
Wrinkle defect evaluation using adaptive wavefield imaging
method. Images obtained on (a) top surface and (c) bottom surface. Zoom in
images of the wrinkle defects on (b) top surface and (d) bottom surface [118]
7.3

DELAMINATION DETECTION IN A CURVED COMPOSITE PLATE
In this section, three curved composite plates with different curvature are inspected

using the nonintrusive PZT-SLDV system. Wavefield data are acquired and wavedelamination interaction are observed. The wavefield data are further processed with
weighted sum wavenumber imaging method presented in Section 4.3.2 and the
delaminations are highlighted in all the tested plates.
7.3.1 NASA-RP-40D
This curved composite plate named NASA-RP-40D is manufactured with
embedded delamination in between different layers [118]. The top surface and side view
of the curved plate are shown in Figure 7.9a and Figure 7.9b respectively. The plate
measures about 101 mm high and 7 mm thick, and 160 mm top surface arc length. Two
area inspections are performed on each surface of the plate with one for the wing W1 and
another for W2 as shown in Figure 7.9c. A 3-count toneburst amplified to 50 Vpp is used
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as excitation for each inspection. The excitations are located at the center of each wing, O1
for W1 and O2 for W2, so that the wave propagation can cover that the entire wing.
Inspection frequency evaluation similar to that given in Section 7.2 is performed, and 150
kHz is selected as it provides strong wave-defect interaction. The SLDV head is placed
normal to the surface where the excitation is located as shown in Figure 7.9d. Due to the
curvature of the plate, the SLDV will not maintain normal to the plate surface of the whole
scan area, as illustrated in Figure 7.9d. Such scanning angle effect and resulted loss in wave
strength are not considered in this study since our study goal is to explore if the present
measurement and analysis methods are applicable for delamination detection on plates with
such amount of curvature [118]. For each inspection, the scanning area covers the
accessible surface of the inspected wing: around 90 mm × 90 mm within x-y plane. The
SLDV spatial resolution is 1 mm and the sampling rate is 10.24 MHz. Note the inspection
area on top and bottom surface differs subtlety due to the plate curvature.

90
Unit: mm

Top surface

PZT at O1

50

O1

O2

50

PZT

(a)

y
SLDV

(b)

(c)

(d)

head

x
z

Figure 7.9
Inspection of NASA-RP-40D: (a) top surface view, (b) side view showing
the curvature, (c) actuation locations for W1 and W2 inspection, (d) actuation and sensing
schematic for W1 inspection on the top surface with PZT at O1 (Courtesy of NASA Langley
Research Center and ACP members) [118]
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Figure 7.10a and Figure 7.10b plot the wavefield snapshots at 45 µs for W1 and
W2 inspection on the top surface. The wave-delamination interactions can be immediately
noticed at two locations along y=50 mm (marked as D2) and 82 mm (marked as D1) from
the wavefield plots. Similar wave-defect interactions are observed: (a) defect induced
waves at D1 as shown in Figure 7.10d with significantly smaller wavelength compared to
the 10 mm nominal wavelength of the incident waves (Figure 7.10c); (b) defect induced
waves at D2 (Figure 7.10e) with obvious higher intensity while no obvious wavelength
change compared to the incident waves (Figure 7.10e) indicating possibility of presence of
defect [118].
D1

(d)

D1
(e)

D2

D2

(c)

(a)

(b)
Smaller
wavelength

Higher
intensity

~10 mm
D1

(c)

D2

(d)

(e)

Figure 7.10 Damage evaluation of the curved plate: wavefield snap shot at 45 µs on top
surface of (a) W1, and (b) W2; wavenumber imaging results on top surface (c) W1, and (d)
W2 [118]
Further evaluation of the delamination in the curved plate is conducted with the
weighted wavenumber imaging method given in section 4.1. The resulted wavenumber
images are plotted in Figure 7.11a and Figure 7.11b. From the image for W1 (Figure 7.11c),
a strip shaped defect (D1) is highlighted with large wavenumbers in the range 40 mm to
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90 mm along y=82 mm, which is consistent with the shorter wavelength observed in the
wavefield snapshot (d) given the inverse relationship between wavenumber and
wavelength [16]. In addition, another strip like defect (D2) can also be observed in the
range x=40-90 mm at y=50 mm through the indication via slightly wavenumber variations,
which is consistent with the wavefield observation that no obvious wavelength change
(Figure 7.10e). In the wavenumber image for W2 (Figure 7.11b), D1 (y=80 mm) and D2
(y=50 mm) are indicated in the range 60 mm to 110 mm along x axis. By comparing the
imaging results of W1 and W2, we can conclude that D1 and D2 are localized in the range
40 mm to 110 mm along x axis with D1 at 82 mm and D2 at 50 mm along y axis [118].
The inspection wavenumber imaging results obtained on bottom surface are
presented in Figure 7.11c and Figure 7.11d. Similar subtle wavenumber variation are
observed at the D2 location detected earlier on the top surface, which further confirms the
D2 range and shape. In addition, another strip shaped defect (D3) is observed, located at
y=18 mm with similar range along x axis, 40-110 mm by considering both the results of
Figure 7.11c and Figure 7.11d. Through comparing the inspection results on top and
bottom surface, we can conclude that: (1) three strip shape defect exist in the plate in the
range about 40 mm to 110 mm along the x axis with D1 at 82 mm, D2 at 50 mm and D3 at
18 mm along y axis, and (2) along the thickness direction, D1 is close to top surface since
it is only clearly highlighted in the results obtained on the top surface, while D3 is close to
the bottom surface since it is only visualized in the results measured on the bottom surface.
D2 shall be located within the middle plane since the interaction is more difficult to capture
on both surfaces resulting in lower imaging resolution [118].
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Figure 7.11
Wavenumber imaging obtained on bottom
surface: (a) W1, and (b) W2 [118]
7.3.2 NASA-RP-20D
The inspection procedure is similar to that in last section. The inspection setup is
illustrated in the Figure 7.12. Figure 7.12a shows the top view and Figure 7.12b shows the
side view of the plate. The radius of curvature of the plate is 20 mm. The height of the
specimen is 101 mm, and the thickness is around 7 mm. The length of the specimen outside
surface is about 140 mm. The actuator is attached at O1 and O2 in order to inspect the
specimen from different views. No other information about 20D is available to the
inspectors. 2D area inspection is performed with actuation locations at O1 and O2 on both
sides as illustrated in Figure 7.12c. For each inspection, the scanning area covers the
accessible surface of the specimen: around 90 mm × 90 mm for both sides. For each side,
the inspection area differs a little due to the curvature. Note that the scanning area is not
identical to the real curved surface, and the measured wavefield is the shrink version of
original wavefield in x-z plane due to the curvature. The SLDV head is placed as shown in
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Figure 7.12d, and the scanning angle effect is not considered. The remaining experimental
setup keeps the same as in Section 7.2.1.
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Figure 7.12 Inspection setup of NASA-RP-20D: (a) top surface view, (b) side view
showing the curvature, (c) actuation locations for the inspection, (d) actuation and sensing
schematic on the top surface with PZT at O1 (Courtesy of NASA Langley Research Center
and ACP members)
The wavenumber imaging process are performed for the measured wavefields and
the results are presented in Figure 7.13 and Figure 7.14 for the top and bottom surface
respectively. The imaging results on the top surface with PZT at O1 (Figure 7.13a) and with
PZT at O2 (Figure 7.13b) shows consistency. A strip shape damage (D1) is observed in the
range 70 mm to 80 mm along x direction at y=80 mm. In addition, another damage D2 is
observed at y=50 mm while its shape and range cannot be distinguished. The wavenumber
imaging results obtained on bottom surface presented in Figure 7.14 shows consistency as
well with the two excitation locations. Three strip-like shape damage D3, D4, and D5 are
observed at y=20 mm in the range 15-25 mm, 30-50 mm, and 85-90 mm along x axis
respectively. Through comparing the inspection results on top and bottom surface, we can
conclude that: (1) Five strip shape damage exist in the plate with D1 at 80 mm, D2 at 50
mm and D3, D4, and D5 at 20 mm along y axis, and (2) In the thickness direction, D1 is
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close to top surface, D2 is located in the middle, and D3, D4, and D5 are close to the bottom
surface.

D1

D1
O1

D2

D2

O2

(b)

(a)

Figure 7.13
Wavenumber imaging obtained on the top
surface: (a) with PZT at O1, and (b) with PZT at O2

O2

O1
D3

(a)

D4

D3
D5

D4

D5

(b)

Figure 7.14
Wavenumber imaging obtained on the bottom
surface: (a) with PZT at O1, and (b) with PZT at O2
7.3.3 NASA-RP-10D
The inspection setup is illustrated in the Figure 7.15, with Figure 7.15a for the top
view and Figure 7.15b for the side view of the plate. The radius of curvature of the plate is
10 mm. The height of the specimen is 101 mm, and the thickness is around 7.28 mm. The
length between the specimen edge is 110 mm. The actuator is attached at O1 and O2 in order
to inspect the specimen from different views. No other information about this plate is
available to the inspectors. 2D area inspection is performed with actuation locations at O1
and O2 on both sides as illustrated in Figure 7.15c. For each inspection, the scanning area
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covers the accessible surface of the specimen: around 90 mm × 90 mm for both sides. For
each side, the inspection area differs a little due to the curvature. Note that the scanning
area is not identical to the real curved surface, and the measured wavefield is the shrink
version of original wavefield in x-z plane due to the curvature. The SLDV head is placed
as shown in Figure 7.15d, and the scanning angle effect is not considered. The remaining
experimental setup keeps the same as in Section 7.2.1.
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Figure 7.15 Inspection setup of NASA-RP-10D: (a) top surface view, (b) side view
showing the curvature, (c) actuation locations for the inspection, (d) actuation and sensing
schematic on the top surface with PZT at O1 (Courtesy of NASA Langley Research Center
and ACP members)
The wavenumber imaging process are performed for the measured wavefields and
the results are presented in Figure 7.16 and Figure 7.17 for the top and bottom surface
respectively. The imaging results on the top surface with PZT at O1 (Figure 7.16a) and PZT
at O2 (Figure 7.16b) agree well with each other. A strip shape damage (D1) is observed in
the range 45 mm to 70 mm along x direction at y=80 mm. In addition, another damage D2
is observed at y=50 mm while its shape and range cannot be distinguished. The
wavenumber imaging results obtained on bottom surface presented in Figure 7.17 shows
consistency as well with the two excitation locations. One strip-like shape damage D3 are
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observed at y=20 mm in the range 45-70 mm, and another circular damage is seen in the
range 90-95 mm. Through comparing and combining the inspection results on top and
bottom surface, we can conclude that: (1) Four damage exist in the plate with D1 at 80 mm,
D2 at 50 mm and D3 and D4 at 20 mm along y axis, and (2) In the thickness direction, D1
is close to top surface, D2 is located in the middle, and D3 and D4 are close to the bottom
surface.
D1

D1

O1

D2

D2
O2

(b)

(a)

Figure 7.16 Wavenumber imaging obtained on the top surface: (a) with
PZT at O1, and (b) with PZT at O2

O1

O2
D3

(a)

D3

D4

D4

(b)

Figure 7.17 Wavenumber imaging obtained on the bottom surface: (a)
with PZT at O1, and (b) with PZT at O2
In this section, three curved composite plates with different curvature are inspected
using the non-intrusive PZT-SLDV system and the delamination are visualized with the
weighted wavenumber imaging method. Since the system measures the surface particle
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velocity, the delamination close to the scanning surface will have the highest intensity.
Through inspection on both top and bottom surfaces, the delamination close to the two
surfaces are highlighted. While the delamination close to the middle layer of the plate is
not visualized as clear as the ones close to the surface. Although the three different plates
have different curvature, the SLDV 2D measurement (projection) in terms of space without
considering the angle effect successfully detected and visualized the delamination.
7.4

PILLOW LIKE DEFECT EVALUATION IN THICK COMPOSITES
In this section, a thick composite plate with pillow defects are inspected using the

non-intrusive PZT-SLDV system. Wavefield data are acquired with PZT attached at
different locations to cover the whole plate. Wave-defect interaction are observed in all the
wavefield snapshots: waves with smaller wavelength trapped in the defect area. The
wavefield data are further processed with maximum intensity wavenumber imaging
method and all the defects are highlighted and visualized.
7.4.1 Experimental setup
The top and bottom view of specimen UTC-3 are shown in Figure 7.18a and Figure
7.18b. The size of the specimen is 335 mm by 335 mm, and the thickness is around 13.3
mm. Ten pillow defects are observed with 5 being closer to top surface and 5 being closer
to bottom surface as pointed in yellow arrow. The size of the defects increases from up
edge to bottom edge of the specimen. No other information about UTC-3 is available to
the inspectors. The non-intrusive PZT-SLDV system is used for the inspection. A 3-count
toneburst at 180 kHz amplified to 100 Vpp is used as excitation. In order to cover the whole
plate, the inspection is performed through three area scans with three different excitation
locations as shown in Figure 7.18c. Cartesian coordinates are employed (unit: mm), and
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the coordinates of the three actuation locations for top surface are AC-1 to AC-3 are
(110,90), (110,200), and (110,245). The area scan spatial resolution is 1 mm. The same
setup is adopted for bottom surface except the excitation locations for AC-1 to AC-3 are
(225, 90), (225, 200), and (225, 245) respectively.
y

335 mm

3

2

335 mm

AC-3
AC-2
AC-1
(a)

Top surface

1
(b)

Bottom surface

(c)

Top surface

x

Figure 7.18 Experimental setup: (a) PZT-SLDV system, and (b) actuation and sensing
schematic (Courtesy of NASA Langley Research Center and ACP members)
7.4.2 Inspection results on top surface
The time-space wavefield of the three scanning area are plotted in Figure 7.19(b)(d) respectively. One can see that strong wave interactions appeared in the defect area in
all the wavefield results. Some waves trapped in the defect area when the waves encounter
the defect and the trapped waves have shorter wavelength. Five defects are highlighted in
the wavefields and their shape are circular. To better visualize the defects, wavenumber
images are generated using the methodology in Section 4.3.2 and plotted in Figure 7.19(e)(g) respectively. It can be observed that all the defects are highlighted clearly with high
wavenumber, which is corresponding to the trapped waves with shorter wavelength. The
defects are all in circular shape as observed in the wavefield snapshots and the defect
diameters are estimated from the wavenumber images as 38 mm, 25 mm, 19 mm, 13 mm,
6 mm respectively.
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Figure 7.19 Top surface inspection results: (a) actuation and sensing setup (Courtesy of
NASA Langley Research Center and ACP members), (b)-(d), wavefield snapshot to show
wave interaction with defects, and (e)-(g) wavenumber imaging results of different
scanning areas
7.4.3 Inspection results on bottom surface
The time-space wavefield of the three scanning area on the bottom surface are
plotted in Figure 7.20(b)-(d) respectively. Trapped waves with shorter wavelength are
observed for four defects (larger sizes). Wave interaction was not observed for the smallest
defect which can be seen from the visual inspection. Wavenumber images are generated
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and plotted in Figure 7.20 (e)-(g) respectively. Part of the smallest defect showed up in the
wavenumber image as shown in Figure 7.20 (e). The other four larger defects’ shape are
all circular, and their diameters are estimated from the plots as 38 mm, 25 mm, 19 mm, 13
mm respectively. In summary, total of ten defects are detected in this plate and most of
their shape are circular.
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Area-1
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Figure 7.20 Bottom surface inspection results: (a) actuation and sensing setup (Courtesy
of NASA Langley Research Center and ACP members), (b)-(d), wavefield snapshot to
show wave interaction with defects, and (e)-(g) wavenumber imaging results of different
scanning areas
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7.5

AUTOMATIC PL ACTUATION ON A COMPOSITE PLATE
The automatic pulsed laser actuation which can excite Lamb waves on any desired

location flexibly is explored in this section to enable rapid NDE inspection during
manufacturing process of composite structures or any their service time. The PL-SLDV
NDE system presented previously in Chapter 5, where the PL is fixed on the experiment
table, can only excite Lamb waves at a fixed location. Toward automatic PL-SLDV NDE
system, the PL head is mounted on an industrial KUKA robotic arm in order to enable the
PL excitation movement. The system layout of the robotic PL-SLDV NDE system is shown
in Figure 7.21, where the PL head movement is controlled by the KUKA arm [98].

Figure 7.21

System layout of the robotic PL-SLDV NDE system [98]

7.5.1 Experimental setup
A KR6 R700 sixx KUKA robot4 is selected to enable the PL movement. The
maximum payload of this robotic arm is 6 kg, which is larger than total weight of the PL
head (3 kg). The mounting illustration is shown in Figure 7.22a. In order to mount the PL
laser head on the KUKA arm, a 2 mm thick aluminum mounting adapter is manufactured.
Seven M5-0.8×8 socket head cap screws are used to attach the adapter to the KUKA arm

4

KR AGILUS sixx with W and C Variants Specification
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mounting flange. A 9 mm thick wood spacer is mounted on the adapter. The PL laser head
is mounted on the spacer and then tightened with 3 M4-0.7 × 35 screws and M4-0.7 hex
nuts. Figure 7.22b shows the PL head mounted on the KUKA arm and ready for excitation.
The overall experimental setup of the robotic PL-SLDV NDE system is shown in Figure
7.23a. KUKA SmartPad is used to control the KUKA arm and enable the PL movement.
Since the laser output beam is invisible, two class I line lasers (one is set up as horizontal
and the other as vertical w.r.t. the laser source) are used for the alignment as shown in
Figure 7.23b. An example of positioning PL excitation point using the alignments lasers is
illustrated in Figure 7.23c. In addition, a camera (Figure 7.23d) connected to the PC is used
to monitoring the inspection process and ensure the desired PL movement. Other settings
keep the same as the fixed PL-SLDV system setup.
M4-0.7 × 35

Laser head

Laser head
R

Spacer
M5-0.8 × 8

Mounting
adapter

(a)

KUKA
arm

Adapter

Spacer

(b)

Figure 7.22
PL installation on the KUKA arm: (a) detailed schematic of the
mounting process, and (b) PL laser mounted on KUKA arm
For proof of concept study, four locations (PL-1, PL-2, PL-3, and PL-4) on a
composite plate are selected as target point of PL excitation as shown in Figure 7.24. The
composite plate is a 8-ply quasi-isotropic plate with layup [0/45/90/-45]s. The composite
plate has a 10 mm circular quartz bonded as a simulated damage at the center, which is
defined as the origin of the coordinates. With each PL excitation, the SLDV will perform
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a quick line scan for 1D inspection (Figure 7.24a) and a more detailed area scan for 2D
inspection (Figure 7.24b) simultaneously. The line scans are from 10 to 100 mm away from
the PL excitation point. The area scans are about 50 mm by 50 mm. The spatial resolution
is 0.5 mm for both inspections [98].
PC

PL head

SLDV head

Specimen

SmartPad
(a)

Q-switch
KUKA arm

(a)
Laser output

PL laser head

Alignment
lasers

(b)

(d)

PL excitation

(c)

Figure 7.23 Experimental setup of the robotic PL-SLDV NDE system: (a) overall
experimental setup, (b) monitoring camera, (c) alignment line-lasers mounted on the PL
head, and (d) alignment line-lasers positioning the PL excitation point [98]
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Figure 7.24
Actuation and sensing setup : (a) 1D inspection, and (b) 2D
inspection [98]
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7.5.2 1D inspection results
The time-space wavefield acquired by SLDV for the four line-scans with the four
different PL excitation locations are plotted in Figure 7.25. The time-space wavefields
obtained at PL-1 and PL-3 are along 0 fiber direction, while those at PL-2 and PL-4 are
along 90 fiber direction. The time-space wavefields along L2 and L4 obtained with PL-2
and PL-4 are consistent with that obtained using the fixed PL-SLDV NDE system with line
scan also along 90 fiber direction as shown in Figure 5.23b. The time-space wavefields
obtained at PL-1 and PL-3 are slightly different since the line scans are along 0 fiber
direction. Mode conversion S0 to A0 and A0 reflections are observed in all wavefields at 65
mm away from the excitation location where the quartz edge is when the waves interact
with the defect. With the automatic PL-SLDV system, valid wavefields are measured and
effective inspection purpose is achieved [98].
7.5.3 2D inspection results
Similar to the data processing of the fixed PL-SLDV NDE inspection results, the
time-space wavefields, f-k representation at interested frequency 90 kHz, wavefield
images, filtering reconstructed images, and space-wavenumber images are obtained at the
four excitation locations, and they are plotted in Figure 7.27, Figure 7.28, Figure 7.29,
Figure 7.30, and Figure 7.31 respectively. As shown in wavefield snap shots at 53 µs
(Figure 7.27), scattered waves are observed when the waves interacted with the damage.
The wavenumber spectra at 90 kHz in Figure 7.28 show that scattered A0 appeared in
addition to the incident A0, and some new wavenumbers (lower than A0 wavenumber) are
observed [98].
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Figure 7.25 Time-space wavefield results of the 1D inspection with
automatic PL excitation at: (a) PL-1, (b) PL-2, (c) PL-3, and (d) PL4, showing that the wavefield results are consistent with those
obtained by fixed PL-SLDV NDE system [98]
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Figure 7.26 f-k representation results of the 1D inspection with PL
excitation at: (a) PL-1, (b) PL-2, (c) PL-3, and (d) PL-4, showing
that the results are consistent with those obtained by laboratory PLSLDV NDE system
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Figure 7.27 Time-space wavefield results of the 2D inspection with PL
excitation at: (a) PL-1, (b) PL-2, (c) PL-3, and (d) PL-4, showing that
the wavefield results are consistent with those obtained by laboratory
PL-SLDV NDE system. Note that the black dash circle showing the
quartz location and size
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Figure 7.28
f-k representation results of the 1D
inspection with PL excitation at: (a) PL-1, (b) PL-2, (c) PL-3,
and (d) PL-4. Note the red dash line is the theoretical A0
wavenumber curve at 90 kHz
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The wavefield images of the four area scans presented in Figure 7.29 shows obvious
energy decrease at the quartz edge w.r.t each inspection location. The filtering
reconstructed images at four PL excitation locations (shown in Figure 7.30) clearly show
the four edges of the quartz with the high intensity indications. In addition, the spacewavenumber images in Figure 7.31 show the wavenumber change in the damage plate,
which highlight the quartz location. The imaging results all showed the presence of the
damage with distinguish highlight areas in the intensity maps. The 2D inspection results at
four PL excitation locations are consistent with the results in Section 5.4.3 with laboratory
setup and are all efficient for damage detection in composite plates.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.29 Wavefield images with PL excitation at: (a) PL-1, (b)
PL-2, (c) PL-3, and (d) PL-4, showing that the four edges the quartz
with high intensity areas
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Figure 7.30
Filtering reconstructed images with PL
excitation at: (a) PL-1, (b) PL-2, (c) PL-3, and (d) PL-4,
showing that the four edges the quartz with high intensity
areas

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 7.31
Space-wavenumber images of the 2D
inspection with PL excitation at: (a) PL-1, (b) PL-2, (c) PL-3,
and (d) PL-4, showing the wavenumber change space wisely,
which highlight the quartz location
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Automatic PL excitation enabled the multi-view inspection of the damage on the
target plate; thus, the images can be enhanced through the imaging algorithms based on
actuator network presented in Section 4.4. The resulting imaging results are presented in
Figure 7.32. In the synthetic wavefield imaging result (Figure 7.32a), the quartz damage
shape and size are both quantified with improved resolution compared to the imaging
results obtained by one actuator (Figure 7.29). In the filtering reconstruction imaging result
(Figure 7.32b), the damage area is highlighted and the image resolution also improved
compared to the results obtained by single actuator, and the damage profile is roughly
indicated as a circle shape. Regarding the synthetic wavenumber imaging, the damage is
highlighted, and the image resolution improved compared to Figure 7.31, however, the
damage profile is not fully quantified. One possible reason is that composite material is
anisotropic, wave-interaction along different inspection direction will differ unlike
isotropic material.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.32 Actuator network imaging results: (a) synthetic wavefield image, (b)
synthetic filtering reconstruction image, and (c) synthetic wavenumber image
7.5.4 Other PL excitation location schemes
The PL excitation locations can be adjusted by training the KUKA arm at desired
points and adjusting the relative scanning grid through SLDV. For demonstration purpose,
only 1D inspection is performed for other two PL excitation location schemes: one with 3
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excitation locations and another with 8 actuation locations. The two schemes and KUKA
moving path are illustrated in Figure 7.33. The 1D time space wavefields obtained with the
two schemes are plotted in Figure 7.34 and Figure 7.35 respectively. One can see that the
wavefield results are consistent with previous results and they can be used for further data
processing. Moreover, 2D inspection can be performed to obtain the 3D time-space
wavefields for further imaging purpose.

(b)

(a)

Figure 7.33
Other PL excitation location schemes: (a) one with 3 excitation
locations, and (b) another one with 8 actuation locations

(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 7.34 1D time-space wavefields with 3 PL excitation locations: (a) PL-2, (b)
PL-5, and (c) PL-8
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Figure 7.35 1D time-space wavefields with 8 PL excitation locations: (a) PL-1, (b)
PL-2, (c) PL-3, (d) PL-4, (e) PL-5, (f) PL-6, (g) PL-7 and (h) PL-8
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NDE/SHM APPLICATIONS ON NUCLEAR STRUCTURES
In this chapter, the presented NDE/SHM system and methods are used for nuclear
structure applications. Stress corrosion cracking (SCC) is one of the most common damage
appearing in nuclear storage tanks, which will facilitate the structure aging. Thus, the
detection of SCC in the early age is critical for the tank safety and maintenance. In addition,
cladding on the nuclear structure is used to protect the structure from the corrosive
environment. Assessment of the cladding structure condition, including its thickness and
material property, is also important to prevent the SCC formation. In this chapter, stress
corrosion cracking in a thick steel plate are evaluated first using the partial noncontact PZTSLDV system and filtering reconstruction imaging method. Then, the developed
noncontact PL-SLDV system is explored for thickness evaluation and material property
characterization to prove its efficacy for nuclear structure cladding evaluation.
8.1

STRESS CORROSION CRACKING EVALUATION IN A WELDED STEEL PLATE
The specimen is a welded steel plate (304.8 mm by 304.8 mm) manufactured by

joining two 15.88 mm thick A285 carbon steel plates (152.4 mm by 152.4 mm) using gas
metal arc welding (GMAW) following the welding procedures used in 1950’s for
constructing the waste tanks. The welding schematic is shown in Figure 8.1a. The specimen
was not heat treated to relieve the residual stress after welding. Nine starter cracks were
created through electric discharge machining (EDM) across or along the weld in various
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locations and orientations as shown in Figure 8.1b. Among the nine starter cracks, V1, V2,
and V3 are through thickness vertical cracks across the weld; V4 and V5 are part-through
(25% of the thickness) vertical cracks; P1, P2, P3, and P4 are the part-through (25% of the
thickness) parallel cracks [121].

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.1:
Specimen preparation: (a) illustration of welding of steel
plates, and (b) welded sample and EDM starter cracks [122]
The plate was then submerged in the 5M NaNO3 solution (prepared with reagent
grade compound and distilled water) at 90 ºC to initiate and facilitate the SCC growth. SCC
was observed after 2 weeks of exposure to the solution. The final SCC results, which were
visualized by magnetic particle testing (MT) in previous study [122], are presented in
Figure 8.2. SCC was only seen to grow from the through thickness vertical starter cracks
V1, V2, and V3 with final lengths ranging from 4 cm to 15 cm [121].
8.1.1 Experimental setup
The PZT-SLDV system combined with filtering reconstruction imaging method
presented in Chapter 4 is employed for the SCC evaluation. Different from Chapter 4,
nonpermanent easily wipe-off reflective spray (Albedo 100) is applied on the specimen
surface in order to improve the surface reflectivity for SLDV measurement instead of the
reflective tape. In order to achieve good signal quality, about twenty layers of spray are
applied on the desired inspection area. V1 (the longest SCC with total length about 72 mm)
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is first inspected using the proposed system and method to prove its efficacy, and then V2
(the shortest SCC with the total length about 26 mm) is evaluated to investigate the system
and method resolution. The actuation and sensing setups are shown in Figure 8.3a and
Figure 8.3b for V1 and V2 respectively. For each SCC, two sets of inspection are performed
with the PZT actuator attached at two different locations such that the SCC is interrogated
from different prospective [121]: (1) PZT-1 for actuation such that the wave propagation
direction is normal to the crack line, and (2) PZT-2 for actuation such that the wave
propagation direction is parallel to the crack line. The two sets of inspection are denoted as
normal inspection (PZT-1 for actuation) and parallel inspection (PZT-2 for actuation)
considering the interrogation prospective. The scanning area for V1 is about 100 mm by
50 mm, and for V2 is about 35 mm by 20 mm.

Figure 8.2
Stress corrosion cracking results using magnetic particle
testing [122]
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Figure 8.3 Actuation and sensing scheme for the 2D inspection of: (a) V1, and
(b) V2, note that two actuation locations are investigated for normal (PZT-1 for
actuation) and parallel (PZT-2 for actuation) inspection respectively [121]
The plate itself is quite thick, thus a suitable inspection frequency which can excite
sufficient guided waves for interrogation is desired. Considering the tuning mechanism of
PZT transducers [44], three inspection frequencies (120, 210, and 300 kHz) are
investigated first using line inspection on V1. A 3-count toneburst with peak to peak
amplitude 50 V is used for excitation. The actuation is located at PZT-1 as shown in Figure
8.3a. Three line scans are performed using the selected frequencies along y axis with spatial
resolution 0.5 mm. The SLDV sampling rate is set 12.56 MHz. To improve the signal
quality, 30 averages are set for the SLDV measurement. The measured time-space
wavefields are plotted in Figure 8.4. Although the crack location is indicated in all three
wavefields, Figure 8.4c with 300 kHz inspection frequency results in the best signal
quality: higher signal amplitude and signal to noise ratio (SNR). The waveforms at y=15
mm are extracted from the wavefields and illustrated in Figure 8.4 as well. The same
conclusions are drawn from the waveform observation. The waveform has highest
amplitude and best SNR in Figure 8.4f (300 kHz) compared to other frequencies. In
addition, the reflections from crack is clearly observed in Figure 8.4f (300 kHz) but not
distinguishable in other waveforms.
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Figure 8.4 Inspection frequency study: time-space wavefield
obtained at: (a) 120 kHz, (b) 210 kHz, and (c) 300 kHz; waveform at
15 mm obtained at: (d) 120 kHz, (e) 210 kHz, and (f) 300 kHz
8.1.2 SCC detection and evaluation results
Based on the inspection frequency study, a 3-count toneburst at 300 kHz is used as
the excitation for the following investigation. Using the actuation and sensing setup in
Figure 8.3, the acquired time-space wavefields for both normal and parallel inspection of
V1 are presented in Figure 8.5a and Figure 8.5b respectively. With PZT-1 as actuator (aka.
normal inspection), the excited guided waves interact strongly with the V1: reflected waves
are observed clearly when the waves encounter V1. In addition, most of the waves are
blocked by V1, thus waves are barely transmitted in the area beyond V1 as shown in Figure
8.5a. Different wave phenomena are observed for the parallel inspection: wave energy
intensity increases along V1 crack line, which may indicate that some energy is trapped
and bounced back and forth in V1, and no reflected waves can be observed. The time-space
wavefield results for the normal and parallel inspection of V2 are presented in Figure 8.5c
and Figure 8.5d respectively. Regarding the normal inspection, the wave interactions with
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V2 is quite weak and difficult to observe in the wavefield snapshots as shown in Figure
8.5c, which is expected since V2 is short and the crack line cannot be seen by naked eye.
For the parallel inspection, the wave interactions with V2 is weak as well in the wavefield
snapshot (Figure 8.5d) as expected. The wavefield results show obvious wave interactions
with V1 while weak interactions with V2, which can be used as a direct evidence of
structural damage.

Barely transmitted
waves

Trapped
waves

Reflected
waves

(a)

(b)

Weak interaction

(c)

Weak interaction

(d)

Figure 8.5 Time-space wavefield snapshot at 20 µs showing the wave
interactions with V1: (a) normal inspection, and (b) parallel inspection; timespace wavefield snapshot at 25 µs showing the wave interactions with V2: (c)
normal inspection, and (d) parallel inspection
In this section, the acquired wavefield data is post-processed using the filtering
imaging method presented Section 4.3.3 in order to quantify the crack line. For each
inspection, the crack induced wavefield are first filtered out to generate an intensity energy
map due to the crack and the crack lines are then extracted from that energy map for better
quantification purpose. In the wavefield results for V1 inspection (Figure 8.5), the V1
location is indicated by the wave-V1 interactions, however, its exact shape is hard to
quantify from the wavefield snapshots, or only part of its profile can be captured in a certain
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time frame. Wavefield movies or videos can be acquired to show the wave interactions and
V1 profile. However, the shape of V1 is difficult to capture by naked eyes though those
movies. Thus, a wavefield image that can highlight the SCC profile is deemed to be more
preferential and user-friendly for inspectors. The energy field images are presented in
Figure 8.6a and Figure 8.6b for normal and parallel inspection respectively. For the normal
inspection, distinctive energy distribution is observed between the top and bottom of V1,
resulting a boundary between two areas with sharp energy decrease. In addition, the energy
image result is consistent with the wave phenomenon observed in the wavefield, that is,
most of the waves are blocked when they encounter V1, indicating that most of the energy
is reflected. The V1 length is identified as ~70 mm along x direction following the trace of
the energy distribution boundary (Figure 8.6a). Compared to MT results of ~72 mm (the
yellow line shown in Figure 8.3a), the ultrasonic result of 70 mm is quite close with only
2.8% difference.
Another energy distribution pattern is observed in the energy field image generated
from the parallel inspection as shown in Figure 8.6b [121]. The wave energy gradually
attenuated and decreased with the wave propagation, and then some energy starts to be
trapped along V1 trace, which is indicated with high intensity colormap in Figure 8.6b.
This confirms the wave phenomena observed in the wavefield that waves trapped in the
SCC V1 and bounced back and forth resulting a higher energy distribution along the SCC.
The SCC length is thus estimated by measuring the line formed by the trapped energy as
about 69 mm along x direction, which agrees well with the MT measured SCC length ~72
mm, with 4.2% difference.
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Figure 8.6
Energy map results of: (a)
normal inspection with PZT-1 as actuator,
and (b) parallel inspection with PZT-2 as
actuator, with the V1 length quantified [121]
Although the crack line is roughly determined using the energy maps, the image
can still be improved. For users who does not have sufficient fundamental knowledge of
wave propagation, the energy source with large intensity might be considered as damage
in addition to V1. Thus, the filtering process presented in Section 3.2 using a highpass filter
is performed to remove the source energy and only retain the SCC induced wave energy
[55], resulting an crack induced energy map as shown in Figure 8.7a. Only the V1 crack
line is presented in the energy map without any other obvious disturbance. Furthermore,
the crack line is extracted by finding the y location corresponding to the maximum index
value at each x location. Note that certain outliers are removed by thresholding when the
crack coordinate is more than 1 mm away from the nearest crack point.
In addition, interpolation is performed to make the crack line smoother. The
resulting crack line is plotted in Figure 8.7a with a total length about 65 mm. The same
filtering process is repeated for parallel inspection wavefield data, the resulting energy map
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is presented in Figure 8.7b, with only the crack line is highlighted without any confusing
information. Similarly, the crack line is extracted and presented in Figure 8.7b with a total
length about 65 mm. The overall trace line of the crack extracted from normal and parallel
inspection agree well with the MT results (Figure 8.3a). Compared to the visual measured
results ~72 mm, the crack line is extracted with about 10% error.
The inspection results of V2 are presented in Figure 8.8. The filtered crack induced
energy map for normal inspection is presented in Figure 8.8a with part of the trace and
clear crack tip highlighted. The crack line is then extracted with a total length about 20 mm
as shown in Figure 8.8a. For the parallel inspection, the filtered crack induced energy map
is presented in Figure 8.8b showing similar crack information compared to normal
inspection result (Figure 8.8a). The crack line is extracted and plotted in Figure 8.8b with
a total length about 17 mm. Comparing the extracted crack line result for normal and
parallel inspection, the overall trace line of the crack agree well and normal inspection
provides more accurate result (visual inspected V2 length is about ~26 mm).

Extracted crack
line

(a)

Extracted crack line

(b)

Figure 8.7
V1 imaging and extracted crack line results: (a) normal
inspection, and (b) parallel inspection
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Crack tip

Extracted crack line

(a)
Crack tip

Extracted crack line

(b)

Figure 8.8
V2 imaging and extracted crack line results: (a) normal
inspection, and (b) parallel inspection
8.2

MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION ON METALLIC PLATES
In this section, the noncontact/remote laser based PL-SLDV ultrasonic NDE system

presented in Chapter 5 aided with focusing lens are explored for thickness evaluation and
material property characterization to prove its efficacy for nuclear structure cladding
evaluation. Material thickness evaluation are investigated on thick and thin aluminum
plates to prove the system capability using Lamb wave based dispersion curve method. In
addition, aluminum and zinc plate with the same selected thickness are inspected and
evaluated, and the material type is identified correctly with Lamb wave based dispersion
curve method. Moreover, theoretical parametric study of dispersion curves including
Young’s modulus, density and Poisson ratio is performed on aluminum 2024-T3 plates.
8.2.1 Focusing lens exploration
Using the PL-SLDV system developed in Chapter 5, signal with broad frequency
bandwidth which is preferential for material characterization cannot be acquired. Thus,
focusing lenses which can reduce the PL laser beam area are explored in order to excite
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broad band signals in the target plate. Two types of focusing lenses from Thorlabs are
investigated as shown in Figure 8.9: one is a plano-convex lens (point focusing lens) and
another is a cylindrical plano-convex lens (line focusing lens). The lenses are both made
of NBK-7 with damage threshold 7.5 J/cm2, which is larger than the maximum energy per
area of the selected pulsed laser as 1.39 J/cm2. NBK-7 is a pure universal optical glass
made by SCHOTT with excellent transmission in the range 350 nm - 2 µm. Both the two
lenses have antireflection coating in the wavelength range 1050-1700 nm, which allows
high transmission of the selected pulsed laser light with wavelength 1064 nm. The effective
focal lengths (EFL) are 200 mm, and the back focal lengths (BFL) are 197 mm.
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Figure 8.9 Two types of focusing lenses investigated: (a) point
focusing lens, and (b) line focusing lens
Using the selected two types of focusing lenses, the preliminary study to test the
capability of the focused PL-SLDV system are conducted on a 1 mm aluminum plate. The
experimental setup is illustrated in Figure 8.10. The focusing lens is added on the path of
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the PL excitation laser beam as shown in Figure 8.10a. The actuation and sensing schematic
are presented in Figure 8.10a, with a line scan 10 to 90 mm along y direction from the PL
source. The spatial resolution is set as 0.5 mm, and the SLDV sampling rate is 25.6 MHz.
The PL excitation energy is 10 mJ (3% of the full energy). The resulted excitation results
on the target surface are presented in Figure 8.11. Figure 8.11a illustrates one previous
result with unfocused PL source at 100 mJ energy, showing that the laser beam diameter
on the specimen surface is about 7 mm. With the point focusing lens, the resulted laser
source is significantly reduced to a point source with diameter about 0.2 mm as shown in
Figure 8.11b. By employing the line focusing lens, the PL source is focused only along the
y direction, resulting a about 0.2 mm wide and 7 mm long line source.

y
z

Pulsed laser

Scanning
line

SLDV

y

Lens

x
BFL

(a)

Focused line source

Specimen

(b)

~7 mm

Figure 8.10 Experimental setup using the focused PL-SLDV system: (a) system layout,
and (b) actuation and sensing schematic

~0.2 mm

~0.2 mm
7 mm

(a)

~7 mm

(b)

(c)

Figure 8.11 Illustration of the PL source: (a) previous unfocused source with 100 mJ
energy; resulted focused results with 10 mJ energy: (b) focused point source, and (c)
focused line source
The resulted time-space wavefields by using unfocused source, focused point
source and focused line source are plotted in Figure 8.12a, Figure 8.12b, and Figure 8.12c
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respectively. All the time-space wavefields show that two fundamental Lamb wave modes
weak S0 and strong A0 are excited, while the signal strength using focal lenses are
significantly stronger than that by unfocused source. Through 2D Fourier transform, the
frequency-wavenumber (f-k) spectrum are obtained and presented in Figure 8.12 as well.
Figure 8.12d plots the f-k spectrum obtained by using unfocused source, showing that A0
mode is strong in low frequency range. The same signature is observed in the f-k result
(Figure 8.12e) by point focusing source. In the f-k spectrum by using the line focusing
source shown in Figure 8.12f, the A0 mode is uniformly distributed in the range from 200
kHz to 1 MHz.
In addition, the waveform analysis is also conducted to directly illustrate the
sensing signal quality as well as bandwidth. Example results at 50 mm away from the
excitation are presented in Figure 8.13. Figure 8.13a plots the waveform at 50 mm by using
unfocused source, showing that the signal quality is poor and only A0 mode can be
observed. Figure 8.13d illustrates the frequency spectrum by using unfocused source,
showing that low frequency components dominates. The waveforms by using the point and
line focusing lens both have improved signal strength, while waveform by line focusing
lens (Figure 8.13c) has better signal quality: clear S0 and A0 with high signal to noise ratio.
Figure 8.13e presents the frequency spectrum by point focusing lens with low frequency
components dominating. In the frequency spectrum by using the line focusing source
shown in Figure 8.13f, the A0 mode is uniformly distributed in the range from 200 kHz to
1 MHz, which is consistent with the results observed in Figure 8.12f. Comparing the results
by using unfocused source, focused point source and focused line source, only the line
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source achieved both good sensing signal quality and broad band signal exaction in the
target plate.

S0

S0

A0

S0

A0

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

A0

Figure 8.12 Sensing results: time-space wavefield of (a) unfocused source, (b)
focused point source, and (c) focused line source; f-k spectrum of (d) unfocused source,
(e) focused point source, and (f) focused line source
Low frequency
dominates

Low signal
strength

(a)

(d)
More noisy
Not uniform

(b)

(e)
S0
A0

Uniform
(0.2-1MHz)

(c)

(f)

Figure 8.13 Waveform analysis results: waveform at 50 mm of (a) unfocused source,
(b) focused point source, and (c) focused line source; frequency spectrum of (d)
unfocused source, (e) focused point source, and (f) focused line source
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8.2.2 Thickness evaluation on thick plates
More study using the line focusing lens is performed on two thicker aluminum
2024-T3 plates where more Lamb wave modes can be excited under 1 MHz with the same
experimental setup to double confirm the system capability for material characterization.
The thickness of the two thicker plates are 3.175 mm and 6.35 mm respectively. The
obtained time-space wavefields are transformed to the f-k domain, and the f-k spectrum
are presented in Figure 8.14 and Figure 8.15 for the 3.175 mm and 6.35 mm plate
respectively.

A1
A0

A1
A0

S1

S0

S1

S0

S2

S2

(b)

(a)

Figure 8.14
f-k spectrum results on a 3.175 mm aluminum plate: (a) unfocused
source, and (b) focused line source
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A2
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A0
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S3

S3

(b)

(a)

Figure 8.15 f-k spectrum results on a 6.35 mm aluminum plate: (a) unfocused source,
and (b) focused line source
Figure 8.14a shows the f-k spectrum by using the unfocused source, where only S0
and A0 are observed. While Figure 8.14b presents the f-k spectrum by using the line
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focusing source, where more uniform and complete modes are observed. Similar
phenomena are observed in Figure 8.15 (6.35 mm plate), more complete and uniform Lamb
wave modes are observed. In summary, the f-k results obtained by using the line focusing
lens are sufficient and effective for material characterization.
8.2.3 Thickness evaluation of thin aluminum plates
In this subsection, four aluminum 2024-T3 plates with different thicknesses are
inspected and evaluated using the focused PL-SLDV system. The thicknesses are 0.508
mm, 0.635 mm, 0.810 mm and 1.016 mm respectively for the four plates. The theoretical
A0 frequency-wavenumber (f-k) dispersion curves of the selected plates are plotted in
Figure 8.16. The A0 dispersion curves differs with respect to different thickness.

Figure 8.16 Theoretical A0 dispersion
curves of aluminum plates with thickness
0.508, 0.635, 0.810, and 1.016 mm
Four line scans are performed from 10 to 90 mm away from the focused line source
and the corresponding wavefields are acquired [123]. Through 2D Fourier transform, the
f-k spectra containing the frequency and wavenumber components are obtained and
presented in Figure 8.17. For comparison purpose, the theoretical A0 dispersion curves of
aluminum plates with the selected thickness acquired by solving the classic Rayleigh-Lamb
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wave equations [93] are plotted in Figure 8.17 as well. The f-k spectra for all four plates
match the corresponding theoretical A0 dispersion curves at low frequency range, while
they differ more and more when the frequency goes higher, especially for the thinner plates.
The experimental A0 dispersion curves are extracted by finding the wavenumber value
corresponding to the maximum intensity at each frequency. The resulting experimental A0
dispersion curves are plotted in Figure 8.18 as well as the theoretical A0 dispersion curves.
As seen in Figure 8.18, the experimental A0 curves differ significantly from theoretical
curves at higher frequency. In addition, the experimental A0 curve differ from the
theoretical curves more when the plate thickness is thinner.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8.17 f-k spectrum measured on aluminum plates with tape at thickness (a) 0.508
mm, (b) 0.635 mm, (c) 0.810 mm, and (d) 1.016 mm [123]
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Figure 8.18
Compassion between experimental
dispersion curves and theoretical A0 dispersion curves

A0

The difference might be caused by the attached reflective tape layer. To observe
the reflective tape thickness comparing to the substrate testing 1 mm aluminum plate, a
thickness view image is captured using a scanning electron microscope (SEM). The
resulting images with magnification 100 and 400 are presented in Figure 8.19a and Figure
8.19b. The tape thickness is about 100 µm, which is relatively significant when the plate is
thin such as 0.508 mm in this study. It is obvious to see in Figure 8.17 that the significance
of the attached reflective tape layer increase (more difference between the f-k spectra and
the corresponding theoretical A0 dispersion curves) when the plate thickness is smaller
[123]. Thus, reflective tape for SLDV enhancement is not recommended for thin materials.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.19 SEM thickness view results of the testing plate with tape:
(a) with 100 magnification, and (b) with 400 magnification [123]
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In order to obtain accurate experimental A0 curves, the same experiments are
repeated on the four aluminum plates on the raw material surface without any surface
enhancement. The obtained f-k spectra results are presented in Figure 8.12. We observed
from that although the signal to noise ratio decreased since the raw surface is not as light
reflective as the reflective tape, the f-k spectra clearly show the frequency wavenumber
components, which is sufficient for material characterization purpose in this study. Figure
8.12 shows that all the f-k spectrum match well with the corresponding theoretical A0
dispersion curve at each plate thickness. Thus, the thicknesses of all the plates are identified
by matching the experimental A0 dispersion curves with the theoretical f-k spectra. In
addition, raw surface condition is recommended for material characterization purpose since
any extra attached surface enhancement will likely modify the overall material and result
in inaccurate estimation especially when the plate is quite thin (thinner than 1 mm) [123].

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8.20 f-k spectrum measured on raw surface of aluminum plates at thickness (a)
0.508 mm, (b) 0.635 mm, (c) 0.810 mm, and (d) 1.016 mm [123]
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Figure 8.21
Compassion between experimental
dispersion curves and theoretical A0 dispersion curves

A0

8.2.4 Material type characterization for thin plates
More study using the focused noncontact laser NDE system is performed on two
different material plates, one is made of aluminum 2024-T3 and another with zinc EN988,
with the same experimental setup. The thickness of the two plates is 0.508 mm. The
material properties of the two plates are shown in Table 8.1. We can see that these two
materials have significantly different material properties including Young’s modulus and
density, and slightly different Poisson ratio. These material properties combined with
providing thickness of the plate will result a unique Lamb wave dispersion relation, which
can help us identify the plates through the dispersion curve method mentioned above. The
corresponding theoretical A0 dispersion curves of the two plates are calculated by solving
the classic Rayleigh-Lamb wave equations [93] with the given material properties and
thickness, which is plotted in Figure 8.15. It can be observed that the theoretical A0
dispersion curves for these two plates are significantly different.
Table 8.1

Material properties of selected metal plates

Material
Young’s modulus (GPa)
Poisson ratio
Density (kg/m3)

Aluminum 2024-T3
73.1
0.33
2780
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Zinc EN988
105
0.245
7200

Figure 8.22 Theoretical A0 dispersion
curves of plate with thickness 0.508 mm
with different materials
In order to identify the plate, two line scans are performed following the scheme in
Figure 8.10b. The obtained time-space wavefields are transformed to the f-k domain
through 2D Fourier transform. The f-k spectra as well as the theoretical A0 dispersion
curves acquired earlier (for comparison purpose) are plotted in Figure 8.23. The frequency
wavenumber components in the f-k spectrum in Figure 8.23a agrees well with the
theoretical A0 dispersion curve for aluminum plate, while in Figure 8.23a the f-k spectra
obtained from the other plate matches well with the theoretical A0 dispersion curves for the
zinc plate. Thus, by comparing the f-k spectrum with the theoretical dispersion curves on
the two plates, we can identify the one associated with Figure 8.23a is the aluminum plate
while the other one corresponding to Figure 8.23b is the zinc plate.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.23
f-k spectrum results on a 6.35 mm aluminum plate: (a)
unfocused source, and (b) focused line source
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8.2.5 Theoretical dispersion curve study of different material properties
The previous two subsections illustrated our system capability on material property
characterization on thin plates through line scan experiments. In this subsection, analytical
study of dispersion curve sensitivity to material property parameters is performed. Material
properties such as Young’s modulus, Poisson ration, and density can affect the material
strength. Any degradation and/or change of the material properties may result in reduced
material strength and/or performance. Thus, an effective detection method which is
sensitive to these changes is highly desired. In the following study, the dispersion curve
sensitivity to the material property parameter changes is explored. It is difficult in the lab
to create many samples with slightly different material properties, thus analytical study is
very helpful in this stage to help us determine the dispersion curve sensitivity to these
changes.
The parametric study is performed on 1-mm aluminum 2024-T3 plates. The
thickness of the plates is 0.508 mm. The material properties of the plates are shown in
Table 8.1. Three parameters are studied including Young’s modulus, density, and Poisson
ratio. For each parameter, 5 cases are studied with percentage change being -20%, -10%,
0%, 10%, and 20% of the original parameters of the aluminum 2024-T3 plate. With the
given parameters for each plate, the analytical dispersion curves of A0 mode is obtained by
solving the Rayleigh-Lamb wave equations. The obtained dispersion curve results for
evaluation each parameter (Young’s modulus, density, and Poisson ratio) are plotted in
Figure 8.24, Figure 8.25, and Figure 8.26 respectively.
Figure 8.24 illustrates the A0 dispersion curves of the 1-mm aluminum plate with
different Young’s modulus parameters (range from -20% to 20%). It can be observed that
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the dispersion curves vary obviously when the Young’s modulus change. The wavenumber
value decreases with the Young’s modulus increase. In addition, wavenumber value has
more changes at higher frequencies, which indicates that the dispersion curve method is
more sensitive when the frequency goes higher. To compare the difference, the
wavenumber value as well as its changes at 500 kHz are illustrated in Table 8.2. The
wavenumber percentage change is +7.5%, +3.5, -3.0, and -5.6% compared with the original
wavenumber when the Young’s modulus percentage change is -20%, -10%, 0%, 10%, and
20%.

Figure 8.24 Theoretical A0 dispersion
curves with different Young’s modulus
Table 8.2

Wavenumber change at 500 kHz with different Young’s modulus
ΔE (%)
-20
-10
0
+10
+20

k (rad/mm)
1.790
1.723
1.665
1.615
1.571

Δk (%)
+7.5
+3.5
0
-3.0
-5.6

Figure 8.25 plots the A0 dispersion curves of the 1-mm aluminum plate with
different density parameters. The dispersion curves also vary obviously when the material
density changes. Different from Young’s modulus, the wavenumber value increase with
the density increase. In addition, it also shows the same phenomenon that the dispersion
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curve is more sensitive at higher frequencies. The wavenumber changes at 500 kHz are
illustrated in Table 8.3. The wavenumber percentage change is -6.9%, -3.3, +3.1, and
+6.1% compared with the original wavenumber when the density percentage change is 20%, -10%, 0%, 10%, and 20%. Figure 8.26 plots the A0 dispersion curves of the 1-mm
aluminum plate with different Poisson ratio. The dispersion curves are very close to each
other and there is no significant variation when the Poisson ratio changes.

Figure 8.25 Theoretical A0 dispersion
curves with different densities
Table 8.3

Wavenumber change at 500 kHz with different densities
Δρ (%)
-20
-10
0
+10
+20

k (rad/mm)
1.550
1.610
1.665
1.717
1.767

Figure 8.26 Theoretical A0 dispersion
curves with different Poisson ratio
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Δk (%)
-6.9
-3.3
0
+3.1
+6.1

CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK
9.1

RESEARCH SUMMARY
In this dissertation, Lamb wave based NDE/SHM methods have been developed

and a fully non-contact inspection systems based on laser techniques has been configured
and evaluated. The developed systems can acquire high spatial resolution wavefield over a
large frequency range, which carries a wealth information of intrinsic wave characteristics.
The wavefield data can directly show the wave damage interactions and provide initial
detection results. Advanced damage evaluation methodologies we developed provides
further quantitative evaluation of the damage in terms of locations and damage profiles.
With these successes, they are applied to the inspection of representative damage/defects
in both metal and composite aero structures and nuclear fuel cycle structures.
The dissertation work begins with Part I which focuses on the development of the
Lamb wave based NDE/SHM systems and methodologies. In chapter 3, the Lamb wave
multi-modal and dispersive signatures are first studied through analytical study of
theoretical dispersion curves on two-layer isotropic structures. The Lamb wave based
NDE/SHM methodologies are then symmetrically developed in chapter 4 using the welldeveloped PZT-SLDV system on an aluminum plate with simulate damage. Based on that,
a unique actuator network imaging method by employing multi-actuator and wavefield
scanning is developed for complex damage profile quantification. Chapter 5 presents the
development of a fully noncontact/remote PL-SLDV system as well as its evaluation on
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aluminum and composite plate structures. To further improve the system, analytical study
of the laser generated ultrasonic waves and numerical parametric study are conducted.
Part II furthers the dissertation through the work that is intended for demonstrating
the effectiveness and reliability of the developed systems and methodologies through
various applications on aerospace and nuclear structures. Chapter 6 focuses on the
applications on the aerospace metallic structures: (1) complex damage quantification using
the actuator network imaging method on an aluminum plate, and (2) crack evaluation using
the developed noncontact PL-SLDV system on aluminum plates. Chapter 7 presents the
applications on the aerospace composite structures: (1) wrinkle defect evaluation in a flat
composite plate, (2) delamination defect evaluation in curved composite plates, and (3)
pillow defect evaluation in a thick composite plate. In addition, automatic PL actuation
control is achieved and applied on composite structure towards more flexible field
applications. Last in Chapter 8, nuclear structure applications are presented: (1) SCC
evaluation in a thick welded steel plate, and (2) material property characterization on
metallic plates.
9.2

RESEARCH CONCLUSIONS

9.2.1 Lamb wave fundamental study
In Chapter 3, Lamb wave fundamental study on isotropic plate structure is first
studied. The analytical solutions of the classic Rayleigh-Lamb wave equations are derived,
and the theoretical dispersion curves are obtained. It can be observed from the dispersion
curves that Lamb waves are dispersive and multi-modal. Based on that, the analytical
solutions on two-layer structures are then solved with a global matrix method, and the
solved the results matches well with the literature. The solved dispersion curves can be
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used for damage detection and/or material evaluation purpose. In addition, the
experimental tuning curve of a PZT transducer on a 1-mm aluminum plate is acquired. The
obtained tuning curves show that certain wave mode can be excited at interested
frequencies with a certain type of PZT actuator, which can help the inspector select
favorable inspection frequencies. Moreover, experimental dispersion curves on aluminum
and composite plates are obtained, which can provide useful dispersion curves when the
material property is not available to inspectors.
9.2.2 Lamb Wave Based NDE/SHM Methodology
Chapter 4 systematically derived the Lamb wave based NDE/SHM methodology
based on a PZT-SLDV NDE system on an aluminum plate with a simulate damage. The
methodology is based on the high spatial resolution time-space wavefield data acquired by
the SLDV, which contains a wealth of information such as Lamb wave characteristics and
wave damage interactions. The recorded wavefield data can immediately visualize the
wave propagation and interaction with damage through a wavefield snapshot or video.
Through multi-dimensional Fourier analysis, frequency-wavenumber analysis enables the
inspector to observe the wave damage interaction in different domain and capture more
detailed wave characteristic change such as the mode conversion or reflections caused by
the quartz presented in this chapter.
For different wavefield based imaging methods, energy based wavefield imaging
is fast and effective in most of the case when dealing with simple defects such as the bonded
quartz in this chapter. It presents the energy distribution across the scanning area and
indicate the damage with discernable intensity changes. It can be used for quick diagnosis
and obtain initial inspection results. Filtering reconstruction imaging methods rely on the
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dispersion curves of the target structure and can extract the damage caused wavefield data
and generate further imaging results where only the damage is highlighted. On the other
hand, wavenumber imaging algorithms does not require any knowledge of the structure or
material and can provide the wavenumber change across the structure when damage
presents.
However, the presented methods where single actuator employed are not able to
quantify the full damage profile when the damage is complex. The reason is that the
strongest wave-damage interactions appear at the wave illuminating side/direction.
Motivated by this observation, an actuator network wavefield imaging method where
strong waves coming from all directions of the damage is developed in order to capture the
full profile of the damage with great complexity. Using multiple actuators illuminating
from different directions enclosing the damage, the full damage profile is captured with
great details including the shape and size.
9.2.3 Fully Noncontact/Remote PL-SLDV Laser System
In Chapter 5, a fully noncontact/remote PL-SLDV NDE system is developed for
damage evaluation purpose. The system is first configured by studying the excitation
energy and averaging effect and exploring effective surface protection. Effective Lamb
waves for damage detection purpose are excited in the target plate. The configured system
is then implemented for damage detection on metallic and composite plates with simulated
damage and multi-dimensional wavefield data are acquired. Wave damage interactions are
observed including mode conversion and reflections in the wavefield. Through post
processing with different imaging algorithms including filtering reconstruction and
wavenumber imaging methods, the damage is localized and highlighted. With the damage
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successfully detected on both metallic and composite structures, the presented noncontact
laser system reliability for damage evaluation is demonstrated.
In order to fully understand the laser ultrasonic mechanism, analytical study of laser
generated ultrasonic waves are studied on isotropic half space structure. Governing equations
are obtained by introducing the temperature effect in the wave propagation equation. Through
Laplace and Hankel transform, the surface temperature and displacement fields are analytically
solved in the transformed frequency-wavenumber domain. The surface temperature and
displacement field are then numerically obtained through inverse Laplace and Hankel
transform. The surface displacement field on aluminum material excited by laser pulse is
solved and the trend is consistent with literature. Parametric study regarding the excitation
energy and laser beam radius is performed, and the results show that the epicenter displacement
increases with the excitation energy increases and the laser beam radius decreases.

9.2.4 NDE/SHM Applications on metallic structures
Applications on metallic structures (one of the main components on aerospace
structures) are conducted in Chapter 6. On one hand, two simulated complex damage (mass
loss in triangular shape and additional mass simulated by a cluster of letters bonded to the
surface) are evaluated and quantified with the developed actuator network Lamb wave
imaging method using the PZT-SLDV system. Wave-damage interactions and
modifications are observed on the SLDV acquired wavefield data. Using multidimensional
Fourier transform to convert the waves to frequency-wavenumber domain, new
wavenumbers due to the presence of the damage are observed. With judiciously designed
filters those new wavenumbers are extracted, inversely transformed back to time-space
domain, and used to generate the synthetic images of the aluminum plates with damage.
The results show that the PZT-n-SLDV system and the synthetic wavefield imaging
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algorithm not only detect the presence of the damage but also show the complex profiles
of these damage with great details. It can be concluded that the resolution improves as the
number of actuators being used increases. In addition, higher inspection frequency with
shorter wavelength can also improve the imaging resolution to some extent.
On the other hand, two crack damage (one as machine milled notch, and another as
fatigue crack) on aluminum plates are evaluated using the developed noncontact PL-SLDV
NDE system. High wavenumbers are observed in the transformed wavefield data in the
frequency and wavenumber domain for both damages. Regarding the machine milled
notch, by taking advantage of the PL excited wide band signal, filtering reconstruction
imaging methods using a highpass filter are applied at three selected frequencies. The
results show that imaging at 210 kHz (the middle frequency) yields the best quantification
results where the crack length is accurately quantified. Thus for the fatigue crack, 210 kHz
is used as the imaging processing frequency. Normal and parallel inspection are performed
to inspect the fatigue crack from two perspectives. Both imaging results not only quantifies
the fatigue crack but also highlight the initial hole for the crack. Thus, the developed PLSLDV system is proved reliable for at least crack evaluation for aerospace structures.
9.2.5 NDE/SHM Applications on composite structures
Case studies on composite plates with typical defects are presented with effective
inspection system, imaging algorithms, and promising results in Chapter 7. For all the
inspected plates, the material properties and the plate layup are not available. To keep the
specimen intact, a nonintrusive PZT-SLDV system is developed which uses honey for PZT
couplant and wipe-off reflective spray for SLDV light reflectivity enhancement. First,
wrinkle defect in a flat composite plate is evaluated. An adaptive wavefield imaging
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method based on the first arrival is developed for this typical wrinkle defect inspection.
Inspection frequency study is performed to achieve strong first arrival of the excited
signals. With the identified inspection frequency, wavefield data are acquired, where strong
interactions (incident circular wavefront changes to straight) between the wrinkles and the
first arrival are observed. the acquired wavefield are processed with the adaptive wavefield
imaging method and the resulted images clearly highlight the wrinkle patterns and their
range.
Second, delamination defect in composite plates with different curvature are
evaluated. Wave delamination interaction are observed clearly for all the plates. Smaller
wavelength compared to the incident waves are observed when the delamination is close
to the measurement surface, indicating its counterpart wavenumber change in the
wavenumber domain. Higher wave intensity is observed when the delamination is in the
middle part through the thickness, while no obvious wavenumber change is observed.
Weighted wavenumber imaging method is used to further evaluate the delamination, and
the resulted images show that all the delamination are highlighted, and their shape and size
are approximately quantified.
Last, “pillow” defects are evaluated in a thick composite plate. Wavefield data are
acquired with PZT attached at different locations to excited signals in turn such that the
whole plate is covered. Wave-defect interaction are observed in all the wavefield, waves
with smaller wavelength and higher energy intensity compared to the incident waves
trapped in the defect area. The wavefield data are further processed with maximum
intensity wavenumber imaging method. The resulted images show that all the defects are
visualized, and their shape and size are quantified.
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In addition, the developed PL-SLDV system (where the PL excitation location is
fixed) is extended to an automatic PL-SLDV system, which can excite Lamb waves on any
desired location flexibly. The PL head is mounted on an industrial KUKA robotic arm in order
to enable the PL excitation movement. The automatic system is tested on a composite plate

with simulated defects using a scheme with 4 PL excitation locations resulting four sets of
wavefield data. The acquired wavefield data are proved effective and capable of detecting
the damage. With the four sets of data, actuator network imaging algorithm is used to
further quantify the damage, and the results improved with great details compared to that
acquired with only one actuator.
9.2.6 NDE/SHM Applications on nuclear structures
In Chapter 8, typical damage in nuclear structure stress corrosion cracking (SCC) is
evaluated first using the partial noncontact PZT-SLDV system and filtering reconstruction
imaging method. Then, the developed noncontact PL-SLDV system is explored for
thickness evaluation and material property characterization to prove its efficacy for nuclear
structure cladding evaluation.
A thick welded plate is manufactured following the procedure for the nuclear waste
tanks, and the three SCCs grew in the designed corrosive environment with vertical initial
EDM cracks across the weld. Two of them (the longest V1 and the shortest V2) are
evaluated using the PZT-SLDV system. Normal and parallel inspection are performed for
each SCC, and different wave-SCC interactions are observed: strong reflections when
waves encounter the SCC for normal inspection and trapped waves with higher intensity
along the SCC for parallel inspection. Larger wavenumbers are observed in the
wavenumber domain for all cases. Filtering reconstruction imaging process is applied using
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a highpass filter to extract those larger wavenumbers due to the SCC. The resulted images
show that V1 is quantified accurately with its growing trace and total length, while V2 is
only part of its trace highlighted. In addition, the normal inspection results in a slightly
better imaging results when using the filtering reconstruction imaging algorithms for crack
quantification.
Then, investigation using the noncontact/remote laser based PL-SLDV ultrasonic
NDE system aided with focusing lens are explored towards nuclear structure
coating/cladding evaluation. Line focusing lens capability is first proved for PL wideband
signal excitation, which is preferential for material characterization. Material thickness
evaluation are investigated on both thick and thin aluminum plates using Lamb wave based
dispersion curve method, and the results demonstrated that the dispersion curves are
sensitive to thickness change with the minimum detected thickness 0.127 mm. In addition,
aluminum and zinc plate with the same selected thickness are inspected and evaluated, and
the material type is identified correctly with dispersion curve method. Moreover,
theoretical parametric study of dispersion curve sensitivity to the change of Young’s
modulus, density and Poisson ratio is performed on aluminum 2024-T3 plates. The results
show that the dispersion curve is more sensitive to Young’s modulus and density change
while much less sensitive to Poisson ration change.
9.3

MAJOR CONTRIBUTIONS
With all the efforts exhibited, this dissertation has made significant contributions

to the advancement of non-contact Lamb wave based NDE/SHM, from the fundamental
evaluation methodologies and algorithms development, the applications of such methods
on evaluating less-addressed defects in composite laminates as well as less-addressed
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nuclear facility structures, to the configuration and validation of pulsed laser for Lamb
wave excitation and its application in the fully non-contact Lamb wave system. All of these
are essential and critical toward moving the fully non-contact Lamb wave methodology
toward real world applications. These major contributions are listed in detail as following:
➢

Quantitative ultrasonic Lamb wave NDE methods that do not require prior
knowledge of the material properties through experimental acquisition of dispersion
curves.

➢

An unprecedented high-resolution actuator network imaging method that can
quantify complex damage with great details through the use of multiple actuators and
wavefield sensing.

➢

An effective noncontact/remote laser based PL-SLDV NDE system accompanied
with evaluation methods that are evaluated on various damage detection on metallic
and composite structures.

➢

An automated PL-SLDV system that can move the PL excitation at any designated
location and validated on a composite plate for damage detection towards more
flexible and rapid inspection.

➢

Analytical study of Laser generated ultrasonic waves on isotropic half space
structures that can provide the laser generated temperature and displacement field on
the illuminating surface. Numerical and experimental parametric study that reveals
the parameter effect on the laser excited ultrasonic waves.

➢

Lamb wave NDE systematic case studies with effective imaging methodologies on
aero metallic structures with typical damage such as fatigue crack and composite
structures with typical defects such as wrinkles and delamination.
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➢

Typical nuclear structure damage evaluation using the presented NDE
methodologies such as SCC evaluation and material thickness and property
evaluation, which provide alternative methods to ensure the nuclear structure safety.

9.4

RECOMMENDED FUTURE WORK
With the summarized conclusions and concluded major contributions, the

following research directions are recommended for further studies towards the
development of more comprehensive and effective NDE technologies:
➢

In Chapter 4, actuator network Lamb wave imaging method is proposed and
validated with an 8-actuator network arranged in circle shape. Different schematics
of the network arrangement considering the actuator numbers and locations are
recommended to study to investigate the system reliability. In addition, other image
fusion methods such as multiplication or considering weighting effects based on the
actuator location are recommended for investigation.

➢

In Chapter 5, employment of a surface protection on the excitation surface not only
protected the surface from burning damage but also improved the signal quality.
Introducing this layer of material will modify the excitation mechanism. Thus,
analytical study or FEM modeling is recommended for this excitation setup to fully
understand the working principle underneath, which might be helpful to excite
desired signals in the target structure. In addition, analytical study is recommended
on for laser generated Lamb waves on plate like structures.

➢

In Chapter 6, we conclude that the inspection frequency plays a critical role for
inspection and will affect the final imaging resolution. Using a higher frequency with
shorter wavelength can improve the image resolution to some extent with a trade of
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loss of signal strength due to the high attenuation. Thus, frequency study is
recommended especially for damage quantification to optimize the inspection
wavelength as well as the maximize the wave energy.
➢

In Chapter 7, three types of defects are evaluated in composite plates using the
presented nonintrusive PZT-SLDV system with honey as PZT couplant. The
excitation mechanism analytical study is recommended to better control the
excitation. In addition, other nonpermanent couplants are recommended to be
investigated. Moreover, other types of typical defects in composites such as porosity
should also be investigated.

➢

In Chapter 8, typical nuclear damage stress corrosion cracking (SCC) is evaluated in
thick steel plates and the results are promising. However, the short SCC is more
difficult to quantify through the current imaging method. Other imaging methods
such as wavenumber imaging or cross-correlation imaging methods are
recommended to be studied. In addition, material characterization including
thickness and property on metallic plates are conducted using the PL-SLDV system
accompanied by the Lamb wave based dispersion curve method. Experimental and
numerical study for the material dispersion curve sensitivity to material property
change is recommended to be explored. Moreover, material property characterization
on multi-layer structures is also recommended for further study.
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